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This dissertation consists of a collection of three published or accepted papers; 
On spectral Properties of Harper-like models published in J. Math. Phys. in co­
operation with T. Janssen, Quasicrystals and Denjoy Homeomorphism to appear 
in J. Phys. A and a modified version of Hull of Aperiodic Solids and Gap Label­
ing to appear in Directions in Mathematical Quasicrystals in cooperation with J. 
Bellissard and M. Zarrouati. The first chapter is an introductory part in which I 
give an overview on the subject and present the obtained results. I have chosen a 
self-consistent description of the results and present also the main arguments lead­
ing to them. Therefore, the first chapter will be sufficient for the reader interested 
in the results and a general introduction only. On the other hand the reader in­
terested in the subject of one of the papers can go directly to the corresponding 
chapter. Hence, there will be some overlap between the introductory part and the 
corresponding parts in the other chapters.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Results
1.1 Introduction
During the last hundred years physicists in solid state physics have constructed 
simple models to understand the different behavior of metallic and non-m etallic 
states. We give a short historical overview: for more details refer to [AsMe]. At 
the turn  of the last century. Drude [Dru] developed a partly very successful theory 
of metallic conduction. The electron is seen as a free particle interacting only with 
the ions through some collision processes. The failures and conceptual problems the 
Drude model raised have been partly solved by Bloch theory [Bio] which encounters 
quantum theory for solids. It is an extension of Floquet theory for two or higher 
dimensional solids and consists in taking the periodic structure of the metal into 
account. The power of Bloch Ansatz stems from its underlying geometric picture, 
namely the Brillouin zone which can be derived in case of an infinite perfect crys­
tal. Bloch theory introduces a wave vector k playing the same fundamental role in 
the general problem of motion in a periodic potential as the momentum of a free 
electron plays in the classical Sommerfeld theory of solids. Therefore it is called 
quasimomentum. Also the classical equations of' motion have a simple and elegant 
generalization to electrons in a general periodic potential, which is known as the 
semiclassical theory. These electrons have a periodic energy dispersion relation with 
respect to the quasimomentum and are called Bloch electrons. It is calculated from 
the spectral properties of an effective one electron Hamiltonian and is therefore an 
input param eter for the semiclassical theory. In the fifties and sixties much effort 
has been put into its explicit computation and it is nowadays still a subject of in­
terest. Semiclassical theory has achieved great success in the description of thermal 
and electric conductivity for metals and semiconductors as long as the independent 
electron approximation holds [AsMe]. Especially, semiclassical theory can account 
for the “anomalous” sign of some measured Hall coefficients.
Let us come to the limitations of Bloch theory in the case when the independent
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electron approximation is still valid. Bloch’s Ansatz runs into trouble in situations 
where quantum  effects of the external magnetic field, known as magnetic breakdown, 
become relevant. The Harper model [Har] serves as a paradigm for the description 
of such a situation. It describes a Bloch electron in an external magnetic field on 
a rectangular lattice in the tight-binding approximation. During the last 45 years 
much work was devoted to the study of this model. Different types of results have 
been achieved, like results on the spectral measure, gap distribution, Lyapunov ex­
ponents, symmetries etc. . The Hamiltonian can by described in an algebraic way by 
introducing the so-called magnetic translation operators. These operators generate 
the rotation algebra which has been independently introduced by mathematicians. 
We give a short review on this subject in Section 1.2. Although the Hamiltonian of' 
the Harper model is a first order approximation only, it describes already charac­
teristics found in experiments. In Section 1.3 we stress upon the investigations for 
superconducting networks, experiments where the Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations 
are measured and a recent ultrasonic experiment.
Which properties of the Harper model also holds for other models? Wc started 
our investigation with a model on the triangular lattice corresponding to the Harper 
model. More precisely, a paper by Elliott and coworker [CEY] attracted a consid­
erable attention in 1990. They employed the ç-binomial coefficients in an elegant 
way to obtain a qualitative estimate of the gap widths for the spectrum of H arper’s 
Hamiltonian. The question how to generalize this method imposes directly. We de­
fine generalized binomial coefficients, give a geometric interpretation and calculate 
an analytic expression for them. We solve a recurrence relation in two variables and 
complex coefficients to receive this analytic expression. For doing so we define a 
discrete “partial Fourier transform ” . Using these coefficients we extend the method 
used by Elliott and obtain results on the distribution of spectral gaps for a class of 
“Harper like” models, namely models with nearest and next-nearest neighbor in­
teraction. One crucial property of H arper’s Hamiltonian is the Chambers relation 
which is explained in Section 1.2. It is a well-known fact th a t this relation also holds 
for other nearest neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonians like the one corresponding to 
the triangular lattice. We show tha t the Chambers relation holds for the class of 
Harper like models. Actually, we have defined this class due to this property and ev­
ery more general class does not fulfill the Chambers relation. Section 1.4.1 contains 
all results of Chapter 2. The main ideas leading to them are presented also.
For specific systems physicists have found ways to deal with systems where the 
translation symmetry of the underlying atomic structure is broken. But many sys­
tems require to take the aperiodicity into account: quasicrystals, semiconductors 
at low tem perature for impurity bands, amorphous materials, even metallic liq­
uids. Bellissard [Bel2, BelT] has suggested an approach to handle such situations 
by extending Bloch theory to homogenous media. It uses the framework of non-
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commutative geometry [Con6]. The algebra of continuous functions over the Bril- 
lioun zone is replaced by a non-commutative algebra A. This algebra is built from 
the family {U(a)HU(a ) ~ 1, a 6 W1} of the translates of H  and is called the non- 
commutative Drillouin zone (XCBZ). This is the smallest algebra which m atters if 
one considers translation invariant properties. The construction leads to C(B) 0  KL 
whenever we have a perfect crystal. B is the Brillouin zone and K, is the algebra of 
compact operators. For more details we refer to Chapter 4. This approach leads in 
case of' the quantum Hall effect to a rigorous description [BvES]. The Hall conduc­
tance is identified via the Kubo-Chern formulae with a cyclic 2-cocycle and so the 
integrality of the Hall conductance is shown. The power of this approach lies in the 
possibility to treat the geometric properties, like symmetries, and the impurities of 
the system simultaneously.
The aim of Chapter 4 is to review the general construction liable to replace 
Bloch theory for aperiodic solids and to give an account of the calculations of gap 
labels for 2D systems. We introduce a point of view slightly different from the 
one introduced by Bellissard [Bel2, Bel7] and obtain new results summarized in 
Section 1.8. The algebra A is already determined by the atomic positions. The set 
of the atomic positions is equipped with a natural topology induced by the weak-* 
topology of measures. The orbit closure under the canonical action of translations 
gives rise to a topological dynamical system. We investigate the properties of the 
dynamical system and relate them to properties of the atomic positions. In case 
of quasicrystals we can say more about the topological structure: it is a torus 
with a topology finer than the usual one implying th a t the canonical transversal 
is totally disconnected. In Chapter 3 one-dimensional quasicrystals are related to 
homeomorphisms (continuous bijective maps) on the circle. In this way we obtain 
a new interpretation of the generators of the Ko-group.
In Section 4.4 we review the justification for the tight-binding representation. In 
case of aperiodic solids we cannot define a similar algebra to A  directly. However, 
the transversal mentioned above yields a suitable notion for A  which agrees with the 
algebra generated by the quasitranslation operators. We review the Gap Labeling 
Theorem and describe the known results for one and two dimensional quasicrystals. 
Furthermore, we put forward a conjecture how to calculate the gap labels. We 
also introduce a complementary point of view taking the thermodynamics of the 
atomic motions into account. By an axiomatic approach, we propose a framework 
in which the Gibbs state describing the therm al equilibrium of atomic configurations 
becomes a probability measure on the set of atomic positions given by a measure 
space. We obtain results on the existence of' the diffraction measure. A more detailed 
description is given in Section 1.8 .1.
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1.2 Bloch Electrons in an External M agnetic Field
The behavior of a Bloch electron in a magnetic field has been studied since the 
early days of quantum  mechanics. It is known to be one of the most difficult and 
challenging problems in solid state physics. For a historical presentation we refer to 
[Bel4, Bel6]. Magnetic fields break the parity or the time reversal symmetries, and 
so provide a very efficient and technically simple tool in investigating microscopic 
properties of a metal. For simplicity let us restrict our discussion here to two dimen­
sional models many physical systems behave in modern devices, where magnetic 
properties are investigated, essentially like two dimensional systems.
In the presence of a magnetic field the (Lorentz) force, experienced by a charged 
particle, fulfills the conditions of a generalized force in Lagrange theory [Gol]. There­
fore we can perform the usual quantization procedure. Using the substitution
P ^ K  = P - e Â ,  (1.1)
where P  is the momentum operator, A  is the vector potential of the electro-magnetic 
field and e is the electron charge, we obtain the one-electron Schrödinger operator:
H  =  ^ ( p - eXf  +  v ^ ) '  <h2) 
where Q is the position operator, V  is the effective potential and m, is the electron 
mass. In the following we assume tha t V  is T-periodic in Q. where I is a lattice in 
R2. If the magnetic field is perpendicular to the sample and constant in time, then 
A  satisfies
dxA2 -  d2A 1 =  B.
In 1930, Landau [Lan] performed the calculation of the energy spectrum for a free 
electron in a constant magnetic field. He derived a discrete spectrum with infinitely 
degenerated eigenspacos — the so-called Landau levels — from the observation tha t 
K  obeys the canonical commutation relations, namely
[K1, K 2} = ieB /2n  (1.3)
and therefore the Hamiltonian in eq. (1-2) correponds in this case to the Hamiltonian 
of a particle in a harmonic potential. Adding a weak periodic potential will broaden 
these levels. Using Schur’s complement formula or Feshbach’s method [Fes], we 
obtain an effective Hamiltonian for one band [ClWa, Bel2], see also Section 4.4.
However, in most of the usual applications the magnetic field is hardly strong 
enough to justify the Landau bands picture and one should rather start a pertur­
bation method from the Bloch energy band picture. In 1933, Peierls [Pei] proposed
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a substitution rule how to investigate such a situation: take the energy dispersion 
relation E (k )  for one band, E  can be interpreted as a continuous function over the 
Brillouin zone, and replace the quasimomentum k by the operator K  in eq. (1.1). 
To avoid arbitrariness in this procedure due to the non-com m utativity of the com­
ponents of K  one usually applies the Weyl quantization rule: since E (k )  is periodic 
with respect to the reciprocal lattice T*, we can perform a Fourier expansion
E(k)  = ' ^ 2 c ( a ) e 2ni{s’i' \  (1.4)
aer*
and replace the trigonometric monomial e27rî<a>fc) by the operator e2m(a>K), in this 
way, we get a bounded self-adjoint operator H  belonging to the rotation algebra 
A(9). A(9) can be defined as the C* algebra [Riel, Con3] generated by the two 
unitaries
U = and V  = (1.5)
satisfying the commutation rule
U V  = e2*i0 VU,  (1.6)
where 9 is given by the magnetic flux in a unit cell in appropriate units [BKS]. Let 
us give a short summary of the m athem atical properties of A{9). Let T denote the 
unit circle in the complex plane. Then there exists a canonical action z —>■ cf)z of T 2 
on A(9) such that (pz (U) = z-JJ and 0Z(V) = Z2V.  Any element fixed by <p is a scalar 
multiple of the identity. There is a unique tracial state r  of A(9) invariant under 
è  and continuous in 9. The derivations d\ and d2 defined by di l l  — iU, d \V  — 0 
and diU =  0 , 62V  =  iV  are induced by the action 0  and give a non commutative 
differential structure. By analogy, A(9) is called the non commutative torus [Con6 , 
Bel2, Bel9]. For zero magnetic field A{9) is just the algebra of'continuous functions 
on the torus and for rational values of 9 it is isomorphic to an algebra of m atrix - 
valuos functions over the torus.
The roation algebra also appears in the context one-dimensional cut-and-project 
sets for quasicrystals, 9 is determined by the orientation of the embedded lattice; 
see Chapter 3. In the context of an electron in a magnetic field, U and V  have been 
introduced by Zak [Zak] in 1964. He considered some projective representation of' 
the translation group on L2(R2) and called them magnetic translation operators. 
In more general context U and V  appeared even earlier. In 1960, Schwinger [Schw] 
investigated unitary operator bases and described in one example the dual role of 
U and V ; see also Aubry duality below.
In the fifties a semiclassical approach was used to justify Peierls substitution 
[Lut, Ons, Ada]. First results towards a m athem atical justification were obtained
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by Elliott [Ell] and by Avion and Simon [AvSi]. Helffer and Sjöstrand [HeSjl, 
HeSj2, HeSj3] and Kerdelhué [HKS] used in their contributions a micro-local analysis 
of pseudo differential operators to give a description of spectral properties; see also 
[HeKe4], It puts the WKB analysis of tunneling between different lattice cells [Will] 
in a rigorous form. This work was recently simplified and completed by Buslaev and 
Fedotov [BuFel, BuFe2], A rigorous justification for the Peierls substitution was 
presented in [HeSj3, Bel2],
Let us now describe the Harper model [Har]. The behavior of a Bloch electron 
in an external magnetic field can be described by a tight-binding approximation; 
for a justification of the tight-binding approximation; see Section 4.4. If we consider 
nearest-neighbor interaction only, we obtain the following tight-binding Hamiltonian 
for the rectangular lattice:
H tV(k,  I) =  e ^ * ’0 tf (fc +  1 ,0  +  tf (A; -  1, /) (1.7)
+  t e iT)2 (k,l) ^  ! +  ^  + t e -ir,2 ( k , l - 1) ^  t
where t denotes the coupling constant and the other is set to one. 771.2 (&, 0 denotes 
the line integral of the vector potential of the external magnetic field from (k, I) to 
( k + 1 ,1) and from (k, I) to (k, /+ 1), respectively. It stems from a compensating gauge 
transform ation [JaJa]. Since the magnetic field is uniform, we have the constraint
rj\ (k. I) +  rj2{k + l , l )  -  r/,(A;,/ +  l)  -  r/2(M ) =  27rT^ =  0 -<±>0
where $  is the flux through the unit cell and $0 =  hc/e.  Using Landau’s gauge 
T]\(k,l) = 0, 7/2(/c,/) =  6 k and the separation Ansatz tf (k, I) = el®lg(k) we derive 
the well known H arper’s equation
g(k +  1) +  g(k — 1) +  21 cos(2716 k +  ß) g(k) = E  g(k). (1.8)
In the m athem atical literature the corresponding operator, acting on £2(Z) is called 
the (discrete) almost M athieu operator. Let ai t .O.ß)  be its spectrum. Then the 
spectrum of H t , the Hamiltonian of the Harper model, is given by the union
^ M )  =  \ J ° ( t , 0 , ß ) -
ß
Let us describe //, in a more algebraic way by using the unitaries of eq. (1.5) in 
the tight binding representation
UV(k , l )  =  tf (A: +  1,1), (1.9)
U tfi/.-./; = eH?2(^ ) t f (M  + I)-
So we can write H t = U + U * + tV + tV * .  It took until Hofstadter’s famous thesis [Ho] 
in 1976 to recognize the beautiful fractal structure of' the spectrum ait,  0). Namely,
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Spectrum of H t for t = 1
Figure 1.1: Hofstadtor’s butterfly.
if we plot the spectrum a(t  = 1,9) versus the magnetic field strength 9 we obtain 
a butterfly-like picture: see Fig. 1.1. Actually, the spectrum is only calculated for 
rational values of the magnetic field strength in suitable units. For a beautiful walk 
inside the Hofstadtor’s butterfly we recommend the numerical work by Guillemont, 
Helffer and Treton [GHT] or one should visit the web page by Lamoureux [Lam] on 
which one finds a zoom into the Hofstadtor’s butterfly.
Hofstadter [Ho] recognized a hierarchical clustering of the spectrum of' H,  and 
defined by numerical evidence a renormalization procedure depending on the con­
tinuous fraction expansion of 9. Afterwards these Hofstadter 'rules have been partly 
derived by different methods [BeSt, Wil2], For irrational values of 6 the spectral 
measure has multi fractal properties, which can be described by the generalized 
Rényi dimension of the spectral measure. In [RuPi] the minimal and maximal frac­
tal dimension are related to the continuous fraction expansion of 9.
The spectrum a{t, 9) is symmetric with respect to the map: E  —> —E  and is 
contained in the interval [—2 — 2t, 2 +  21\.
Since H t transforms to t ,H\/ t under the automorphism given by U V  and
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V  —> U~l , the spectrum obeys the relation ait,  9) = t a i l / t ,  9). This relation is 
called the Aubry duality [Aubl] and can be seen as a discrete Fourier transform 
[KrSe]. Actually, this transform ation induces a duality of the spectrum in a more 
general context [Cho]. In case of the rotation algebra A{9) the duality assert tha t we 
have (almost surely with respect to 9) no point spectrum for self-adjoint operators 
invariant under the discrete Fourier transform mentioned above.
It is a long standing conjecture th a t for all irrational 9 's and all t ’s the spectrum 
is a Cantor set, namely a closed, nowhere dense set, which has no isolated points 
[Azb]. In 1981, during a talk at the AMS annual meeting, Mark Kac offered ten 
M artinis to anyone who solves this problem, which led Simon [Sim2] to name it 
’’The Ten M artini Problem” . Several partial results have been obtained so far. 
Bellissard and Simon [BeSi] gave the first rigorous result on the Cantor structure of 
the spectrum for a dense Gg set of pairs (9,t). As a by product they showed that 
for rational 9 = p/q  all gaps are open (p and q relative prime) except for even q 
the central gap is closed. Van Mouche [Moul] improved these results and obtained 
in addition a result on the gap growth powers with respect to t. He used Bezout’s 
theorem for projective plane curves. The spectral measure of the Harper model is 
given by |4 — 2\t\ \ for almost all 9; see [Las, Jit] for a review. In the case of t < 4/29 
or t >  29 there exists also a proof for aM 9 [JiLa].
The edges of the spectral gap boundaries vary continuously with the magnetic 
field strength for any normal element in A{9) which was shown by Elliott [Ell] in 
1982. For the Harper model Holder’s continuity was proven in [CEY] with exponent 
1/3. Then this result was improved by Avron and coworkers [AMS] to exponent 1/ 2 . 
Whenever a gap closes at, say 9 =  p / q , its width vanishes like 0 (y / \9  — p/q\) if 9 
approaches p/q  [HeSj3, RaBe]. However, if the gap does not close, they are actually 
Lipshitz continuous with Lipshitz constant depending on the gap width. Using 
methods from non commutative geometry Bellissard [Bel7] derived this result for a 
class of Sobolev-type self-adjoint operators in A{9).
A semiclassical analysis [Bel3, HeSj3, RaBe] shows that for a generic set of 
smooth self-adjoint elements the gap boundaries have discontinuous derivatives at 
each rational value of 9. However it is possible to show th a t the gap edges are 
right and left differentiable at each rational value of 9 and the W ilkinson-Rammal 
formula gives the values of these derivatives, first proved for the Harper model 
[Will, Ram, WPR., HeSj3] and extended to a class of smooth elements in A{9) 
[RaBe]. The difference of the right and left derivative is a consequence of the exis­
tence of a phase holonomy (adiabatic or Berry’s phase).
If 9 is rational, 9 = p/q  with p and q relative prime integers, then there is a 
irreducible representation n  of A(p/q)  on Cq such tha t 111 is the cyclic shift and 
UU = d iag(l, 7 2, . . . , 7 2<?-2) with 7 =  exp(«7r0). It is not difficult to see th a t every 
irreducible representation of A(p/q)  is unitarily equivalent to Ilz = No for some
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z e T 2, where (p is the action described on page 5 . The spectrum of a self-adjoint 
element 1i in A{6) is of course the union of the images of H in a complete set of 
irreducible representations of A{9). W ith the representations for rational 9 above 
we have
a(H) = IJ a(Uzn), (1.10)
z £ T 2
and for finite dimension the spectra are determined by the characteristic polynomials 
chz. Chambers [Cha] observed tha t chz behaves nicely as a function of z, namely 
the functional dependence splits:
d i z (x) = f ( x )  -  h(z) . (1.11)
In several other cases similar behavior was observed afterwards [BKS, KrSe]. There-
Figure 1.2 : Chambers relation: chz(x) =  f ( x )  — h(z)
fore the spectrum of T~L is determined by the range of h(z) and the gap edges by 
the extrema of h(z)\ see Fig. 1.2. Moreover, if a possible gap is closed, then the 
spectrum is degenerate in one of the two irreducible representations corresponding 
to the maximum or minimum of h(z). In other words, if the spectrum is not degen­
erate the minimal polynomial is the characteristic polynomial, and therefore every 
polynomial with smaller degree does not vanish on the spectrum. In a remarkable 
paper Choi, Elliott and Yui [CEY] used this fact to find a lower bound for the gap 
width, namely 82~q. This paper was the starting point for our investigations in 
Chapter 2.
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1.3 Experim ents R elated to the Harper M odel
Lot us give a short overview over the variety of physical situations in which the 
Harper model plays an im portant role. In 1978, Aubry [Aubl] explained the phe­
nomena of the Peierls instability for a one dimensional periodic chain using the 
Harper model. If the positions of the chain are modulated, then there is an extra 
gap at the fermi level for the electrons which stabilizes the system. Furthermore, 
this model is applied to understand the theory of the quantum Hall effect [TKNX], 
In the theory of flux state models for high-tem perature superconductivity the use 
of Harper like models has become im portant [RaBe].
Superconducting N etw orks
The critical line in the (H, T)  phase diagram of' regular two dimensional networks 
of superconducting indium [PCR] and aluminum [PCRV] in a magnetic field can be 
quantitatively understood by a mean field theory. Solving the linearized Ginzburg- 
Landau equation one obtains essentially the Harper model on the same geometry 
[Ale, AlHa]. One observes downward cusps at half' integer values of'the reduced flux 
$ /$ o  and well-defined dips at $ / $ 0 =  | ,  | ,  | ,  | .
Shubnikov de Haas O scillations
A recent work by Schlösser and co workers [SEKH] measures the internal structure 
of a Landau band induced by a lateral superlattice with lattice periods of 215nm, 
139nm, 105nm and 80nm. A splitting of the maxima of Shubnikov de Haas oscil­
lations is observed. The number of sub-maxima is related to the number of flux 
quanta penetrating a unit cell and therefore to the number of subbands per Landau 
level.
U ltrasonic Experim ent
Kuhl and Stockmann [KuSt] present a completely different idea to realize the Hof­
stadter butterfly spectrum. The approach is based on an analogy between elec­
tronic and photonic systems. The transfer m atrix describing the propagation of 
(micro)waves in a one dimensional array of scatterers is approximately the same as 
the transfer m atrix obtained from H arper’s equations. Therefore they could measure 
qualitatively the same appearance of the spectra -  number of subbands, fractality, 
etc. . In the experiment a rectangular waveguide (20 mm by 10 mm) with 100 cylin­
drical scatters with radius 2.5 mm and distance 20.5 mm was used. The length of 
the scatterers could be varied with the help of micrometer screws. The measured 
frequency range was 7.5 GHz up to 15 GHz.
1.4 On Spectral Properties of Harper-like M odels
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In this section wo present a self-contained summary of Chapter 2 . We study spectral 
properties of Harper-like models. The classical binomial coefficient (”) has many dif­
ferent enumerative, geometric and algebraic meanings. Newton’s binomial formula 
is one way to define it:
where a and b commute. Denote Z[u,v,  7 ] the ring generated by elements u, v and 
7 with relations1
where (") is an element in Z[y\ ( =  center of Z[it, u .7 ] ). For the ç-binomial
The roles of u and v are completely symmetric, the corresponding bases are 
related by a discrete Fourier transform [KrSe]. They correspond to the magnetic 
translation operators introduced in Section 1.2 . Therefore we are interested in the 
expansion coefficients for powers of u + u~l +  v + ?;_1. They lie also in Z[7 ] and can 
be seen as a generalization of the ç-binomial coefficients. This idea extends to any 
(self-adjoint) element T~L in the (finite) span of' u and v.
Let us introduce some convenient notation for products of the unitaries u and v. 
These operators may be viewed as Weyl operators w ( m ) ,m  £ Z 2.
u v  = 7 2 vu ,  7  u = u 7 , j v  = '6>7 ,
then the “ç-binomial coefficient” (”) is uniquely defined by
coefficient a formula is known [Ask]. It is given by the Gaussian polynomial
n
k [k ] [n — k] ’
evaluated at x  =  j 2 where [rn](x) =  (1 — xm)(l — arm_1) • ••(!  — x).
w(l,Q) = u, '«;((), 1) =  v, 
w(rri + n) = 7 _(7(m,n) w(rri) w (n ) (m, n e  Z 2), 
and 7  =  exp [it n d ] ,
1 In this context q is a complex number and its value ranges usually between 0 and 1. Since q
denotes later 011 an integer, we “7 2-deform” to prevent equivocalness.
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where a denotes the standard discrete symplectic form. a(rri,n) =  m-i«2 —
The adjoint operation is simply expressed as
w(n)* =  'w(n)~L =  'w(-n).  (1-12)
We study the following family of Hamiltonians (self-adjoint operators)
'He = ^ 2  c™w (m ) I1'13)
m £ V
with V  =  {(0, ±1), (±1, O), (±1, ±1)} and c*n = c_m G C.
Expansion Coefficient
The expansion coefficient (n; k) for the A'th power of l i c is uniquely defined by
'Hck (  ^  Cnw(n) 1 = 5 ^  (n-, k) w(n),  (1.14)
VrieZ2 /  -raez2
where (n; k) again belongs to ^ [7 ], The second sum is also finite, since only a finite 
number of (n; k) are non zero.
W riting 'Hck+1 as %ck 'Hv and 'Hv l i k with coefficients («; k +  1) and (n; k) we 
get two “conjugated” recurrence relations
(n; k + l) = ^ 2  {n -  rrv, k) = cm- r a(n’m) (n -  rrv, k) (1.15)
r r i^ V  r r i^ V
with initial condition («; 0) =  Sn.
Proposit ion  1.4.1 Let Tic be defined by (1.13). Then (n; k) is a polynomial in 
cm with real coefficients and therefore (n; k) = (—rv k) holds, particularly (n ; k) =  
(—rv, k) G M for cnrr -p G M.
The Hamiltonian T-Lc for a particle on a lattice in a homogeneous magnetic field 
has real coefficients cm. For Hamiltonians 'Hr with additional symmetries in the 
parameters cm we get further relations for the coefficients (n; k).
Proposit ion  1.4.2 Let $  G G L (2, Z). I f  c is such that crn =  s -1 c$(m) holds for all 
m  G 'D with s G C, then (n; /c) =  ($(n); A;).
A symmetry of 7~lc gives rise to such an automorphism <I>. For example in the square 
lattice case the rotation by 7t/2 induces ((rii, « 2); k) = {{—TI2, rii): k).
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G eom etric Interpretation
Each coefficient (n; k) may be identified with a weighted sum of all paths from (0,0) 
to (n i.na) in Z 2 in exactly k steps belonging to 'D — now regarded as a set of 
steps. This can be seen in following way. If one expands the product Tic , then each 
summand may be mapped 011 a path of length k starting at (0 , 0) by identifying 
w(rn) with the step rri G 'D. This is obviously a one to one mapping between the 
summands of %ck and the set V k = {paths of  length k starting at (0 , 0) with steps 
in V  only}.
Furthermore, one can extend the map from T>y. to the summands in the following 
way. Every path of length k with steps only in 'D is mapped on a summand of 'Hr 
such th a t two paths have the same image if and only if they differ by a translation. 
We index a summand by its, up to translation unique path v, i.e. S v . Let the path 
■a be composable with u), i.e., the end point of u) agrees with the starting point of 
v  and, let us denote the composition by v o uj. Then we have S v Sw =  S vow and 
S'“ 1 =  S v- 1. Therefore the map is a groupoid homomorphism with composition 
of two paths as groupoid structure in the domain and the usual multiplication in 
the range. Xext we define the standard path pn from (0 , 0) to (rii ,n2) as the 
unique path of length |n i| +  \n2\ changing its direction only at the vertex ( n i ,0). 
Let T>k(n) = G V k \ v and p~l are composable}. Since w(n) = j ~n]n'2S Pn, the 
coefficient (n; k) can be written as
(«; k) id = 7"“  V  sp;.s„ = y-™ V  s ^ „ , .
v e v k {n) v £ V k (n)
For a path v  let cv =  Ylmev where rri(v) is the number of steps of sort rn in v. 
Then we define the weight of a closed path a  by cCTr'(2A C^T\  where the oriented area 
A(a)  enclosed by a is defined by A (a) = f  x  d y . The motivation for this definition 
is, tha t every path from (0 , 0) to (rii, n 2) can be transformed into the standard path 
p n  by interchanging steps, reducing consecutive forward and backward steps and 
splitting the steps (± 1 ,± 1 ) into (±1 ,0) and (0 ,±1). Every action gives a factor- 
such tha t in the end S v = c - i ovj iA('Pn' ov  ^ S Pn holds, i.e.,
Proposit ion  1.4.3 (n; k) is equal to the weighted sum over all paths v in T>k(ri) as 
follows
(n;k)>d = cn r '”2 E  E  ■
vevk(n) vevk(n)
An A nalytic Expression for (n; k)
The recurrence relation (1.15) involves two degrees of freedom and has complex 
coefficients. It seems th a t there exists no canonical way in the literature to solve
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it. Wc make some kind of discrete Fourier transform in such a way tha t the new 
coefficients obey a recurrence relation in which one of the two degrees of freedom is 
constant. This leads to a closed formula for the expansion coefficients.
Let n E'D. We define the (partial) “Fourier transform ” in direction // for (n; k)
by
[d: % ,,,)  =  ^  (n; k), (1.16)
{(i,n)=d
where a  is the symplectic form of (1.4) and the sum runs over n. If 7  is a çth  root 
of unity, then the inverse of this transform ation is given by
(rv, k) = ±  P  7 [(fi, n); k][uj.ß) duj (1.17)
J0
and by continuous prolongation otherwise. Actually, for given k, the integral can be 
replaced by a finite sum. The “Fourier transform ed” coefficients fulfill the following 
recurrence relation
[d; k +  % , ^  [d _  m ). k\u,p) (1.18)
m £ V
with initial condition [d; 0] =  64. Since uj is constant in eq. (1.18) the recurrence 
relation is solved by using the path picture. Then the inverse Fourier transform ation 
(1.17) leads to an involved but analytic expression for («; k ).
1.4.1 On Spectral P roperties of %c
The spectral properties of T-Lc depend strongly on 9, i.e. on the magnetic flux. For 
rational 9 the spectrum is the union of a finite number of closed intervals. W hether 
any pair of such intervals is separated by a gap for arbitrary rational 9, is the subject 
of the next section. We reformulate this question in algebraic words and give an 
answer in terms of the generalised binomial coefficients. Then we show th a t the 
quantitative estimate of the gap widths in the rational case implies the Cantor set 
property for some irrational values of 9.
R ational M agnetic F lux
In case of rational magnetic flux, i.e., if 9 =  p/q  with p and q relative prime integers, 
the spectrum of T~LC is determined by the irreducible representation II of A(p/q)  on 
Cq; compare page 5. The Chambers relation (1.11) is crucial for many properties 
of the Harper model. Actually, most of the results presented in this section would 
hold also for more general Hamiltonians if they also fulfill the Chambers relation.
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T heorem  1.4.1 Let 9 = p/q ,  p and q relative prime integers. Then the character­
istic polynomial chz of HZTLC regarded as function of z  £ T2 : z —> chz (-) fulfills 
the C h am bers re la tio n
chz (x ) =  f(x) — h (z), (1-19)
where f(x) =  cio +  +  ■ ■ ■ +  aqx q, h(z) =  Y2mev bmZqrn and z qm =  z f 71' z f 11'2. 
The coefficients are given by
bra = ( - i r ( q m : q )  = ( - i r c l  for m  G {(±1, ±1),  (±1, T l)} 
bm = {qm: q) = 2 eq Tq(cmJ 2e) for rn G {(±1, 0), (0, ±1)}
with £ = ^ c inM+m.2,m2+m,)r:(m, m^2,m2_ml} and Tq the Chebyshev polynomial of  degree q. 
Furthermore, a,],, fulfill
?
G/t(n; k) =  0 fo r  < q. (1-20)
k =o
Xotc th a t bm is also well defined at e =  0 by continuous prolongation. For the 
Doubly Discrete Quantum Pendulum the above expression have been derived in 
Ref. [KrSe] employing a different method. The following fact is well-known and 
follows from the tridiagonal form of TLC in the canonical reprentation in £2(Z). The 
spectrum of TLC G A(p/q)  consists of q disjoint bands if and only if
inf { \a — b\ , a ^  b G Spec(II27^c) } > 0. (1-21)
zE’T2
Furthermore, this is a lower bound for the gap widths. For the almost Mathieu 
operator, Elliott and coworkers [CEY] used an elegant method to obtain an estimate 
for (1.21). We employ and generalize it. Let g be an arbitrary monomic polynomial 
g(x) =  Go +  ü[X +  • • • +  a9_ \ x q~ x of degree q — 1. Then a lower bound of |g(Ll27^c) || 
leads to a lower bound for the spectral gaps of 'Hr \ see Lemma 2.3.2. We need 
to consider representations II.. where h (z) has a global extremum, only. Since the 
infimurn of eq. (1-21) is reached there.
First we give an argument for g(IIz7^c) ^  0 . Suppose that there exists such a g 
with g ( n zH c) =  0. This means tha t the system of linear equations, arising for the 
coefficients of the basis { n 2 w(n), n i ,n 2 =  1 , . . .  , (/} of IIzA(p /q)  = M q(C) has a 
non trivial solution (a0, . . ,aq-i). Whenever a non trivial solution exists, there is at 
least one with aq-1 =  1.
Hence g (n z7^c) 7  ^ 0 if we find a linear combination (a*) of the equations such 
tha t
s <7-1
I ai zQm ( - 1  y a(n m^)- pqm'm2 im -  q m ; k) ak \ > 1 (1.22)
1=1 mÆV+ k=0
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holds. Moreover, such a linear combination already gives a lower bound for the 
norm of g(IizTLc). Let hmjM and hmax be the global minimum and global maximum, 
respectively, for h(z) in the Chambers relation (1.19). Then the spectrum of' 'Hc 
is the union of the q bands [Ai,/ii], [/j,2, X2], [A3, >1*3],. . . where {A1,. . . , A9} and 
{ /ii ,. . .  , fiq} are the spectral sets of TLC in the representations corresponding to 
hmin and hmax. We have Ai <  < H2 < A2 <  • • •. Thus the spectral gaps can be 
divided into two classes, one corresponding to the maximum and the other to the 
minimum of h (z). An estimate for the gap widths in such a class can be calculated 
in the corresponding representation.
T heorem  1.4.2 Let 9 =  p/q  with p and q relative prime integers. Suppose for z  G 
T 2 with 11(2) =  minz/ h (z1) or h (z) = maxz/ h(z') there exists a linear combination 
on, such that (1-22) holds for z and any arbitrary rnonic polynomial g of degree q — 1; 
then the spectral gaps of the corresponding class are open and are at least of size
(2q- 2 s \\nzU c \\q~2 , (1.23)
where s is the number of non-zero coefficients on and ||a || its supremum.
At first sight it seems difficult to find such linear combination on (z) , since the an 
are arbitrary except aq- 1 =  1 and the “behavior” of coefficients (n; k ) is complex. 
Moreover, this has to be done for every “periodic length” q G N. A solution is 
provided in many cases as follows.
T heorem  1.4.3 Let 9 =  p/q  with p and q relative prime integers and TLC with 
cß G M. Then for every z E T 2 with z 2^  /  1, (qm, — m,\ q — 1) /  0 and rn =  (1, 0) or 
(0,1), there exists a linear combination ai(z) of two equations such that eq. (1-22) 
holds and
M * ) L  =  I (x -  zm) (q™ -  m ; ? -  ! )  I 1
The coefficients (qm — rn\ q — 1) are given by a straightforward calculation.
Spectral Gaps for Liouville N um bers
Xow we give the results for the existence of the spectral gaps for irrational 9 under 
the condition th a t this is true for all rational numbers in a neighborhood of 9. This 
argument works only for irrational numbers, which are sufficiently well approximated 
by the rationals, i.e., some class of Liouville numbers.
T heorem  1.4.4 Let I  be an open interval, such that for every p /q  E I  all q — 1 
gaps in the spectrum of TLC G A(p/q) are at least of size sj(q) G IRL^  with p and q 
relative prime integers. I f  for 9 G I  an arbitrarily large q exists with \9 — p/q\ < 
{34 a/ö tt c2 } -1 sj(q)2, then all gaps of the spectrum of TLC G A(9) are open.
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Recall, c = +  |c(i.-i)| +  max(|c(i.o)|, |^(0,1 ) I)■ F°r those values 9 we obtain a
topological description for Spec TLC-
Corollary 1.4.5 Suppose the conditions of Theorem 1.4.4 hold, then the spectrum 
of TLC(9) is a Cantor set for those irrational numbers 9.
1.4.2 M odel D iscussion
We investigate classes of Tic corresponding to tight-binding models on different 
lattices. In principle it is possible to calculate, for arbitrary parameters c, the critical 
point of'the representation depending part h (z) of the Chambers relation (1.19) for 
every 9 = p /q .  However many cases have to be distinguished and therefore 110 good 
insight into the behavior is obtained. In the following we make the substitution 
zi —>■ exp (ia/q),  z2 —> exp (iß/q)  and understand h as a function of a  and ß.
R ectangular Lattice
Consider a tight binding model on the rectangular lattice with next nearest-neighbor 
interaction. In the case of a rectangular lattice and a homogenous magnetic field 
7ic yields to H rec = A u + D v + C  (7 uv +  7  uv*) +  h.c. with A, B . C  e  R
If we have no second neighbor interaction (C =  0), i.e., the Harper model, we 
have an analytic expression for the characteristic polynomials (1-19) in terms of the 
coefficients («; k)
with m atrix elements dsk =  (s, 0 ; k) for s, k = 0 , . . . ,  q. The inverse exists. Obvi­
ously, we can derive for any TLC such a formula. This fact can be used to derive an 
analytic expression for the density of states of the almost M athieu operator with 
A = B  = 1; see Section 2.4.1.
For the nontrivial second neighbor interaction ( —1 )PC  the representation de­
pending part of the Chambers relation is given by
Notice tha t changing the second neighbor coupling, the phase diagram is only 
rescaled and therefore we keep C  in our discussion constant. The case (p + p)q odd 
can be derived from the even one by variable transform ation a —> a  +  n, ß —> ß  +  7t. 
In the following we assume (p + p)q even. Let us describe the phase diagram for 
the critical point of h with respect to A, B  and C. First, the phase diagram of' the
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Table 1.1: Critical points for the rectangular lattice model with next nearest neigh­
bor interaction a n d pq even. e\ — Tq( A / 2C) +Tq(D/2C),  e2 — Tq( A / 2C) — Tq( B / 2C) 
and sad =  saddle point.
(cos Q, cosß)
energy 
in 4C q
I II./2 III./2 IVi IV2 1V3 IV4
(1, 1) Ci +  2 max sad m a x  // m i n max max sad sad
(-1, - 1) —61 +  2 max sad m in i  m  a x sad sad max max
(-1, 1)
C
N1CM1 min m a x i  m i n sad min sad sad min
(1 , - 1 ) ez - 2 min m i n j  m a x sad sad min min sad
(-b )-a ) -a b sad
critical points of h in term  of a = ACqTq( and b = 4C qTq(-^)  is given by Fig.
1.3. Since a and b are the r/th Chebyshev polynomials in A  and B,  respectively, the 
A B  phase diagram is easily derived from this one.
Consider a path in the A B  phase diagram with A  running from —oc to +oo 
and B  constant. The corresponding image of this path in the a-b phase diagram 
lies again on a straight line parallel to the a axis and b — 4CqTq(B/2C).  Recall, 
the q — 1 extrema of the Chebyshev polynomials have the value ± 1  in the interval 
[—1,1]. For q odd and \B\ < 2C  the path for A < —2C  lies in region IV..,. then it 
oscillates exactly q/ 2  times in region I ( — 2C < A < 2C). The path touches the 
border of the neighbor region at the turning points of the oscillation. For A > 2C  
the path lies in IVi. For \B\ > 2C we have similar behavior. Therefore, up to this 
touching, the phase diagram in terms of A  and B  is a horneornorphic image of Fig.
1.3. For q even, the path lies on the same straight line and oscillates again exact 
q/ 2  times in the corresponding region, but will disappear again to +oo. Hence, for 
q even, regions II1/2, IV3/4 and III2 do not appear in the A -B  phase diagram.
On such a path the width of the range of h(a , ß) oscillates and because of the 
Chambers relation, this should be reflected in the to tal bandwidth of the spectrum. 
Numerical calculations confirm this behavior, the roots oï Tq( A / 2C) correspond to 
the minima of the to tal band width and the extrema to the maxima respectively.
Recognize, though h(a , ß) scales with C q, the spectrum does not.
The critical points are listed in Table 1.1. Consider region I, there are two 
minima and maxima. The maximum at (a, ß) =  (0 , 0) is global for Tq( A / 2C) +  
Tq( B / 2C) > 0 and local otherwise. Similarly, the minimum at (a, ß) =  (tt, 0) is 
global for Tq(A/2C) — Tq( B / 2C) > 0 and local otherwise.
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Figure 1.3: Phase diagram for the rectangular lattice with a = 4C qTq( ^ )  and 
b = 4C qTq( ß )  and region I  = [ - 4 C q, 4C qf .
II, IV2 III,
IV; I IV
III2 IV4 II2
1.4.3 Triangular Lattice
The (anisotropic) tight binding Hamiltonian for a particle on the triangular lattice 
can be expressed as
T~Liri =  A{u  +  u*) +  B{v  +  v*) +  C 7  (v u +  v* u* ). (1-24)
The model can be generalized by introducing different fluxes in the two classes of 
triangles [BKS]. The representation depending part of the Chambers relation (1.19) 
is given by
h (a ,ß)  = 2Aq cos a  +  2 B q cos ß +  (—l ) pq2Cq cos (a +  ß).
We describe the critical points of h.(a, ß) only in the generic case 1 =  ( — l ) pq2Cq > 
2A q, 2B q >  0 , all other cases can be derived from this one by suitable transformation 
of a  and ß  and rescaling of h (a , ß).
The critical points are listed in Tab. 1.2 and the phase diagram is shown in 
Fig. 1.4. In region II an extra critical point of h(a. ß) appears, not being multiples 
of 7T. The point (1,1) in the phase diagram corresponds to the case of' hexago­
nal symmetry, so th a t the different phases help to distinguish strongly and weakly 
anisotropic interaction for the triangular lattice model. We call region II the “weakly 
anisotropic” triangular phase. Obviously, for fixed 1 > A, B  > 0 the phase depends 
on the magnetic flux 6 =  p/q.  The sequence (Aq, B q) converges to (0,0). For large 
enough q the phase becomes in any case except for A  =  B  <  1 strongly 
anisotropic.
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Table 1.2 : Critical points (a, ß) £ ] — 7t , 7t ]2 for the triangular lattice model with 
anisotrop nearest neighbor interaction and wa — arccos ^ 2  (&3 — ft3a 2 — ba2). w g  —
arccos ^ p - ( o '3 — a3b2 — ab2).
( a , ß ) energy I II III
(0, 0) a b 1 max max max
(tt, 0) —a b — 1 min loc. min loc. min
(0,7r) a — b — 1 loc. min loc. min min
(n,7i) —ci — b -h i loc. max loc. max loc. max
+  (wa , Wß) a2+ a 2ti2+ti2 2 ab min
Figure 1.4: Phase diagram for the triangular lattice with a = A q, b = B q and 
b < in region I, a, < in region III.
b
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W eakly A nisotropic Triangular Phase
Wc analyse for weakly anisotropic triangular phase the gap structure of the spectrum 
for the corresponding Hamiltonian. By applying the theory of Section 1.4.1 we show 
the existence of gaps for rational and certain irrational values of the magnetic flux 
per unit cell. For convenience assume in the following tha t C  > A, D > 0 .
Theorem  1.4.6 For every 9 = p/q  with p and q relative prime integers and A, IL C  
in a weakly anisotropic phase the spectral gaps of'Hir, corresponding to the minimum  
ofh (z)  for even pq and to the maximum for odd pq, are open.
Because of the Chambers relation (1.19) one of two consecutive gaps in the spectrum 
corresponds to hrn;n and the other to hmax. Therefore Theorem 1.4.6 implies, tha t 
at least one of two consecutive gaps are open.
Corollary 1.4.7 For every 9 = p/q with p and q relative prime integers and 0 < 
A = B  < C the spectral gaps of 'H/,, corresponding to the minimum ofh(z ) for even 
pq and to the maximum for odd pq, are open and have length at least
-\J4 -  (A / C ) 2q A q~x 
22q~5(2A + C )q~2
The analysis of the spectra for rational values of the magnetic flux per unit cell 
yields to following theorem for irrational values of the magnetic flux.
Theorem  1.4.8 Let Q < A / C = B / C  =  k  < 1. Then the spectrum of TLLri(9) is a 
Cantor set for all 9 6 K with \9 — p/q\ < K2q~2 f ' / h 7v24q~ 12 32q for arbitrarily large 
Q-
1.4.4 Rem arks
A lim itation of Theorems 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 is given by the fact that the estimates 
derived for the spectral gaps vanish for critical points tha t are multiples of 7r. Nu­
merical calculations suggest that, for arbitrary rational magnetic field and interac­
tion, occasional “gap closing” occurs. So it is unlikely tha t the existence of a much 
more general estimate can be derived within this approach. However, we know from 
the derived estimate tha t this occasional “gap closing” can only occur if the rela­
tive location of the critical points is a multiple of 7r or if the generalized binomial 
coefficient in the estimate vanishes.
1.5 Quasicrystals
This section coincides with a introductory part of Chapter 4. In 1984, Shcchtman, 
Blech, G ratias and Calm [SBGC] identified in a quenched melt of AIMn alloys, an
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apparently new object in condensed m atter. It differs from crystals or amorphous 
materials in terms of order and symmetry. Its neutron diffraction pattern  was point 
like but five-fold symmetric.
The direct evidence by X ray diffraction [Boi] of the existence of Bragg peaks 
is the signature of a long-range order of the atomic structure. However, this corre­
sponds to a non-crystalline order, for which the Bragg peaks are non-poriodically 
distributed in reciprocal space. The diffraction pattern  exhibits rotation axes with 
order forbidden by lattice-translational symmetry (only rotation axes of order 2,3,4 
or 6 are consistent with 3-diinensional lattice-periodicity). In the case of AIMn, 
Shechtman and coworkers have shown th a t the alloy admits an icosahodral point 
group of symmetry, with six 5-fold axes, ten 3-fold axes, fifteen 2-fold axes and 
the inversion operation. They called this phase icosahedral AlMn-phase (i-AIMn). 
Other types of quasicrystalline symmetries where soon reported: octagonal, decago­
nal and dodecagonal phases, with 8-fold, 10-fold and 12-fold order respectively, with 
periodicity parallel to the corresponding axis. In the early days single quasicrystal 
grains have been very small. They reach nowadays size in the order of one centimeter 
and have a very good quality for i-AlPdMn systems: see [Tsa] for a review, allowing 
precise measurements of physical properties.
The first example of non-periodic tiling of the plane was provided by Penrose 
[Pen] in 1979. There is a description with two types of tiles and an inflation rule for 
the Penrose tiling [GrSh], i.e., it belongs to the class of self-similar tilings. Moreover, 
it exhibits a five-fold symmetry. De Bruijn [dBr] studied the Penrose tiling exten­
sively. Later, physicists recognized th a t it is quasiperiodic. Further examples of 
quasiperiodic tilings were built [dBr, KraNe]. Another class of'tilings for describing 
the quasiperiodic order in quasicrystals is based upon the so-called cut-and-project 
method. This method was independently proposed by Duneau & Katz [DK1, DK2], 
Kalugin, Kitaev & Levitov [KKL], Elser [Els], Kramer [Krai] and Levine & Stein­
hardt [LeSt]. It took until 1995 [Moo] to recognize tha t this method is equivalent 
to the notion of' model sets provided by Meyer in his thesis [Mey].
1.6 Quasicrystals and Denjoy Hom eom orphism s
In this section we present a self contained summary of Chapter 3. The geometric 
properties of a condensed m atter system are given by the atomic positions. In the 
infinite volume limit we assume th a t the set of atomic positions T  C M.d is a Delone 
set. We write T  + x  instead of rx (T),  where r  is the canonical action of M.d induced 
by translations.
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1.6.1 The H ull of a R ep etitive D elone Set
In Chapter 3 we use the following concept of aperiodic order [Dan, Aub2]: T  is called 
repetitive if and only if every bounded pattern  in T  reoccurs in a relative dense way. 
In addition we need that the density of a bounded pattern  in T  is well-defined and 
is reached uniformly: see eq. (3.1) in Section 3 .2 . We call such Delone sets strongly 
repetitive.
We define a metric on the space of all uniformly discrete point sets, in which 
two point patterns are close if they agree on a large ball about the origin. Here we 
follow the definition of [AnPu]. In Chapter 4 we introduce a weaker topology, which 
is more appropriate from the physical point of view.
Let T  and S  be two uniformly discrete point sets in Rd. Then we define a metric
by
d (T , S)  — inf( {2—i } LJ { e > 0 T  +  u and S  +  v agree on B i /£(Q)
for some |ii||, ||u| < e}).
Here | • || is the usual norm on W1. Then we define Q(T) =  {T  +  x \ x  G E'1 \ as 
the hull of' T  and investigate the dynamical system (Q (T ),t, Rd) of the hull. The 
following theorem is basically Gottschalk’s Theorem.
Theorem  1.6.1 Let T  be a Delone set. Then T  'is repetitive iff Q(T) 'is a compact 
space and, the hull of T  is minimal.
Let T b e  a repetitive Delone set and let B be the Bravais module of T, i.e., the Z 
module generated by {x — y \ x, y G T}. In the following we assume that B has finite 
rank. This is a reasonable assumption for quasicrystals from a physical point of view, 
since T is an idealization of' a finite set of' the atomic positions of a “quasicrystal” . 
Under this assumption T  can be w ritten as the image under a projection of a subset 
in a higher dimensional lattice. In this way the cut-and-project method comes into 
the game [BMS, Schl], Since we prefer not to impose a condition directly on the 
acceptance domain of a cut-and-project set, we introduce another set in the internal 
space. Let (Rd, R " , L) be a cut-and-project scheme2 and T  a repetitive Delone 
set with T  C 7Pi(L). Then we call P R (T )  =  { ^ (x ): x G L with iïi(x) G T} the 
projection range of' T . We say T  is generated by (Rd, R", L) if P R (T )  exists and is 
compact. For model sets the projection range agrees with the acceptance domain. 
However, let us remark tha t even in the hull of a model set we find repetitive Delone 
sets being not model sets, namely the singular ones.
In the following we describe the construction for a covering space of the hull in the 
case of a repetitive Delone set and characterize in this way its topological structure. 
Let T  be a repetitive Delone set generated by (Rd,R n . L) and J2(T) its hull. We
2L is a lattice in Rd x M"; for details see Chapter 3
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consider P  = {A C L, iri(N) e  ^ (T )}  and equip it with a topology essentially 
induced by the product topology of {(), l ] Tj when identified in the canonical way (we 
have to cut-out the sequence of zeros in {(), l } 7"). Then we show that
I 1 { A  : /. .  iri(N)  : <>:'/ ])
is a locally compact and totally disconnected space and in itself dense; see in Chap­
ter 3 Lemma 3.3.2. By construction tti(P) meets every orbit of Q(T).
P rop osition  1.6.1 We have the following commuting diagram
P  x R d Rn x R d
(p q (1.25)
O — T 1 x Td 
and all given maps are continuous.
Let us explain the appearing maps. First we have 4>(N, x) =  7Ti(iV) — x  which 
corresponds to the quotient map induced by the action of L  on P x R d via Sg(N, x) = 
(N  — g, x  — 7Ti(ƒ/)). Further we have h(N,  x) = (y, x), where y is the translation 
necessary to move PR : A j to PR : \l j for a fixed \l : / ’. The map h identifies 
elements with the same projection range and there exists at least two different 
elements with the same projection range if the boundary of their projection ranges 
have non empty intersection with ^ ( L ) .  For model sets these elements are called 
singular. Since P  as a space is topologically the same for all repetitive Delone sets, 
the specific properties of Q are determined by the action Sg, g G L. We use this 
fact to reduce the continuous dynamical system (f2,R rf) to a discrete one.
T heorem  1.6.2 Let V , W  C Rn x M.d be such that V  = 7r2(F) =  R", V  © W  = 
R” x Rd and (V  fl L) © (W  fl L) = L v © Lw =  L. Then we have a space X  and 
continuous maps qv and qw such that
P  x Rd X  x  l d
<P ?» ( 1 -26 )
n  ^  x  x Rd/_
is a commuting diagram.
Obviously, we find always spaces V  and W  fulfilling the conditions of Theorem 1.6.2.
C orollary 1.6.3 X  is a Cantor set and ~  induces a Z d-action ip on X , i.e.. fi is 
a twisted product space of a Cantor set with a Z d-action. Moreover, the complex 
K  group K n{Q) is naturally isomorphic to the K  group K n+rj(A) of C* algebras, 
where A  = C (X )  x v Z d or A  = C(Q) x Rd .
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Wo call (X,ip,Z,d) the Cantor system of the hull (f2,r, M.d) -  depending on V  and 
W.  /?.* of Theorem 1.6.2 induces a continuous surjeetive map h : X  —>■ T” and one 
easily sees tha t h is a semi conjugation to ( T \  i?4 , . . .  , R.d),  where R L, . . . , R d is a 
set of suitable rigid rotation on T n.
1.6.2 D enjoy H om eom orphism s and One D im ensional M odel 
Sets
In a recent work by Giordano, Putnam , and Skau [GPS] Cantor systems (X .ip .Z),  
i.e., X  is a Cantor set and Z acts minimally on X ,  are classified by their Tf-groups 
(with additional structure). The results described here are based on this work. It 
turns out th a t the hulls of one dimensional strongly repetitive Delone sets coming 
from a cut-and-project scheme are characterized by Denjoy systems.
D enjoy system
The homeomorphisms of the circle with no periodic orbits are classified by a set of 
invariants [Poi, Den, Mar, Herm], The rotation number p(ip) of such homeomor­
phisms counts the average rotation of a point. For example, if ip is the rigid rotation 
Rg : t —> t +  9 (m od 1), then the rotation number is p(Rg) = 9. The rotation 
number p(ip) is rational if and only if ip has a periodic orbit.
T heorem  1.6.4 [Poi, PSS] Let ip be a homeomorphism of the circle T with no 
periodic orbits, and let 9 =  p(ip) be the irrational rotation number of ip. Let x  be any 
point of T. Then the points x n =  ipn(x) are placed on T in the same order as the 
points yn = ri9 ( mod 1), î i é Z .  Furthermore, there exists a continuous surjeetive 
map h : T —>■ T so that
h o ip =  Rg o h, (1-27)
where Rg(t) = t + 9 ( mod 1), i.e., (T, ip) is semiconjugate to (T ,Rg). Moreover h 
in (1.27) is unique up to a rotation. Also, ip is uniquely ergodic, i.e., there exists a 
unique ip invariant probability measure // on T . In fact p, =  dh and so, in particular, 
p([a, b]) =  h(b) — h(a), where 0 < a < b < 1 .
A Denjoy homeomorphism is a homeomorphism ip of T with no periodic orbits 
such that h in Theorem 1.27 does not conjugate ip with a rigid rotation. Let p, 
be the unique invariant measure p = dh and S =  support (//). Then E is the 
only minimal invariant set of (T, ip) and E is a Cantor set. We can write E as
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E =  T \  u r= i  where IJ^Li is a countable disjoint union of open intervals, the 
intervals I\, I 2, 1%,... being the components of' T \  E. Then the set
Q(<p) = {h(In) \ n e Z }  (1.28)
is uniquely determined by ip up to a rigid rotation. Q(tp) is countable and invariant 
under Rg. A Denjoy system (E, '</;) is given by a Denjoy homeomorphism 0  restricted 
to the support E of its invariant measure. The rotation number p(ip) and Q(ip) 
determines ip uniquely up to a rigid rotation. Moreover, the X-groups and their 
image under the trace can be calculated from Q(ip) and p(ip).
Let T  =  A(A) be generated by the cut-and-project scheme (R, R, L) with an 
acceptance domain A = |J^=Ü[a-k-Jh]- and dA  n  7t2(L) =  0. The set T  is a generic 
model set and therefore a strongly repetitive Delone set. We may assume th a t L is 
a square lattice, since 7Ti (L) is relevant for Q only.
T heorem  1.6.5 Let (X, ip ) be the Cantor system of Q(T) in Corollary (1.6.3) with
V  = R e\ and W  = R e2 and e \ ,e 2 a basis of L. Then (X ,(p ,Z)  is conjugate to a 
Denjoy system (E, ïp) with rotation number p(jj) = n ^ e i )  /  iii(e2) and Q(tp) is given 
by the orbit structure of the singular Delone set.
Xow we consider the general situation for a repetitive Delone set in one dimen­
sion. For a Cantor system (X, ip) orbit equivalence and strong orbit equivalence are 
related to the ordered K-theory of C*(X,  ip) [GPS]. We use these results to obtain 
a characterization of strongly repetitive Delone set.
We call (X, ip) an odometer system if there exists a sequence of positive integer 
(m o , m j , . . . )  such tha t X  =  U /t > o { ( ‘x'0 ’ X l - ■ ■ ■ ) e  x % — ^ i ,f o r  i e  N }  and ip 
is the usual dyadic adding machine. Namely, we define the operation +  in X  as 
addition (mod i) in each it\i coordinate together with the appropiate carry. Then 
ip is given by ip (m o , m j , . . . ) =  (0, 0 , . . . ) and ip x =  x +  e where e =  (1, 0, 0 , . . .  ), 
otherwise.
T heorem  1.6.6 Let T  be a strongly 'repetitive Delone set in R. Then Y  = {5  e 
fi(T ), 0 G <S} is a smooth transversal of (Q(T),r, R). Let ip be the first return map 
for Y . Then (Y, ip) is orbit equivalent to a Denjoy system or an odometer system.
Corollary 1.6.7 Let T  be a strongly 'repetitive Delone set in R coming from a cut- 
and-project scheme (R, Wn, L) and (X.ip) the Cantor system of Corollary (1.6.3). 
Then (X,  ip) is orbit equivalent to a Denjoy system.
We believe th a t Theorem 1.6.6 does not depend on the particular form of the chosen 
smooth transversal.
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1.6.3 Examples
The following examples show how Theorem 1.6.6 can be used to establish (strong) 
orbit equivalence between hulls of different repetitive Delone sets.
The first example considers a repetitive Delone set T  corresponding to a substi­
tution sequence with the same substitution matrix as the square of the Fibonacci 
substitution, but the order of the letters is changed:
a (A) = A A D  and a(D) = DA.  (1.29)
Let us consider the Cantor system (X a. ipa) corresponding to the hull of' T, com­
pare Corollary 1.6.3. (X ^ . ip ^  is not orbit equivalent to the hull of' the Fibonacci 
sequence, because we calculate [BBG] the image of' K 0(C*(Xa, cpa) under the in­
duced map of' the trace and obtain T r*K0(C*(Xa, cpaj) = Z +  rZ  +  r /2 Z , where 
r  is the golden mean. However (X a, ipa) is orbit equivalent to the Denjoy system 
(E .cp) with Q(ip) = {(Z +  rZ ) mod 1} U { r j 2 +  (Z +  rZ ) mod 1}. Moreover, 
using the self-similarity induced by the substitution [AnPu], we find that the di­
mension of K a(C*(X(J, (pa)) is three. Therefore K Q(C*(X(T, (pa) has no infinitesimal 
element. So the two systems are strong orbit equivalent, which is equivalent to 
C*(Xa.(pa) = C*(E,(f)] see [GPS]. The Denjoy system (E, cp) can be interpreted 
as the Cantor system of' two coupled Fibonacci sequences. Therefore the (ordered) 
Tf-theory establishes relations between physically different systems and the question 
arises which other physical properties agree except the possible values of the IDS on 
the gaps.
Xow we compare strong orbit equivalent Denjoy systems. Let 0 < 70, . . .  , j n < 1 
be rationally independent, then (G ,G +, 1) with G = Z +  Z70 +  . . .  +  Z7n c  R and 
G+ =  G n R f  is a simple dimension group. Let (Ek,ipk) be the Denjoy system with 
rotation number p(ipk) =  7fc and invariant Q(tpk) =  +  (^ +  ^ 7fc) mod 1}.
Due to Theorem 1.4.4 the K 0 group of C*(Efc, cp^ ) is (G ,G +,1). Furthermore, the 
Denjoy systems (E^, ipk) are pairwise non conjugate. By Theorem 2.2 in [GPS] they 
are all strong orbit equivalent and therefore all C*(E*., <pk) are isomorphic. According 
to Theorem 1.6.5 we can interpret each Denjoy system as the Cantor system of a 
hull (Q (T ) , t ,  R) where T  is a repetitive Delone set generated by a cut-and-project 
scheme with 7*. = t ï \(e \ ) / ,k\ (ß2) and acceptance domain A  =  UT=o C71"2 (e^) , 712(^ 1 )[+•£* 
with Xk = 0 and xi =  7 1 otherwise. Physically, we can interpret T  as n +  1 coupled 
Delone sets each of them corresponding to one interval. The generators of the K 0-  
group have two different origins. One generator “measures the average translation in 
internal space” and the others “measures the distances” between orbits of different 
pairs of singular Delone sets.
Let T  = A(,4) be generated by the cut-and-project scheme (R, Rn,L) with an 
acceptance domain A  = intA and dA  H ^ ( L )  = 0. Then T  is a strongly repetitive 
Delone set. Let // be the unique ergodic measure on the corresponding Cantor system
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( X ,  ip). Then every Denjoy system (S, ÿ )  with Q(ip) =  {ß(rri) rri is clopen set in X} 
is orbit equivalent to (X. ip);  see Corollary 1.6.7.
1.6.4 Remarks
In one dimension, repetitive Delone sets are characterized by their ordered K  groups 
with distinguished order clement. We obtain new “equivalences” between hulls of 
strongly repetitive Delone sets and relate them to Denjoy system. Here further work 
is required to determine the consequences. For the distinction of different Denjoy 
systems the order structure of the Ä^-group is crucial. Therefore we expect that, 
in general, additional structure of the K-groups will be relevant. The Äo-groups 
of systems which are orbit equivalent, but not strongly orbit equivalent, differ in 
the infinitesimal subgroup. It would be interesting to find such a situation and to 
understand the role of the infinitesimal elements.
1.7 A lm ost Periodic Schrödinger Operators and 
Gap Labeling
This section coincides with an introductory part of Chapter 4. In 1981, J. Moser 
[Mos], found the first example of an almost periodic Schrödinger operator with 
nowhere dense spectrum. Soon after his preprint appeared, several other examples 
were found; for reviews see [Sirn2, Bell, Bel2, Bel4, Bel7]. It was realized at the 
same time that there was a need for a labeling of the gaps which was robust (namely 
stable under suitable perturbations of the Hamiltonian) and natural enough from 
both a mathematical and a physical point of view. Two results were announced in 
1981 and published in 1982 in this direction: Johnson & Moser [JoMo] showed that 
for a Schrödinger equation with almost periodic potential, the set of gap labels was 
the so-called frequency module, whereas Bellissard realized the connection with the 
K-theory of' C*-algebras [Bell]. In order to show that it was really the K 0-group 
that mattered instead of the frequency module, an example was designed [BS]. For 
a long time, all examples of Hamiltonians with nowhere dense spectra were given by 
ordinary differential equations (ODE) with almost periodic coefficients or discretized 
versions of them. It was not until 1988 that another class of potentials leading 
to nowhere dense spectra was found, namely potentials generated by automatic 
sequences [Belo]; see also [Sut2]. In 1989, an example in higher dimension was 
produced in connection with spectral properties of quasicrystals [Sir]. However, due 
to the Dethe-Sommerfeld conjecture [DaTr, Skr, HeMo, Kar], Schrödinger operators 
in higher dimension should have no gaps at high energy. For compounds with 
metallic behavior, no gaps should occur near the Fermi level, so that the gap labeling
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theorem should be of limited use in such cases. However, the i^-theory still applies 
in any dimension raising the question of its physical interpretation.
The main idea behind this construction is the following [BelT]. Given a Schrö­
dinger operator H  on L2 (R d), or a discretized version of it, one constructs a canonical 
C*-algcbra A  attached to it. In particular all bounded functions of H  and of its 
translates belong to A.  If 0 =  {E-,  E +) is a spectral gap, the characteristic function 
X8 of the interval (—oc, E_\ is continuous on the spectrum of H  so that P (0) =  XB{H) 
is a projection in A. A  is separable in all cases of interest, so that the number of 
projections in A , modulo “unitary equivalence” is at most countable [Ped]. Since the 
spectrum is an algebraic invariant, one can associate to each gap g the equivalence 
class n(g) =  [-P(ß)] of'its gap projection. It turns out that, modulo a slight extension 
of the notion of equivalence, this set of equivalence classes is endowed with the 
structure of an Abelian discrete group, with the direct sum of projections, namely 
[P] +  [Q\ =  [P © Q]. This group is called K 0(A). Since the equivalence class of a 
projection is a homotopy invariant, the gap labels are invariant by norm resolvent 
perturbations of H, as long as the corresponding gap does not close. This implies, 
in particular, sum rules and conservation rules as the dynamics is perturbed. Such 
rules had been observed for a long time without being conceptually understood. The 
X-theory gives the explanation.
The previous construction is rather abstract so that one can wonder whether 
there is a more concrete aspect of it that is used by physicists. The link is given by 
the so-called Shubin formula [Shu, Bel2, BelT]. The truce per unit volume defines also 
a tracc T  on A.  Since a trace is invariant under unitary transformations, the trace 
of a projection depends only on the equivalence class of that projection. Moreover, a 
trace is additive on a direct sum. Consequently, T  induces a group homomorphism 
% from K 0(A) into R. On the other hand Shubin showed, for a generalization of 
Shubin’s formula see also [Bel7], that
A f ( E )  =  T { X ( - o c , E ] ( H ) } ,
where N ( E )  is the so-called integrated density of states (IDOS), defined as the 
number of eigenstates of H  per unit volume with eigenvalues lower than or equal to 
E.  It turns out that this function is non-decreasing and positive, vanishing below the 
infimum of the spectrum. Therefore its derivative dAf defines a Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
measure called the density of states (DOS). Note that physicists have access to 
the DOS, especially near the Fermi level, through various experimental techniques. 
Numerical calculations of band spectra in solids give also a computation of the DOS. 
In ID, thanks to the Sturm-Liouville theory for ODE’s, the IDOS is also given by 
the rotation number of the wave function, i.e., the real solution of the equation 
+  V ( x ) r0(x) = E r0 ( x ) vanishing at —oc, obtained by counting the number 
of sign changes of' ïi per unit length. As a consequence of all these remarks we obtain
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that the IDOS on gaps must take values in some specific countable subgroup of R 
that depends on H  only through the C*-algebra A, i.e.,
E e ç }  => Af(E) = %{[P{Ç})]) e % (K q(A)) .
Since this set is independent from the specific properties of the model, it can, in 
principle, be computed without knowing much about the spectrum of H , giving an 
a priori constraint on it.
1.8 Hull of Aperiodic Solids and Gap Labeling 
Theorem s
In Chapter 4 we adopt a point of view slightly different from the one introduced 
by Bellissard [Bel2, BelT] and obtain new results on which this section will focus. 
We assume that the atomic positions are fixed in time. Our approach makes an 
adiabatic treatment in the Born-Oppcnheimcr approximation possible. This is a 
joint work with J. Bellissard and M. Zarrouati. I have contributed to the results 
summarized in Section 1.8.1-1.8 .3.
1.8.1 The Hull of a Point Set and its D ynam ical Properties
We show that essentially the atomic positions determine the algebra generated by 
the Schrödinger operator and its translates. We use the classification of point sets 
given in the recent work of' Lagarias and Pleasants [LaPl] for our work. To each point 
set L liable to represent the set of atomic positions, we associate the point measure 
i/(L,n) supported by this set and give weight N x to each point x E L  on which N x 
atoms are lying. Such measures are called quasi uniformly discrete and we denote 
the space of such measures by QD(Md). Thanks to this representation, the weak-* 
topology on the space of measures induces a natural topology on the set Q D (Rd) 
of atomic configurations. For simplicity, most results will be formulated for the set 
UDr(M.d) C QD(M.d) of r-uniformly discrete measures with no degeneracy and for 
its union UD(ßLd) = (Jr>o UDr(ßLd). Furthermore, we denote the set of measures 
corresponding to Delone sets by Del(Kd) = |Jo<r< B ^ ekr.R){^d)-
More generally, given the atomic sites with several species, one associates to 
them the vector-valued point measure u  =  ,v,f) with v, j G QD(ßLd). The
vector-valued measure v belongs to A4(Rd) 0  Cc which can be seen as the dual 
space of' Cc(Rd) 0  Cc. The duality between them is given by
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We endow these spaces with the weak-* topology, namely a sequence Vn of vector­
valued measure converges to v if and only if lirn„_>.00(z7n|ƒ) =  (y \f )  for all ƒ G 
Cc(Rd) <g) Cc. The following theorem ensures the condition for defining the hull of a 
uniformly discrete measure.
Theorem 1.8.1 Let V = (v\, - ■ ■ , vc)  be the vector-valued measure attached to the 
atomic positions Lj,  i.e., Vj =  e UD(W*). Then the orbit {T°i7 ; a G Rrf} of
u under the action T  of has a compact weak:-* closure in A'^M"') 0  Cf;.
Let us give an intuitive description of what the weak-* topology means. Given 
v  G Q .D (R d) one associates its support L ^  with it, but we see each point x  G L ^  
as a finite set with N x points in it (its multiplicity). Then a sequence (vn)nen of 
elements of Q D (Rd) converges to v if and only if, for every open ball B (x . r ) ,  the 
sets counted with their multiplicities, converge to L ^  in the sense of the
Hausdorff distance [Barn], In other words, convergence of towards L ^  means 
convergence of points of in any bounded region.
Definition 1 .8.2 Let V =  (vi, • • • , vc)  be the vector-valued measure attached to the 
atomic 'positions Lj with v,j =  g UD{Wl ). Then we call the weak-* orbit
closure of u the hull Clp of ü. We obtain a dynamical system (il, Rd,T)  where 
T  is the canonical action of translation. Furthermore, (il, Rd.T)  is topologically 
transitive.
The notion of the hull was first introduced earlier by Bellissard in the pa­
pers [Bel2 , Bel7] as the compact strong closure QH, when it exists, of the family 
{U(a)HU (a) -1 , a G Rd} of the translates of a self-adjoint operator H  in B ( L 2(R)). If 
H  is an unbounded operator, we replace it by its resolvent. In case of a Schrödinger 
operator
H  = -  A -A  + J 2 Y 1  ' ~ y )  = A +  È  y:> * vi (L3°)
J = 1 2/G^ j .7 = 1
we establish the link between these two definitions. Here Vj( . — y) is the effective 
potential for valence electrons due to an atom of species j  at position y and u.j * v,j 
denotes the convolution of the measure Vj — and of the potential v,j. For
simplicity, we assume that we have only one species of atoms and that the point set 
of atomic positions is r-discrete. Let L lK r(ßLd) C L 1 ( W1 ) be the set of integrable K- 
subharmonic functions on Rd. Then the following theorem shows that the C*-algebra 
which we can associate to a uniformly discrete measure contains non-commutative 
Brillouin zone of the Schrödinger operator; see Section 4.2.6 page 107.
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Theorem 1.8.3 Let v G L lK r(M.d). Let f i  C UDr (Rd) be closed and translation 
invariant. For v G fi let / /„ be given by eq. (4.17) and fi#  ^ be its hull. Let z be in 
the resolvent sets of all 111/. Then the map tpv : fi i—>■ B (L2(Rd)), tpv(v) =  R Z(HV) =  
(z 1 — FI,j) 1 is continuous in the strong operator topology. Moreover, cpv fulfills the 
covariance condition
ipv o X »  = U (x)R z (Hv)U (x ) -1 . (1.31)
In particular, ( f i„ ,T ,  R d ) is semi-conjugate to ( f i^ ,  r ,  Kd ).
One can wonder whether the properties of the dynamical system defined for a 
uniformly discrete measure v can be read off from the local properties of its support 
L v. Among these properties, we investigate the structure of orbits.
Theorem 1.8.4 Let v G U D (Rd) \D e l ( R d), i.e., L ^  is uniformly discrete but not 
Delone. Then the hull fi;y admits one fi,xed point corresponding to the zero measure.
This results shows that if L  is not Delone, the hull cannot be minimal unless L =  0. 
The following property of a measure turns out to be equivalent to the minimality of 
the corresponding hull.
Definition 1.8.5 Let v G Del(ßLd). Then v is called uniformly distributed if  and 
only if  for every ƒ G C c(K d) with f  > 0 and every s G R+ the set L^,s =  [x G 
L ^ \  T ~ xv ( f )  > s}  is either empty or a Delone set.
The intuition of this definition is the following. If we investigate the patterns of 
L by a function ƒ G C c(K d) at trash-hold s 0, then wc obtain a positive 
responds at positions given by a Delone set, or no responds at all. This Delone 
set yields an estimate on the average occurrence of the pattern. Although the 
frequency of the pattern needs not to exist. Obviously, repetitive Delone sets are 
uniformly distributed they describe models for quasicrystals. Another important 
class of uniformly distributed point sets are Delone sets describing incommensurable 
models. In this sense definition 1.8.5 unifies these two classes. We obtain following 
result.
Theorem 1.8.6 Let u G Del(M.d). Then the dynamical system (fi ,^ Rrf) is minimal 
if  and only if v is uniformly distributed.
1.8.2 Hull of Quasicrystals
The cut-and-project construction is used by physicists for describing the atomic 
positions in a quasicrystal. In Chapter 3 we described the torus-like structure of the 
hull of a quasicrystals by means of a covering space. Here we use Gelfand’s theorem 
to obtain further results; for the description of the cut-and-project method refer to 
Section 4.3.4, on page 114.
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Definition 1.8.7 Let (Md, , 71) be a conventional cut-and-project scheme and M  
be a bounded subset o fW 1. M  is called admissible i f  for every ball B(x ,  e) with e > 0 
and x G M  fl 7^ (7?.), there exists a finite family {cii,. . .  ,ap} in 7^ ( 7?.) such that 
M  H i .1/ +  ai) n . . .  n (M +  ap) is a subset of B(x ,  e) with non-empty interior.
Let us now consider a admissible cut-and-project set L  =  A(M) and let us denote 
by A m  the (7*-algebra generated by the set of functions { ƒ 0  ( x m  ° Tn2^ ) ' , a  G 
7Z, f  G Cc(Rd)}, where denotes the translation in R* by tt2(a). Here x . m
denotes the characteristic function of M.  Let MnAf d be the set of characters of 
A m s° that, by Gelfand’s theorem, A m is isomorphic to C0(IR”^d). Since M  is 
admissible C0(R”+d) is a closed subalgebra of A m - By duality, there is a surjeetive 
continuous map tîm ■ ^ M d ^  Mri+d. Therefore can be seen as the completion
of M.n+d for a finer topology than the usual one. This topology will be called the 
M-topology, in which the sets M.d x M  +  a, for all a G TZ, are open and closed. By 
construction, for a G 7Z, the map x  G Rrf x K” i->- x  +  a G x Wl extends by 
continuity to One sets Vj^~d =  Rr^ d/TZ. By construction, for y G Rd x {()},
the map x G x Rn \-ï x  +  y G x W l extends by continuity also to R ^ rf and 
commutes with the action of TZ. Thus it defines a Rd- action T  on Similarly
one can define as the set of characters of the C^-algebra generated by the set 
{ X m  ° Tn2^ \  a G TZ}. Since it is a set of idempotents, is totally disconnected 
and V * *  is transversally totally disconnected.
Definition 1.8.8 The space is called the pseudo-torus associated to the win­
dow M .
Theorem 1.8.9 Let (Rd,R ” , TZ) be a cut-and-project scheme and M  C be an 
admissible set. Define u = i/ L) G Del(Rd) with L = A(M).  Then Rd) is
topologically conjugate to a dynamical subsystem of  (T";^d, T, Rd). This dynamical 
system is minimal and uniquely ergodic, provided <).\l 0  7^ ( 7Z) = 0 .
In case of a quasicrystal there is another way to describe the topology of T ^ d; 
see Section 4.3.4, page 119. The following results describe the topological structure 
of the hull, more precisely of its transversal. Recall, in dimension one a transversal 
is the Poincare section.
Definition 1.8.10 Let il be a closed M.d-invariant subset of Del(M.d). Its canonical 
transversal T is the closed subset
T =  [io G «>'({()}) > 1}.
Proposition 1.8.1 Let v G UD(Rd). I f  QR(u) = Uxe/ »  ^  ^  ^ B (0 ,R )  has no 
accumulation point for all R  > 0, then the canonical transversal T of the hull is 
totally disconnected for the topology induced by the metric 8h ■
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Kellendonk proved a similar result in [Kell]; see Ref. (a) page 122. The atomic 
positions of a quasicrystal form a Delone set of finite type.
Corollary 1.8.11 Let v G U D (Rd) with L ^  a Delone set of finite type. Then the 
transversal T of is totally disconnecter!.
1.8.3 The D iscrete Hull and Physical M odels on Quasilat­
tices
Let (Rd,R ” , TZ) be a cut-and-project scheme and M  G Rn be an admissible accep­
tance domain for a cut-and-project scheme (Wl ,M.d,TZ) and L = A(M) be the corre­
sponding cut-and-project set. Then we have an isomorphism between the physical 
Hilbert space Ti =  tf2(L) and £2(Sm), where Sm  is the strip Sm = {a £ TZ\tï2 (o,) G 
M }. TL can be seen as a subspace of the large Hilbert space £  =  £2{TZ). If x .m  
denotes the characteristic function of Sm  in TZ- the orthogonal projection onto Ti in 
£  can be identified with the multiplication operator by xm  also denoted by Xm- 
The C*-algebra generated by the translation operators Ta (a G TZ) contains 
all ^-invariant observables. It is isomorphic to the algebra C(Td+n) of continuous 
functions 011 the (n +  (I)-dimensional torus. Physical models 011 L  will be rather 
obtained by restricting the action of TZ to Ti. More precisely, the quasitranslation 
operators are defined by S a = XmTuXm for a G TZ and the C*-algebra they generate 
will be denoted by Q(n, d, M ). The operators S a are partial isometries which do not 
commute. Thus, since Q(n, d, M ) is unital, it can be seen as the set of continuous 
functions 011 a non-commutative compact space. An integral and differential calculus 
can be defined 011 Q (n ,d ,M )  [BelT].
Let (r2,Rd) be the dynamical system corresponding the quasilattice L = A(M). 
There is a canonical (7*-algbra a C*(Gr) ssociated to the canonical transversal T 
of Q] see Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.2.4. It is the discrete analogy of the non- 
commutative Brillouin zone mentioned in the introduction and agrees with the al­
gebra Q(n, d, M ) due to the following theorem.
Theorem 1.8.12 Let T be the canonical transversal of (fi,Rd). Then Q(n, d, M )  
is isomorphic to C*(Gr), where C*(G~c) is the groupoid C*-algebra constructed in 
Section 4.4.1.
1.8.4 X-Theory: M ain Results
We recalled in Section 1.7 the main ideas leading to the definition and the con­
struction of' the AVgroup of' a C*-algebra. Together with K 0( A )  there is another 
X-group, denoted by K i ( A ) ,  necessary in dealing with exact sequences and spectral 
sequences in i^-theory. K i(A )  classifies the homotopy classes of'invertible elements
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of A ®  1C (or (A®1C) + , the algebra obtained by adding a unit). By construction of 
the i-T-groups, A  and A  0  1C have always the same K-theory (Morita equivalence). 
As a m atter of facts, this leads to group isomorphisms between Ki(C*(Q x Rd, B)  
and Ki(C*(Gr ,B)).
The trace per unit volume 7p attached to any invariant probability measure P 
on the hull, gives rise to a group homomorphism 7p* : K q{C*(VL x iR ^ ß ))  i—> R. The 
gap labels are the elements of the image of this map. Our main conjecture is given 
as follows
Problem 1.8.13 Prove that, if  the hull Q of a point set has a totally disconnected 
canonical transversal Y. then the set of gap labels is given by
TP, (K 0{C*{Q x Rd, B  = 0))) =  [  dQ C (T ,Z),
J  T
where C(Y,Z) is the space of continuous functions on T with values in Z and Q is 
the probability measure on T induced by P.
The probability measure Q is obtained by restricting P to T with suitable nor­
malization. For the appropriate normalization one needs the translation invariance 
of P.
Evidence for this conjecture is provided by the following results:
Theorem 1.8.14 Let E be a totally disconnected compact space with a Zd-action. 
For any Zd-invariant ergodic probability measure P on E one has
Tp* (K 0(C(E) x Zd)) =  j  dP C(E, Z) for d =  1,2.
Xote that it solves Problem 1.8.13 in this case. Unfortunately van Elst’s proof does 
not extend to dimension d = 3. The explicit computations provided by physicists for 
3D  quasicrystals, see for instance [KaGr], give strong indications that Problem 1.8.13 
should have a positive answer in any dimensions. In Chapter 4 a list of explicit cases 
will be given together with the values of the set of gap labels.
1.8.5 Gibbs M easures and Thermal Equilibrium for Atom s
We also introduce a complementary point of view taking the thermodynamics of the 
atomic motions into account. By an axiomatic approach, we propose a framework in 
which the Gibbs state describing the thermal equilibrium of atomic configurations 
becomes a probability measure on QD(ßLd). Since the translation group acts on 
QD(Md) by homeomorphisms, it acts on such probabilities as well. If the Gibbs 
state is unique it is translation invariant and ergodic. Using these properties, we 
expect that the Gibbs measure P should satisfy the following axioms:
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GI: P is uniformly discrete, namely it gives probability one to UD(M.d).
G I ’: P is Delone, namely it gives probability one to Del(M.d).
G2: P is translation invariant.
G3: P is ergodic with respect to the translation group.
Remarkably enough, the mathematical framework developed in Chapter 4 gives 
several useful informations about the nature of typical atomic configurations. The 
first ones are summarized in the following:
Theorem 1.8.15 Let P be a probability measure on QD(Md) such that GI, G2 and 
G3 holds.
(i) Then there exists an r0 > 0 such that for T-almost all u, its support L ^  is 
r^-uniformly discrete and not r-uniformly discrete for r > r0.
(ii) I f  P satisfies G I ’ additionally, then there exists an Rq > 0 such that for F- 
almost all u, its support L ^  is Rq-relatively dense and not R-relatively dense 
for R <  R 0.
The next result concerns the hull of a typical atomic configuration. The topolog­
ical support of P is the smallest closed subset of UD(M.d) of probability one.
Theorem 1.8.16 Let P be a probability measure on QD(ßLd) obeying G l,  G2 and 
G3. Then, for  P-almost all u G QD(M.d), its hull coincides with the topological 
support fi of P.
This last theorem shows this the hull is entirely defined by the thermodynamic 
properties of the solid. We may also wonder whether the hull is structurally stable 
as the Gibbs state P varies in a region of uniqueness of the phase diagram. If this is 
correct, it means that the hull cannot bifurcate unless a phase boundary is crossed. 
This conjecture would give an explanation of why the lattice symmetry of a perfect 
crystal is fixed within a region of uniqueness.
Xow, if we identify an element u G QD(M.d) with a point set in Md representing 
the positions of atoms in a solid, the diffraction pattern seen on a screen, in an X-ray 
diffraction experiment or in a transmission electronic microscope (T.E.M.), can be 
computed from the Fourier transform of' v restricted to the domain A occupied by 
the sample in Rd. Xamely the intensity seen on the screen is proportional to
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where k E M.d represents the wave vector with direction given by the position on 
the screen and length given by diffraction beam. In practice, the intensity seen is 
f {k)L\ (k)  instead, where ƒ is a form factor which takes into account that the incident 
beam sees atoms as composite objects rather than as points. The main problem is 
whether such quantity converges as A Rd. Before answering that question, let us 
remark that the Fourier transform of I,\(k) is given by the following expression: if 
ƒ G Cc(M.d), its Fourier transform is denoted by ƒ and
f  = H M H i v D f  v) = t V H f )  (1-33)
JkeRd  I I x , y e \
where p ^  will be called the finite volume diffraction measure. Eq. (1.33) implies 
that G A/f(Rd) is a positive measure with a Fourier transform being also a 
positive measure.
The next theorem gives conditions under which convergence hold as A t  Rd •
Theorem 1.8.17 Let P be a uniformly discrete translation-invariant probability 
measure on QD(ßLd) supported by UDr(ßLd) for some r > 0. Then:
(i) The averaged diffraction measure pp^ =  fuEQD^ d^ dP(is)plA  ^ converges to a 
positive measure pp G A'^R'7) as A t  R0', where A is varying within the set of 
hypercubes in Rd.
(ii) The distributional Fourier transform of pp is also a positive measure in A4(M.d).
(iii) If, in addition, P is ergodic, then for  P-almost all v G QD (Rd) the family p l^  
of measures in A'^R0') converges to pp.
In other words, each invariant ergodic uniformly discrete probability measure on 
Q D (Rd) determines in a unique way the diffraction pattern. In particular, if we look 
into the phase diagram in a region of uniqueness of the Gibbs state, the diffraction 
pattern is entirely defined.
We discuss the example of a crystal with impurities. Wc prove that almost all 
hulls agree with respect to a probability which fulfill the doping property. Good ex­
amples for such probability measures are provided by Gibbs measures. They describe 
pure phases at non-zero temperature for the thermal distribution of impurities.
INTRODUCTION A N D  RESULTS
Chapter 2
On Spectral Properties of 
Harper-like Models
Wo study spectral properties of Harper-like models by algebraic and combinatorial 
methods and derive sufficient conditions for the existence of spectral gaps with 
qualitative estimates. For this class the Chambers relation holds and we obtain an 
analytic expression for the representation depending part. Models corresponding 
to the rectangular and triangular lattice are studied. In the second case we show 
that one class of spectral gaps are open for magnetic fields with “rational magnetic 
flux per unit cell” . A quantitative estimate for the gap widths is given for the 
anisotropic case and for “irrational magnetic flux” fulfilling some Liouville condition 
the spectrum is a Cantor set.
2.1 Introduction
Spectral properties of Hamiltonians describing charged particles on a two-dimen­
sional (2D) lattice with an external magnetic field perpendicular to the lattice play 
a crucial role in various 2D problems of physical interest [RaBe], for the quantum 
Hall effect see also [BvES]. In his famous work Hofstadter [Ho] found for the square 
lattice case a puzzling nesting structure of the spectra for rational values of the 
magnetic strength and gave some formal rules for the self-similarity of this so- 
called Hofstadter butterfly. This model has been investigated in several papers and 
rigorous results on spectral gaps, measure and other properties have been obtained, 
see [Las, JiLa, HeSjl] for more details. However, less is known about the analogous 
model on the triangular lattice, first discussed by Claro and Wannier [ClWa]. It 
describes the situation in a crystal with hexagonal symmetry and similar behavior 
of the spectra has been observed [BKS, Ker], We generalize a method used by Choi 
et ai  [CEY] for the square lattice case and derive, under some mild extra conditions, 
a quantitative estimate for the gap widths of the class of Hamiltonians discussed
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below. In case of the triangular lattice this leads to an explicit estimate for one class 
of spectral gaps.
The behavior of a Bloch electron in an external magnetic field can be described 
by a tight binding approximation. Without electron electron interaction and with 
nearest-neighbor interaction only one obtains the following Hamiltonian for the 
square lattice:
magnetic field from (k, I) to ik +  1, 1) and from {k, I) to (k, I +  1) respectively (com­
pensating gauge transformation [JaJa]). Since the magnetic field is uniform, we have 
the constraint
where cl) is the flux through the unit cell and <£>o =  hc/e. Using Landau’s gauge
In the mathematical literature the corresponding operator is called the (discrete) 
almost Mathieu operator.
Let us describe H sq in a more algebraic way by introducing the magnetic trans­
lation operators [Zak]
the Hamiltonian of (2.1) as H sq =  U +  U* +  V  +  V*. In fact, (2.2) can be seen as a 
representation of the rotation algebra
H sqV(k,  I) = e”'l(M) V(k  +  1,1) +  V(k  -  1 ,1) (2 .1)
+  V(k,  l + l ) +  V(k,  l - l )  ,
where rji^ik. l)  denotes the line integral of the vector potential of the external
r]i(k,l) = 0, r]2 (k, l) = 9 k  and the separation Ansatz ^(k,!,) = etßlg(k) we derive 
the well known Harper equation
g{k +  1) +  gik — 1) +  2  c o s ( 27t 0  k +  ß) gik) =  E  g(k).
U ^ ( k J )  = ^ ' ( k’lH>(k + l , l) ,  
V ^ ( k . J )  = ^ k-JH>{k,l + 1),
(2.2)
which obey the Heisenberg commutation relation U V  = e2m0 V  U . So we can write
A(6) = akivk u l ciki rapidly decreasing
generated by two abstract unitaries u and v satisfying
u v =  exp [27xi 9] v u (2*3)
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first introduced for purely mathematical reasons.
Let us introduce some convenient notation for products of the unitaries u and v. 
These operators may be viewed as Weyl operators w(m), m  G Z2 for discrete position 
and momentum, where the flux plays the role of' the Planck constant [KrSe].
U!(1;0)= 'U , W(Q. 1) =  V,
w{m  +  n) =  w{m) w(n)  (m , n  G Z2), (2.4)
and 7  =  exp [i ird] ,
where a denotes the standard discrete symplectic form, a(rri,n) =  m-i«2 —
The adjoint operation is simply expressed as
w(n)* = 'u;(n) -1 =  w (—n). (2-5)
We study the following family of' Hamiltonians (selfadjoint operators):
n c =  ^ 2  CrnW(m) (2.6)
m £ V
with V  =  {(0, ±1), (±1, 0), (±1, ±1)} and c*n = c_m G C.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 is devoted to the expansion 
coefficients of powers of Tic with respect to the Weyl operators (2.4), since they 
play a crucial role in our treatment. Actually, all interpretations and results of' this 
section extend to more general Hamiltonians. In Section 2.3 we study 'Hr as element 
of the rotation algebra A(0) and the behavior of spectral properties depending 
on 6. In Section 2.4 we discuss the model with next nearest-neighbor interaction 
on the rectangular lattice and the model with nearest neighbor interaction on the 
triangular lattice in a unified view. This is followed by some concluding remarks.
2.2 Expansion Coefficients
The expansion coefficients of powers of 'Hr with respect to the Weyl operators can 
be seen as a generalization of the binomial coefficients, leading to a geometric inter­
pretation of them. We derive an analytic expression for the expansion coefficients.
2.2.1 Definition and Sym m etries
The well-known binomial coefficient (j) has many different enumerative, geometric 
and algebraic meanings. Xewton’s binomial formula is one way to define it,
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where a and b commute. Straightforward generalization yields to the multinomial 
coefficient. A uq analog” of the binomial coefficient first appeared in literature in 
Ref. [Schü]. Denote Z,[u,v,j \ the ring generated by elements u, v and 7  with 
relations1
u v  =  7 2 vu ,  7  u = u 7 , 7  v = v 7 , 
then “ç-binomial coefficient” is uniquely defined by
( „ + „ ) "  =  (*)
k=0  '  ' '  7
where (rf\ is an element in S [7 ] ( =  center of Z,[a,v, j\  ). For the q binomial
V /  7
coefficient a formula is known [Ask. CEY], However, less is known about the q 
multinomial coefficient or other sort of generalizations.
The expansion coefficients for powers of u +  u r l +  v + ?;_1 lie also in Z[7 ] and 
can be seen as a generalization of the g-binomial coefficients. This idea extends to 
any (selfadjoint) element Ti in the (finite) span of { w(n) n, £ Z2}. The expansion 
coefficient («; k)y_ for the kth  power of Ti is uniquely defined by
W-k =  (  X ]  cn'w{n) \  (n > k ) u  w (n ) > (2 -7)
VnGZ2 /  r?,eZ2
where (w .k)^  again belongs to Z [7 ]. The second sum is also finite, since only a 
finite number of (n\ k)% are nonzero.
We are especially interested in the expansion coefficients for the powers of T~LC 
defined in (2.6). In the following we restrict ourselves to this class and suppress the 
dependence on T-Lc whenever there is 110 ambiguity.
Writing %ck+1 as %ck K c and %c %ck with coefficients (n; k +  1) and (n; k ) we 
get two “conjugated” recurrence relations
(n; k + 1) = cmj a(n'm\ n  — rn\ k) = — m\ k) (2.8)
rnCD rnCD
with initial condition (n; 0) =  8n.
Proposition 2 .2.1  Let T~ic be defined by (2.6). Then (n \ k ) is a polynomial in cm 
with real coefficients and therefore (n: A:)^ c =  (—n; k)n holds7 particularly (n; k ) ^ c =  
( ~ n \ k ) n c e  R for cmÆV G M.
1In this context q is a complex num ber and its value ranges between 0 and 1. Since q denotes
here an integer, we "7 2-deform " to prevent equivocalness.
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( n ;  k  +  l ) = ^ 2  Cm  ( 7 * ( " > m ) +  1 - a ( n , r a ) y 2  ^  ^  ^
mÇ_T>
obtained from (2 .8), we get by induction that (n; k) is a polynomial in cm with real 
coefficients. The second property follows from (2.5) and the self-adjointness of' Tic ,
Y" (n; k) w (n ) =  U k = (U ck)* = ^  (~n\ k) w(n).
n e Z2 n £ Z 2
□
Remark: The Hamiltonian TLC for a particle on a lattice in a homogeneous mag­
netic field has real coefficients crn. For Hamiltonians 'Hv with additional symmetries 
in the parameters cm we get further relations for the coefficients (n; k)y_c.
Proposition 2.2.2 Let $  G G L (2,Z). I f  c is such that for all m  G V , cm = 
holds with s G C, then (n; /c)^c =  ($(n); /c)^c.
A symmetry of' 7^c gives rise to such an automorphism <I>. For example in the square 
lattice case the rotation by 7t/2 induces ({rii, ÏI2 ): k) = ((—^ 2, ^l); k).
2.2.2 Geom etric Interpretation
Each coefficient (n; A:) may be identified with a weighted sum of all paths from (0,0) 
to (ri\, n2) in Z2 in exactly k steps belonging to 'D — now regarded as a set of steps. 
This can be seen in following way. If one expands the product %ck each summand 
can be mapped 011 a path of length k starting at (0 , 0) by identifying w(rn) with the 
step m  G V.  This is obviously a one to one mapping between the summands of TiJ1 
and the set T>k =  {paths of length k starting at (0 , 0) with steps in V  only}.
Furthermore, one can extend the map from T>y. to the summands in the following 
way. Every path of length k with steps only in 'D is mapped on a summand of TLC 
such that two paths have the same image if and only if they differ by a translation. 
We index a summand by its (up to translation unique path v, i.e. S v . Let the path 
i: be composable with u), i.e., the end point of u) agrees with the starting point of 
i: and let us denote the composition by n o u). Then we have Sv = Svow and 
S ~ l = Sv-i .  Therefore the map is a groupoid homomorphism with composition 
of two paths as groupoid structure in the domain and the usual multiplication in 
the range. Xext we define the standard path pn from (0,0) to (rii,ri2 ) as the 
unique path of length |«i| +  \ri2 \ changing its direction only at the vertex (« i,0). 
Let T>k(n) = G V k \ v  and p~L are composable}. Since w(n) = 'y~nin2SPri, the
Proof: Since we have the real initial condition («; 0) =  Sn and the recurrence relation
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(,i;k)id = 7’™ e  E
v e v k (n) v £ V k (n)
For a path v let cv =  J [ni, v  CmV\  where rri(v) is the number of steps of'sort rn in v. 
Then wc define the weight of a closed path a  by cc^ 2A^ \  where the oriented area 
A(a)  enclosed by a is defined by A (a) = f  x  d y . The motivation for this definition 
is, that every path from (0 , 0) to (rii, «2) can be transformed into the standard path 
pn by interchanging steps, reducing consecutive forward and backward steps and 
splitting the steps (±1 ,±1) into (±1,0) and (0,±1). Every action gives a factor, 
such that in the end Sv = t‘p- ' ovl iA('Pn SPn holds, i.e.,
Proposition 2.2.3 (n; k) is equal to the weighted sum over all paths v in V ^r i)  as 
follows
( K k )  =  c „ , - r ’"‘ Y ,  -S'”. V  E .
v e v k {n) v e v k (n)
Proof: For k =  0 the agreement is obvious. Furthermore, one verifies that the 
weighted sum of paths defined above, fulfill the same recurrence relation as (n;k),  
see (2.8). Therefore, by induction over k the proof is complete. □
coefficient (n; k) can be written as
2.2.3 A n Analytic Expression for (n; k)
The recurrence relation (2.8) involves two degrees of freedom and has complex co­
efficients. It seems that there exists no canonical way in the literature to solve it. 
We make some kind of discrete Fourier transform in such a way that the new coef­
ficients obey a recurrence relation in which one (out of' the two) degree of' freedom 
is constant. This leads to a closed formula for the expansion coefficients.
Let p G V.  We define the (partial) “Fourier transform” in direction p, for («; k)
by
[d] %,,,) =  (" + d)IM  (n:- k)’ (2-1Q) 
{(i,n)=d
where a  is the symplectic form of' (2.4) and the sum runs over n. If 7  is a çth root 
of unity, then the inverse of this transformation is given by
1 p%Q
(n;k)  = —  / 7 -^ )(^ + < ^ » /< ^ >  [(/i)7l); duj (2.1 1 )
2*7 Jo
and by continuous prolongation otherwise. Actually, for given k, the integral can be 
replaced by a finite sum. The “Fourier-transformed” coefficients fulfill a recurrence
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relation induced by (2.8). Fix w g Z . / iÉ Î ) .  then we get
[dr, k + 1] =  cmy - a(m’n- m) (n -  m; k)
( f i ,n)=d mÆV
—  y y ^  '  C m j W ( ß , n ) { u + d ) - ( ß , m ) a { ß , n - m ) + a { ß , m ) ( d - ( ß , m ) ) ] / { ß , ß )  ^  ^
m£î>
{/x,n)=d
=  E >  ^ ( j ( ß , m ) [ u + 2 d - ( ß , m ) ] / ( ß , ß )  + ( j ( ß , n - m ) [ u + d - ( ß , m ) ] / ( ß , ß )  ^
m£î>
{/x,n)=d
= Y 1  ^ Ul'm)[w+2A~{ß,m)]IM [d -  (», m); k] ,
m£î>
(2.12)
where we first used the recurrence relation (2 .8) and secondly the identity (fi, fi)rri =  
(fi, rri)fi +  (fis, rri)fis with fis =  (/i2, —fii) and therefore
a((fi, fi)rri, n — rn) = (fi, rri)a(fi, n — m) — o{fi, m)(o? — (//, m}).
Obviously, a; is constant in the recurrence relation (2 .12). The initial condition 
transforms to [rf; 0] =  Sj, hence is independent of the “frequency” u. Notice that 
(fi,rn) have values only in {(), ±1 ,±2}. Therefore the recurrence relation has at 
most five terms and is solved by using the path picture. We will do this for fi. =  (1,0). 
Let Pd := {i; e { — 1,0, \ } h I ^ f/ü i  =  d }, then
k
= 5 ^ J J a „ ( / )  =  (ed, A keQ)
^=1
with av(l) := a(t,v,) := c{vil) 7w+2t_t,i +  c(t,r i) 7 -("+»-«i) +  C(^ Q) an(j t  =  Vs: 
where all cm = 0 for rri ^ V.  In the last expression A  is the tridiagonal matrix 
A ts =  a(t , t  — s) and denote the canonical basis vectors in £2(Z). The inverse 
Fourier transformat (2.11) leads to an involved but analytic expression for (n;k), 
see also the Appendix.
2.3 On Spectral Properties of l~ic
The spectral properties of 'Hv depend strongly on 9, i.e. on the magnetic flux. 
For rational 9 the spectrum is the union of some finite number of closed intervals. 
Whether these intervals arc separated by a gap for arbitrary rational 9, is the subject 
of the first Section. Wc reformulate this question in algebraic words and give an 
answer in terms of the generalized binomial coefficients. Then we show that the 
quantitative estimate of the gap widths in the rational case implies the Cantor set 
property for some irrational values of 6.
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2.3.1 Rational M agnetic Flux
Let us recall some elementary properties of (C* )algebra A(ß), defined in Section 2 .1. 
Let T denote the unit circle in the complex plane. There exists a canonical action
2 —> (f)z of T2 on A(9), such that <pz(u) = Z\ u and (f)z (v) = z2 v. Any element of 
A{9) fixed by (p is a scalar multiple of the identity id. There is a unique tracial state 
r  of' A(9) invariant under <>. This yields to a noncornrnutative differential structure 
and by analogue A(9) is called the non commutative torus, for further properties 
see [Bel9].
If 9 is rational, 9 = p/q  with p and q relative prime integers, then there is 
an irreducible representation II of A(p /q ) on Cq such that IIv is the cyclic shift 
and n «  =  diag(l, 7 2, . . ., 7 2<7_2). It is not difficult to sec, that every irreducible 
representation of A(p/q)  is unitarily equivalent to Uz = II(fjz for some z <E T2, 
and that two such representations L^and Uz are unitarily equivalent if, and only if, 
Zi =  7  2n'Zi for some n G I, =  {0,1,. . ., q—l} 2. [ Since uq and vq are central in A(p /q ) 
if' j 2q = 1, the image of A(p/q)  in any irreducible representation is linearly spanned 
by q2 monomials w(n), n G I q defined in Section 2.2. Hence the representation is 
at most of dimension q. Because of the commutation relation (2.3) vuv~1 =  7 2u we 
have the property, that if z\ G T is an eigenvalue of u then 7 2z1 also. Hence there 
must be a basis in which the image of u is z\ II//. and then, after changing the basis 
element by a phase factor, the image of' v is z2 IIu, as desired.]
The roles of u and v are completely symmetric, the corresponding bases are related 
by discrete Fourier transform [KrSe]. Let w(n)  be defined by (2.4) in Section 2.1.
Lemma 2.3.1 { n 2u!(n) }neI form a basis of UzA(p/q) = M q(C).
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume Z\ = z2 = 1. Since the repre­
sentation IlA(p/q)  has dimension q, we have to prove the linear independence of' 
{ iM n )  }neI(j only.
Let an G C such that anIlw(ri) = 0 holds, then all its matrix elements
(d, d + s (mod q)) are zero (0 < d, s < q — 1), i.e.,
° = £ an- r nxn'2+2nxd~
n 1 = 0
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Hence we arc left with
q- 1 q - 1
f l _ \   ^ „ .2 dl \  '  n \ ( 2 d + s )
l Z_  ^ a {ni-,s) 1 
d = 0 ni=0
=  ii «(.,.»)
ni=0 d=0
9-1
=  Y h  a<n ^ s) 7 " 1S ^  =  a <,L,s)lLS(l
ni=0
and therefore all a.„ are zero. □
The spectrum of Hv [in A{9) ] is of course the union of the images of 'Hc in 
a complete set of irreducible representations of A{9).  With the representations for 
rational 9 above; we have;
Spec (Hc) =  ( J  Spec (n ZH C)
z<E T 2
and for finite dimensional, the spectra are determined by the characteristic polyno­
mials. For FLc defined in (2.6) these polynomials behave nicely as a function of the 
irreducible representations. In case of the square lattice Hamiltonian this was first 
observed in Ref. [Cha], and afterwards in several other cases similar behavior has 
been observed also (see Ref. [BKS, KrSe]).
Theorem 2.3.1 Let 9 = p/q, p and q being relative prime integers. Then the 
characteristic polynomial chz o fH zl-Lc regarded as a function of z £ T2 : z —> chz(-) 
fulfills the Chambers relation [Cha]
chz (x) = f(x) — h (z), (2-13)
where f(x) =  ao +  +  ■ ■ ■ +  aqx q, h (z) = Y2mev bmZqrn and z qm =  z f 71' z q™’2. 
The coefficients arc given by
bm = (~ l ) pq (q m ; q) = ( - 1 )™ for rn G { - 1 , l } 2,
bm = (qm ; q) = 2 eq Tq{crnJ2e) for rn G {(±1, 0), (0, ±1)}
with £ = /^C(.m]+m2jTn2im,)r:(m^ r n 2 , m 2 _ m ,) and Tq is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree 
q. Furthermore, the a,k fulfill
^ 2 a k{n:k)nc = 0  for  11ri11^  < q. (2.14)
k=0
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Xote that bm is also well defined at e =  0 by continuous prolongation.
Proof: Using the properties of the rotation algebra A{0) , the characteristic 
polynomial can be written
First observe, because of chz (x) = chzl-2n(x), where z j 2n = ( z \ j 2n' , ^ T 2”2), the 
characteristic polynomial has only powers of the form z qn, n G Z2. Since the determi­
nant is homogeneous of degree q and any entry is of the form tox+Y2meT> tmZm, chz (x) 
is a Laurent polynomial in zi, Z2 and x  with max{degZl, deg22} +  degx < q, where 
deg* is the degree with respect to the variable. Hence the dependence on x  and z 
splits
<i
chz{:r) =  f(:r) -  h(z)  = ^  as x* -  E  b'm ^  '
s=0 m£Z>
Xow we calculate the coefficients. The map z —> chz (Jlz'Hc) extends uniquely to 
an analytic function C2 \  {0} —>• M q(C) : z  —> dn z n, which is zero for
\z\ \ =  \z2\ =  1 and hence everywhere. In other words dn = 0, for every n  G Z2. 
Since
chz{uzn c) = Y , ak ^ zn ck h ( z )n zid 
k=0 
<1
=  E  a* E  ^  U M n )  E  b™ zqm n *id
k=0 nez 2 me®
?
=  E  E °'k ^ A;) * n U w M  z v n  l l l d -
n e l2 k=0 mev
the vanishing of the dv'"s imply for rn G T>
q
0 = °k (qm: k ) Ilw(qrn) — bmIlid =  (—l)w mi'm2 (qm-, q) Uid — brnIlid, 
k=o
and 0 =  Yll=oak (m k)  nio(n), for H^ H < q- Remember that we have Uw(qrri) =  
(_iyqmnri 2 n y ,  for m  ç_ j)  anj  — i  ijy t ]-ie very definition of' chz (x) and (n: k) = 0 
for « > k.
II II 00
Since all n ^ (ri)  ±  0, we obtain (2.14). The value of bm = (—l )P9mim2 (qm; k) is 
calculated in the Appendix. □
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Remark: By the above argument, the coefficients (n; q) vanish for all n G 
i l 1 \  {qm\rn G T>} with H^ H =  q as already calculated in the Appendix.
For the doubly discrete quantum pendulum the above expression have been de­
rived in Ref. [KrSe] employing a different method. The Chambers relation (2.13) 
is crucial to prove the existence and estimate the size of the spectral gaps, since it 
reduces the problem to a finite-dimensional eigenvalue problem.
Theorem 2.3.2 The spectrum of T~LC G A(p/q) consists of q disjoint bands if  and 
only if
inf { \a - b \  I a ^  ft G Spec(IIz7^c) } > 0. (2-15)
z e r2
Furthermore, this is a lower bound for the gap widths.
Proof: By the Chambers relation (2.13) we know that the spectrum of' 1~LC is 
the preimage of' the interval [hmin, hmax] =  { h(z) z G T2} under the polynomial 
f(x) of degree q, i.e., it is the union of q bands. They are disjoint if' and only if' the 
spectrum of HzTLc is not degenerate for the representation corresponding to hmin 
and hrnax. By continuity of ’ >11 : these representations are not degenerate if and 
only if (2.15) holds. Obviously inf'zeT2 { \a — b\ | a ^  b G Spec(UzT~Lc) } is also an 
optimal lower bound for the gap widths. □
This proves also the following Corollary.
Corollary 2.3.3 The spectrum o f H c G A(p/q) can only be degenerate in represen­
tations 11 , corresponding to extreme values o fh(z)  and if it is not degenerate, then 
the infimum (2.15) is reached for every z' G T2 with h (z1) = maxh(z) or for every 
z" G T 2 with h (z") = m iniez).
For the almost Mathieu operator, Choi et al. [CEY] used an elegant method to 
obtain an estimate for (2.15). We employ and generalist it.
Lemma 2.3.2 Let B  be a self adjoint operator in a complex Hilbeii, space of di­
mension q. Then every eigenvalue of B  is simple if and only if  ||g(I3)|| ^  0 for  
every rnonic polynomial g of degree q — 1. A lower bound for the difference of two 
lifferent) eigenvalues of B  is given by
,, ^  inf { | |g ( B ) | |}\a — b\ > ------ u-------
“  ( 2 | | £ | | )  '
where the infimum is taken over the set of monic polynomials g of degree q — 1 .
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q - l
g(x) =  Y [  { x  -  Q j ) ,  
j = i
where Qj G C are the roots of g. Denote by K\ < < • • • < Kq the eigenvalues 
of D with each eigenvalue counted according to its multiplicity. As a consequence 
of the spectral theorem, the spectrum of g(B) is given by the 1 < k < q values 
Y lU  {Kk — Qj ) -  Since g(B) is normal we have
Proof: A inonic polynomial of degree q — 1 can be written as
9-1
and therefore g(Z?) =  0 if and only if {/tx, /t2; • • •,  K q )  C  { ^ i ,  02- ■ ■ ■, Qq- 1 } .  Hence, 
if at least one eigenvalue of B  is not simple then there exists one monic polynomial 
g of' degree q — 1 with g(B) = 0. On the other hand, if all eigenvalues of B  are 
simple, obviously {ki, k 2, ■ ■ ■, Kq} C {t>i, ß2 , ■ ■ ■, Q q - 1}  can never happen.
Let be N  7  ^ M  G { 1....... r/]. With — k3\ < 2 ||i?|| we get for the monic
polynomial gAr(x) =  1 H \ (x  -  K-:i)
|gjv( ß ) | |  =  m ax I  f l  \K k - K j \
-  -  
= n
?
=  \k n - k m \ ] ^ [  \k n  -  K j \  <  |k,at -  k m \ ( 2 \ \ B \ \ y
3 = 1
by applying the spectral theorem and using that gjv(-B) is normal. Therefore 
inf { ||g(-ß) j)} over all monic polynomials of degree q — 1 fulfill the inequality of 
the lemma. □
Xow we are left with the following situation. Let g be an arbitrary monic polynomial 
g(x) = o,q +  a\X +  • • • +  aq_\Xq~l of degree q — 1. Then a lower bound for the norm 
of g (n 2H c) leads to a lower bound for the spectral gaps of' 'Hc . By Corollary 2.3.3 
we need only to consider representations Uz, where h (z) has a global extremum.
First we give an argument for g (n z7^c) ^  0 . Suppose that there exists such a g 
with g ( n zH c) =  0. This means that the system of linear equations, arising for the
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coefficients of the basis {w{nj)nelq
(216)
with z qm =  z(miz%ni2 and T>+ =  {0 , l }2 has a nontrivial solution (a0, aq-\) 2
Whenever a non trivial solution exists, there is at least one with aq- \  — 1 [ since
s ( J' ) L = n — 0 &(x ) (x ~  ^ ) |x=n zn c ~
Hence g( I \z'Hcj  7  ^ 0 if we find a linear combination (0 /) of the equations (2 .1 G)„ 
such that
s 1 7 - 1
I E  ° l zVn ( - l )p<T(n’m^-p9mim2 (m -  qm] k) ak \ > 1 (2.17)
l—1 m£»+ fe=Q
holds. Moreover, such a linear combination already gives a lower bound for the norm
of g(n*ftc).
Lemma 2.3.3 Let be 6 — p/q  with p and q relative prime integers and z G T 2 . 
Suppose there exists a linear combination ai (z ) ,  such that (2.17) holds for any ar­
bitrary monic polynomial g of degree q — 1, then the eigenvalues of YlzTic are not 
degenerate and a lower bound for the distance between two of them is given by
(2q~2 s \\UzH c \\q~2 W a i z ^ y 1 , 
where s is the number of nonzero coefficients ai(z) and ||tü(^)|| its suprernurn.
Proof: We calculate a lower bound for ||g (n2'Hc)|| and apply then Lemma 2 .3 .2 . 
For a given linear combination on of equations (2.16) and fixed z we have
S S
J] Y ^ a i w ( - n i )  J] < |«/| ||w(—ri/) J] < s ■
1 = 1  1 - 1
Since ||n zw;(?7.) | > Tr( Hzw(n)) =  5nq for every n G I9, we have with r  := 
pcr(n, m) — pqm irr i2
2The factor qa(n,rri) -f ( f  riiiriio has a geometric interpretation (section 2.2), it is twice the area 
of the rectangle with vertices 0, n. (n + (qm i . 0)), n + qm.
q- 1
0 = E  E  zQm -fqa(n^ W m 'm2 (n -  qm] k) ak
m£Z2k=0 
q - l
= Y  zVn ( - l )pff(n’m)+p9mim2 (n -  qm] k) ak,
k= 0
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S
g(Uzn c)\\ Hallos > ||g(nzHc)|| (I ^ 2 a iU zw (-n i)
1 = 1
—  II  yyy, 1  z qm'(—\ ) T ak(n — qm ; k) IIzw(n) on Uzw (—rii)
q - 1, s
>q  1 |T r(  y  ai ^  z qm( - l ) T ak(ni -  qm-,k)Uzw(0))
k = 0 , (=1 mE®+
<7- 1 ,3
A:=0, /=! mET>+
Under the assumption of the Lemma the last term is greater then 1 and therefore 
we obtain an estimate for ||g(IIz'Hc) ||. By Lemma 2.3.2 the spectrum of IIzTic is 
not degenerate and two eigenvalues are separated at least by
Because of the Chambers relation (2.13) the spectrum of 1~LC is the union of the q 
bands [Ai, /ii], [//2, A2], [A3, /i^],. . .  where Ai < //1 < //2 < A2 < . . . is the spectrum 
of Iizn c with h (z) maximal and with h (z) minimal, respectively. Thus the spectral 
gaps can be divided into two classes, one corresponding to the maximum and the 
other to the minimum of h (z). An estimate for the gap widths in such a class can 
be calculated in the corresponding representation. Therefore by Lemma 2.3.3 the 
following Theorem holds.
T h eo rem  2.3.4 Let 9 = p/q  with p and q relative prime integers. Suppose for z G 
T 2 with 11(2) =  minz/ h (z1) or h (z) = maxz/ h(z') there exists a linear combination 
at, such that (2.17) holds for z and any arbitrary monic polynomial g of degree q — 1; 
then the spectral gaps of the corresponding class are open and are at least of size
where s is the number of non-zero coefficients a./ and ||o;|| its supremum.
At first sight it seems difficult to find such linear combination on (z) , since the an 
are arbitrary except aq- \  =  1 and the “behavior” of coefficients («; k) is complex. 
Moreover, this has to be done for every “periodic length” q G N. A solution is 
provided in many cases as follows.
□
(2.18)
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T h eo rem  2.3.5 Let 9 =  p/q  with p and q relative prime integers and 1~LC with 
cß G R. Then for every z G T2 with z^j /  1. (qrn — rn; q — l ) u c /  0 and rn =  (1, 0) 
or (0,1), there exists a linear combination oti(z) of two equations such that (2.17) 
holds and
M * ) I L  =  1 1 1  _  ( <im  -  m ; (i  -  ! ) h c  | _ i -
Proof: First let rn =  (1,0) and z f '  ^  1. Because of Proposition 2.2.1 we have 
(n;k) =  (—n ; k ). Therefore equation (2.16)n with n =  rn and n =  (q — 1 )rri, 
respectively leads to
9-1
0 = Y^(rn;  k ) ak + z\ (qrn — rri; q — 1) aq-\,  
k=o 
9-1
0 =  z\ (rn; k) ak + (qrn — rn; q — 1) ag_ i. 
k=o
Taking Q(g_i;o) =  1 /  (1 — z 2Lq) (qrn — rn; q — 1) and Q(i.q) =  — z\  we obtain
such a linear combination.
If z?2q 1 we repeat the above argument for rn =  (0,1). □
The coefficients (qrn — rn; q — 1) are given by a straightforward calculation. For 
rn =  (1,0) the partial Fourier transformed coefficient [q — 1 ;q — l](m,w) is given by 
[q] q](m,uj) /  (qio) +  C(ii)7 w-i +  C(1-1)7 -£J+1)> where [q;q](m^) has been calculated in 
the Appendix. The inverse Fourier transformation leads then to (qrn — rn;q — 1), 
thereby several cases depending on c have to be distinguished.
2.3.2 Quantitative Continuity of the Spectrum
The spectral gap boundaries of a normal element in A(9) are continuous in the 
Hausdorff metric as a function of the magnetic field [Ell], For a large class of 
them even more qualitative properties have been proved. It was first shown in Ref. 
[CEY] that the spectral gap boundaries of the almost Mathieu operator is Holder 
continuous with exponent 1/3. This result was extended in Ref. [AMS] to a larger 
class and improved to the Holder exponent 1/2. which is in view of the semiclassical 
analysis optimal as pointed out in the Ref. [Bel8]. Therein Lipshitz continuity of the 
spectrum was proven for element in certain “Sobolev classes” of A(9). The Lipshitz 
constant depends on the width of the corresponding spectral gap and diverges near 
values of 9, for which the gap closes. For the almost Mathieu operator more about 
the continuity and measure of its spectrum is known, see, e.g.. Ref. [JiLa] and 
references therein. Following [CEY], we use the quantitative continuity to conclude 
from spectral gaps for rational values of 9 to possibly large class of irrational values.
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The result in Ref. [AMS] does not cover all Hamiltonians 7ic, though the ex­
tension to it is possible [Mou2], We will state the result only. Let ƒ : R —>■ R 
and h : R —>■ C continuous differentiable 27r-pcriodic functions. For 9, ß  G R and 
hn = h(2iï0n — ß), fn = f(2'ïïdn — ß) define the Jacobi matrix by
( n ) =  ^ln + 1 n  +  l ) +  -fn +  h n <p(jl ~  1 )
and denote the union of spectra U , . S p rc;//',;/: i by a fh(9).
Theorem 2.3.6 Let f . h  as above and Mrh =  27r(2||/j, || +  I /'II ). Then the' J v II II oo I I II CX)7
Hausdorff distance between ojh,{0) und Ojh{9r), with 9, 9’ G R is bounded by
Dist(afh (9), a fh (9')) < 2 ^ 5  M o o M f h \6 ~  6'\ +  M f* 16 ~  e'V
For suitable ƒ and h , the spectrum of FLC is given by (Jjh{9) as follows. Let ß G R 
and n ö be the representation of A{9) in /2(Z) taking u into the twosided shift and v 
into the operator of multiplication by the function s —>■ exp 2tti (s9  + ß). The direct 
integral of these representations is faithful, and so
SpecH c(9) = [ J  Spec Hß'Hc(9).
For convenience write hg for YlßHc(9). [Since A(9) is simple if 9 is irrational; for 
any ß, II^ is faithful and Spcc %c =  Spec hg, in that case. In any case, the set of 
representations {(AdM2/) n £j; y G T, ß  G R}, where M y denotes the multiplication 
operator s —> ys, is invariant under the canonical action (j) of T2 on A{9), and so 
the proper ideal f")fl ker of A(9) is invariant under this action. If this ideal were 
nonzero, it would contain a positive element fixed under (since T2 is compact), 
which would be a nonzero scalar, and the ideal would be all of A(9) . This shows 
p |fl ker n 0 =  0 as desired.]
Corollary 2.3.7 F or  9, 9' G R
Dist (Spcc FLC (9), Spec T-Lc (9’)) < 4  c -\/57r \9 — 9'\ + 4n c \9 — 9'\,
with c = C(i;i)I +  |c(1:_,)| +  rnax(|c(i;o)|, |C(o.i)I)-
3 • ■ 0 3 • MilProof: Obviously hg is a Jacobi matrix of the form Hj'h with estimates <
|c(i.i)| +  |c(i-i)| +  |c(i,0)| and Mjh < 47t( +  |c(i,-i)| +  |c(o,i)| )• Substitution of
these values into the inequality of Theorem 2.3.6 completes the proof. □
2.3. ON S P E C TRA L PROPERTIES OF FLC
2.3.3 On Spectral Gaps for Certain Liouville Num bers
In this Section wc prove the existence of the spectral gaps for irrational 9 under 
the condition that this is true for all rational numbers in a neighborhood of 9. This 
argument works only for irrational numbers, which are sufficiently well approximated 
by the rationales, i.e., some Liouville numbers.
Theorem 2.3.8 Let I  be an open interval, such that for every p /q  £ I  all q — 1 
gaps in the spectrum of %c G A(p/q) are at least of size sj(q) G K_|_ with p and q 
relative prime integers. I f  for 9 G I  an arbitrarily large q exists with \9 — p/q\ < 
{34 a/5Tr c2 }_1 sj(q)2, then all gaps of the spectrum of T~LC G A(9) are open.
Recall, c =  C(i,i)| +  c(i,-i) +  max(lc(i;o)I, c(o,i))■
Proof: Fix e > 0. Let p/q  G / ,  such that 9 — p/q\ < min{ ■ then
by Theorem 2.3.6 we have
Dist(Spec Tic(9), Spec %c(p/q)) < 4  c yfoir \9 — 9' \ + Air c \9  — 9'\
< A c,\fb7T (1 +  s) s/\9 — 9'\
< 4/9(1 + e) sg(q).
Furthermore, Dist(Spec H c(0),Spec FL^ff)) < 4/9 (1 +  e) sg{q) for any 9' between 
9 and p/q. Therefore, for 19 — p/q\ < min { 4^ ^ 5 2 ; } some part of a gap from 
FLC G A{p/q) is contained in a gap from 'Hv G A(9r) and hence open. □
For those values 9 we obtain a topological description for Spec FLC.
Corollary 2.3.9 Suppose the conditions of Theorem 2.3.8 hold, then the spectrum 
of l i c(9) is a Cantor set for those irrational numbers 9.
Proof: By Theorem 2.3.8 we have to prove the density of gaps in Spec 7^(0). This 
would follow from knowing that for 9 = p /q  G I  with (p,q) = 1, the gaps in 
Spec%c(0) are at most distance 12n cs/q  apart, where we used c, =  supmeî, |em|. 
With other words the length of any interval in the spectrum is at most 12 7t cs/q.
By the Weyl spectral variation inequality for hermitian matrices (see [Bha]), the 
distance between corresponding eigenvalues of Iizl i c and (numbered in
decreasing order) is at most
|n zH c — n(i.i)FLc II < 2 Cs ( 11 — Z\ I +  |1 — Z2 I +  11 — Z\Z2 I +  |1 — Z\/Z2 I )
< 4 cs ( |1 — exp(7T i/q) +  |1 — exp(2yr i/q) | ) < 12 c, tt fq,
where we used that every irreducible representation is unitarily equivalent to one 
representation Llz with 0 < a r g ^ ) ,  arg(^) < 7r/ç- Since each interval in Spec 1~LC
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consists of a set of such corresponding eigenvalues, the length of any interval is at
In this section we investigate classes of Tic corresponding to tight-binding models 
on different lattices. In principle it possible to calculate, for arbitrary parameters 
c, the critical point of' the representation depending part h (z) of' the Chambers 
relation (2.13) for every 9 =  p/q. However many cases have to be distinguished and 
therefore no good insight of the behavior is obtained. In the following we make the 
substitution zi —> exp (ia/q),  z2 —> exp (iß/q)  and understand h as a function of' a 
and ß.
2.4.1 Rectangular Lattice
Consider a tight binding model on a rectangular lattice with next nearest-neighbor 
interaction. The symmetry of a rectangular lattice and a homogenous magnetic field 
yields to H rec = A  u +  D v +  C  (7  uv +  7  uv*) +  h.c. with A, B , C  e R.
Without second neighbor interaction (C =  0), the model reduces to the well 
known Harper model (see Section 2.1). It has been extensively studied by many 
authors. Results 011 the spectral measure, continuity of' the gaps and Anderson 
localization are obtained with various methods, [Las, AMS, Bel8 , BeSi, CEY, Ell, 
JiLa, HeSjl, Moul]. For “rational values” of the magnetic flux the existence and 
width of the spectral gaps have been proved, using different methods [BeSi, CEY, 
Moul],
We will derive an analytic expression for the characteristic polynomials (2.13) in 
terms of the coefficients («; k). Because of (2.14) we get
most 12c,,7r/ç. □
2.4 M odel D iscussion
y ^ (s , 0 ; k) ak = - { s ,  0 ; q)
k = s
and therefore
with matrix elements dsk = (s,Q;k).  The inverse exists, since it is an upper trian­
gular matrix with diagonal elements of the form A s ^  0. For Iq odd all coefficients
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G/ vanish, since (s, 0 ; k) vanish, if sk is odd. This also follows from symmetry 
considerations. Obviously, we can derive for any Tic such a formula.
This fact can be used to derive an analytic expression for the density of states 
of the almost Mathieu operator with A = D =  1. The integrated density of states 
is given by
r ‘2n /*2tt
N (E )  = / / dadßTr(x[-4,E](nz'Hc)),  (2.19)
J 0 J 0
whore Xr the characteristic function of I  C R and is expressed in terms of the 
density of* states (DOS) g (fi) at energy fi as
N ( E ) =  I dv g(/i).
J - A
Wannier, Obermair and Ray [WOR] derived from (2.19) and the Chambers relation 
(2.13) that
g (M) =  I  2 ^  f o r  lfM I  - 4
[ 0 otherwise,
where f(/i) is given in the Chambers relation (2.13) and
K'(x)  — F{  — , V l — x 2) — / (1 — (1 — x 2) sin2 y ) ~ ^ 2d,y
2 ,/o
is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Since the we have computed the 
coefficients of f(/i) analytically, this gives an analytic expression for the density of 
states.
Table 2 .1: Critical points for the rectangular lattice model with next nearest neigh­
bor interaction and pq even. e\ — Tq(A/2C')-\-Tq(B/2C),  e2 — Tq(A /2 C )—Tq(D/2C)  
and sad =  saddle point.
(cos a, cosß)
energy 
in 4C q
I Hl/2 IHl/2 IV, i v 2 IV:; w 4
( i . i ) ei +  2 max sad m a x / m i n max max sad sad
( - l - l ) —C\ +  2 max sad m i n  // m a x sad sad max max
K i )
C
N1CM1 rnin m a x  j sad rnin sad sad min
( i - i ) e2 —2 rnin m i n /  m  a x sad sad rnin min sad
(—b,—a) -ab  sad
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For nontrivial second neighbor interaction (—1 )PC  the representation depending 
part of the Chambers relation is given by
^  h (a, ß) = T g ( ^ )  cos « +  Tq( - ^ )  cos ß +  ( - l ) (p+p)q cos (a) cos(ß) .
Notice that changing the second neighbor coupling, the phase diagram is only 
rescaled and therefore we keep C  in our discussion constant. The case (p +  p)q odd 
can be derived from the even one by variable transformation a —> a  +  n, ß —> ß  +  7t. 
In the following we assume (p + p)q even. Let us describe the phase diagram for 
the critical point of h with respect to A, D and C. First, the phase diagram of the 
critical points of h in term of a = 4C qTq{^ß) and b = 4C qTq{ ^ )  is given by Fig. 2.1. 
Since a and b are the çth Chebyshev polynomials in A  and B , respectively, the A B  
phase diagram is easily derived from this one.
Consider a path in the A B  phase diagram with A  running from —oc to +oo 
and B  constant. The corresponding image of this path in the a-b phase diagram 
lies again on a straight line parallel to the a axis and b = 4CqTq (B /2C).  Recall, the 
q — 1 extrema of the Chebyshev polynomials have the value ±1  in the interval [—1,1]. 
For q odd and \B\ < 2C  the path for A  < —2C  lies in region I Y:i. then it oscillates 
exactly q/2 times in region I ( — 2C < A  < 2C). The path touches the border of 
the neighbor region at the turning points of the oscillation. For A > 2C  the path 
lies in IVi. For \B\ > 2C  we have similar behavior. Therefore, up to this touching, 
the phase diagram in terms of A  and B  is a homeomorphic image of Fig. 2.1. For 
q even, the path lies on the same straight line and oscillates again exact q/2 times 
in the corresponding region, but will disappear again to +oo. Hence, for q even, 
regions I I ^ ,  IY.s ; and III2 do not appear in the A -B  phase diagram.
On such a path the width of the range of h(a, ß) oscillates and because of the 
Chambers relation, this should be reflected on the total bandwidth of the spectrum. 
Numerical calculations confirm this behavior, the roots of Tq(A/2C)  correspond to 
the minima of the total band width and the extrema to the maxima respectively. 
Recognize, though h(a, ß) scales with C q, the spectrum does not.
The critical points are listed in Tab. 2.1. Consider region I, there are two minima 
and maxima. The maximum at (a, ß) = (0, 0) is global for Tq(A/2C) + T q(B/2C) >
0 and local otherwise. Similarly, the minimum at (a, ß) = (n, 0) is global for 
Tq(A/2C) — T'q(B/2C)  > 0 and local otherwise.
2.4.2 Triangular Lattice
The (anisotropic) tight binding Hamiltonian for a particle on the triangular lattice 
can be expressed as
Titri = A(u  +  u*) +  B(v  +  v*) +  C  7  (w u +  v* u* ). (2 .20)
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram for the rectangular lattice with a = 4C QTq( ^ )  and 
b = 4C qTq( £ )  and region I  = [ -4 C q, 4C qf .
II, IV 2 III,
IV; I IV
III2 IV4 II2
Figure 2.2: Phase diagram for the triangular lattice with a = A q, b = B q and 
b < in region I, a < ^  in region III.
b
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The model can be generalized by introducing different fluxes in the two classes of 
triangles [BKS]. The representation depending part of the Chambers relation (2.13)
is given by
h(a ,ß )  = 2A(]cosa + 2 B (]cosß + ( - l ) pq2Cq œ s ( a  + ß).
We describe the critical points of h(ö. ,5) only in the generic case 1 =  ( — l ) pq2Cq > 
2A q, 2B q > 0 , all other cases can be derived from this one by suitable transformation 
of a  and ß  and rescaling of h(a, ß). The critical points are listed in Table 2.2 and
Table 2 .2 : Critical points (a. ß) £ ] — tv. tt]2 for the triangular lattice model with 
anisotrop nearest neighbor interaction and wa = arccos (//’ — b:ia2 — bd2), Wß = 
arccos ^ 2  (o'3 -  o3b2 -  ab2).
(<x,ß) energy I II III
(0, 0) a b 1 max max max
(tt, 0) —a b — 1 min loc. min loc. min
(0,7t) a — b — 1 loc. min loc. min min
(tT,7t) —ci — b -h i loc. max loc. max loc. max
± ( w a, Wß) a2+ a 2b2+b2 2 ab — min —
the phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2.2. In region II an extra critical point of 
h(a, ß) appears, not being multiples of' tt. The point (1,1) in the phase diagram 
corresponds to the case of hexagonal symmetry, so that the different phases help 
to distinguish strongly and weakly anisotropic interaction for the triangular lattice 
model. We call region II the “weakly anisotropic” triangular phase. Obviously, for 
fixed 1 > A, B  > 0 the phase depends 011 the magnetic flux 9 = p/q. The sequence 
(.A q, B q) converges to (0,0). For large enough q the phase becomes in any case 
except for A = B  < 1 strongly anisotropic.
2.4.3 W eakly Anisotropic Triangular Phase
In this section, we analyse for weakly anisotropic; triangular phase the gap struc­
ture of the spectrum for the corresponding Hamiltonian. By applying the theory of 
Section 2.3 we show the existence of gaps for rational and certain irrational values 
of the magnetic flux per unit cell. For convenience let in the following C  > A  and 
B  > 0. Since Titri has real coefficients in the sense of Proposition 2 .2 .1, the gener­
alised coefficients (n; k)%M defined by (2.7) are real. Let g be an arbitrary monic
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polynomial of degree q — 1 with real coefficients3. A lower bound for the spectral 
gaps of' Hiri e A{p/q) is given by Theorem 2.3.3, if we find a linear combination cti, 
such that (2.17) holds.
Theorem 2.4.1 For every 9 =  p/q  with p and q relative prime integers and, A, B.  C  
in a weakly anisotropic phase the spectral gaps ofHtri corresponding to the minimum  
ofh (z)  if pq even and to the maximum if pq odd, are open.
Proof: For pq even and A , B , C  in a weakly anisotropic phase, i.e., A q > 
B q/ ( B q + C q) and B q > A q/ ( A q +  C q) the minimum of h (z) is reached at z =  
(exp(iwa/q),exp(iwß/q)),  see Table 2.2 and hence not a 2çth root of unity. There­
fore one can apply Theorem 2.3.5 and gets with Theorem 2.3.4 the following estimate 
for the gap widths:
(  A  I sin wa I B  I sin Wß | \
mdX lv22'?-4 (1 +  B / A  +  C / A ) (i -2 ’ 22(?-4 (1 +  A / B  +  C / B ) (i -2 )  >
For pq odd the proof is after rescaling of h (z) analogous. □
Remark: Because of the Chambers relation (2.13) one of two consecutive gaps in 
the spectrum corresponds to hrniT1 and the other to hrnax. Therefore Theorem 2.4.1 
implies that at least one of two consecutive gaps is open.
As already mentioned above only those with 0 < A — B  < C  stay in the 
weakly anisotropic phase for any rational value of 9. In this case following Corollary 
is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.4.1.
Corollary 2.4.2 For every 9 = p/q with p and q relative prime integers and 0 < 
A = B  < C the spectral gaps ofHtri  corresponding to the minimum of h(z) if pq 
even and to the maximum if pq odd, are open and have length at least
a/4 -  ( A /C ) 2q A q- '
229-5(2A + c y - 2 '
Proof: Since sin«^ =  y^l — ( A / C )2q/ 4 the estimate follows from the one in the 
proof of Theorem 2.4.1. □
The analysis of the spectra for rational values of the magnetic flux per unit 
cell above does not yield all conditions needed in Theorem 2.3.8 and particularly 
Corollary 2.3.9. But looking at the proof again we see that nevertheless Corollary 
2.3.9 holds.
■’'Since IIzl-Liri is sclfadjoint, %i'Hi,,) = 0 if and only if g ( 7 = 0, hence it is no restriction 
to consider polynomials with real coefficients.
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T h eo rem  2.4.3 Let 0 < A / C  =  k < 1. Then the spectrum of TLiri(9) is a Cantor 
set for all 9 é K  with \9 — p/q\ < K2q~2 /  y/bn 2Aq~V2 32q for arbitrarily large q.
Proof: Suppose 9 fulfill the Liouville condition of the theorem. Take a p and 
q. For pq even the gaps of Spec %c(p/(/) corresponding to the minimum of h (z) are 
by Corollary 2.4.2 at least of size nq~2A/'22q~03q~2. Since between such two gaps lie 
exact one gap (possibly degenerated) corresponding to the maximum of h (z), one 
gap of two consecutive gaps is at least of the size above. This is also true for pq odd. 
This fact induces analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.3.8 that there are at least 
L(q ~  l) /2 j open gaps in the spectrum of l i i ri(9) for every such p/q.  For deducing 
that the gaps in Spec 1~LC(9) are dense the proof of Corollary 2.3.9 have to be altered 
at one point only. The estimate for the length of any interval in Spec 'Hi, , for 9 ' 
rational is altered by a factor 2 . □
2.5 Concluding Remarks
We have presented a derivation for an estimate of the gap widths in the spectrum 
of the Hamiltonians investigated here (2.6), using an algebraic and combinatorial 
approach. The Chambers relation extends to this class of Hamiltonians and its 
explicit form is described in terms of generalized binomial coefficients. Rather little is 
known about such kind of coefficients, especially the analytic formula for them (2 .11) 
seems to be a new result. In the way the Chambers relation is derived, one easily gets 
conditions under which a general self'adjoint element in A(9) fulfills the Chambers 
relation. So one recognizes that the class of Hamiltonians (2.6) contains essentially 
the most general type of Hamiltonians fulfilling the Chambers relation. A limitation 
of this method is given by the fact that the estimates derived for the spectral gaps 
vanish for critical points that are multiples of . Numerical calculations suggest 
that, for arbitrary rational magnetic field and interaction, occasional “gap closing” 
occur. So it is unlikely that the existence of a much more general estimate can be 
derived within this approach. However, we know from the derived estimate that this 
occasional “gap closing” can only occur if the relative location of the critical points 
are multiple of 7r or the generalized binomial coefficient in the estimate vanishes.
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A ppendix
Since the coefficients of the form (qrn: q) appear in the Chambers relation in Sec­
tion 2.3, we calculate them here using formula (2.2.3). Let rn = (1,0), then 
g
[?; q\(m,uj) = U  ( c(io) + (‘(n ff"+2k 1 + c(i-i)7 " 2A-+l) 
k= 1
= 7 -«(«+*-’)c»11) ] [ ( Al -  7“ ) (a 2 -  7“ )
k= 1
=  r q[q+2- UJ)i ll) ( a t  - 1 )  ( a |  - 1 )
=  Y ^ Q +  2 q (c(lü) +  yjc2m  -  4C(ll)C(l-l) )
+  ^ q { q + " ) c \ \ \ )  +  2  q ( C (10)  -  -  4 C ( 1 1 ) C ( 1-1) )  .
The inverse transformation leads to
( 2 e q Tq{crn/2e) for e = ^ c {U)C{\-\) /  0 
(qrn: q) = I
I cqm otherwise,
where Tq(x) = cos q arccos x  =  1 /2 (x +  \Jx2 — l ) q +  1 /2 (x — \Jx2 — l ) q denotes the 
Chebyshev polynomial of degree q. Similarly we obtain an analogous expression for 
(qm] q) with rn =  (0,1). For rri =  (±1, ±1) the coefficients (qm:q) are given by 
(—1 )pq cqm. Furthermore, we see that any other coefficient (ri] q) with max* |n/| =  q 
is zero.
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Chapter 3 
Quasicrystals and Denjoy 
Homeomorphisms
Wo assume that the atomic positions in a quasicrystal form a repetitive Delone set 
with finite Bravais module. Therefore we investigate the dynamical system (Cl, t ,  Md) 
arising from the orbit closure of such a set. Using the cut-and-project method we 
construct a Poincaré section for the dynamical system (f2, r, Rd) such that the action 
o î R d reduces to an action of Zrf. We obtain d commuting homeomorphisms <p\,...,<pd 
on a Cantor set X . In one dimension we relate (X, ip) to the support of the invariant 
measure of a homeomorphism 011 the circle (Denjoy homeomorphism). I11 this way 
we see that the K-groups with additional structure of the corresponding C^-algebra 
classify these point sets and equivalences between different repetitive Delone set are 
established. The discussion includes point sets with an acceptance domain given by 
a countable union of intervals or with a fractal atomic surface.
3.1 Introduction
Many successful concepts to describe transport properties of condensed matter sys­
tems are based on the fact that the underlying physical system can be seen as 
perfectly periodic. Although physicists have treated deviations as perturbations 
in many physical situations, there are systems like quasicrystals or amorphous sys­
tems which are intrinsically non-periodic. Furthermore, fundamental effects like the 
quantized Hall effect cannot be explained without the assumption of localized states, 
i.e., aperiodicity is 110 longer a perturbation of a perfect system. In Ref'. [Bel2, Bel7] 
a theory is developed extending concepts, like the Brillouin zone, for homogeneous 
but not necessarily periodic systems. For a crystal the Brillouin zone is topologically 
a torus and the physical observables belong to the algebra of continuous functions 
over the Brillouin zone tensored by the compact operators. Obviously, the topolog­
ical nature of the Brillioun zone is induced by the atomic positions. In the general
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case the atomic positions give rise to a non commutative C* algebra A  [BHZ] which 
is the generalization of the algebra of continuous functions over the Brillouin zone. 
However, there is no underlying topological space. One result of this theory is given 
by the gap labeling theorem. It identifies the possible values of the integrated den­
sity of states on a gap with the trace of the corresponding projection in A .  With the 
projections in A  one constructs the Ä^-group of A .  We are interested in a better 
understanding of its role for quasicrystals.
In Sec. 3.2 we discuss the properties of a point set describing a quasicrystal and 
define strongly repetitive Delone sets. We use a topology on the set of point sets 
induced by a metric measuring the agreement of the point sets at the origin. Then 
the hull of a point set is defined as the dynamical system given by the orbit closure 
of the point set under the action of translations. For the relation between the hull 
of a point set and the hull of a homogeneous system we refer to Ref. [BHZ].
Due to the Poincaré construction, we have in one dimension a canonical way to 
pass from a continuous dynamical system to a discrete one and vice versa. For a 
dynamical system (£2, r, Rd) we can also construct a Poincaré section, but the return 
points are in general not longer induced by a group action. For hulls of quasicrystals 
we construct in Sec. 3.3 a Poincaré section such that the return point are induced 
by a Z^-action. Moreover, we give a topological characterization of such hulls.
In Sec. 3.4 we investigate strongly repetitive Delone sets in one dimension and 
characterize them by the K  groups (with additional structure) of their hulls. This 
result relies on the recent work by Giordano and coworker [GPS].
3.2 Quasicrystals and D elone Sets
The geometric properties of a condensed m atter system are given by the atomic 
positions. In the infinite volume limit we assume that the set of atomic positions 
T  C Rd is a Delone set, i.e., the set T  fulfill
1) r i =  inf{ \x — y\ , x, y G T  } > 0,
2) r -2 = sup{ s G R+ , T  TI B s(x) =  0 for x  G W1' } < oc,
where B s(x) =  {y G l d, ||x — y\\ < s }. We write T  +  x instead of rx (T),  where r  
is the canonical action of Rd induced by the translations.
We call T  repetitive iff for every s > 0 there is an t > 0 such that every pattern 
of T  contained in a ball of' radius s appears in every pattern of' T  covering a ball 
of radius t. In other words every bounded pattern in T reoccurs in a relative dense 
way.
This concept of aperiodic order has been introduced in the context of quasicrys­
tals by Danzer [Dan] and in the context of incommensurate structures by Aubry
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[Aub2], A periodic point set is uniquely determined, up to translation, by the oc­
curring bounded patterns. This is in general not true for a repetitive Delone set 
(r-Delone set), i.e., there exist r-Delone sets consisting of the same bounded pat­
terns which are not the same up to some translation. Actually, we will need a 
stronger condition on the distribution of bounded patterns in a r-Delone set.
Let T  be an r-Delone set in Md. We call T  strongly repetitive (or a strong 
r-Delone set) iff for every s > 0 there exists a monotonically decreasing function 
ds G (7o(R+) such that for every pattern M  satisfying 0 7  ^ M  C T f l  B s (x)  for some 
x  G W 1' there exists a Cm > 0 with
# { y  e  B t (0)\ M +  y  c T ] , ^  . . . .
1 "  1 -  <3J )  
for all I > s. Then cm is the frequency of' the pattern M  in T -  The uniform existence 
of all Cm 's is equivalent to the unique ergodicity of the hull defined below [Sol].
We define a metric on the space of all uniformly discrete point sets, in which 
two point patterns are close if they agree on a large ball about the origin. Here we 
follow the definition in R,ef'.[AnPu]. Other equivalent metrics and topologies arise 
from other notions of' distance lia Wo. Rob, Rud, Sol]. In Ref. [BHZ] a weaker 
topology is introduced, which is more appropriate from the physical point of view. 
Let T  and S  be two uniformly discrete point sets in Rd. Then we define a metric 
by
d (T, S)  =  inf( {2~^} LJ { e > 0 \T  +  u and S  +  v agree on B \ /E( 0)
for some \\u , \ \v\\ < e}).
Here | • || is the usual norm 011 Rd. Then we define H(T) =  {T +  x \ x  G Rd} as 
the hull of T  and consider the dynamical system (Q{T), r, Md). One checks that r  
is continuous.
Lemma 3.2.1 Let T  be an r-Delone set. Then every S  G ^(T ) is also an r-Delone 
set. I f  T  is strongly repetitive then so is S  G Cl(T) with the same ds G Co(IIL|_).
Proof: Let S  = lim ,,^^ T  + x n. Then the lemma is obtained by direct application 
of the definition of' the metric and of' (strong) repetition. □
A short calculation shows that the pattern frequencies cm are actually constant over 
the hull. The following theorem is basically Gottschalk’s Theorem.
Theorem 3.2.1 Let T  be a Delone set. Then T  is repetitive iff Q(J~) is a compact 
space and the hull of T  is minimal.
Proof: By the definition of the metric above Q is complete. Since T  is repetitive, 
we have that is precompact and therefore compact. Furthermore, every S  G £1
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is also repetitive containing the same “bounded point pattern” up to translation 
and therefore the orbit of S  is dense. If is compact then S  G has only a finite 
number of different patterns for each finite size. Since (Q,r,M.d) is minimal, every 
S  G contain “all bounded pattern” and they are relatively dense. □
Actually, every Delone set has compact hull if we use a weaker topology [BHZ]. Let 
us remark that the answer to the question whether there exists a local rule which 
transforms one quasiperiodic tiling to another quasiperiodic tiling (like between 
the kits and darts tiling of Penrose and the Robinson Penrose tiling) is related to 
the property whether the corresponding dynamical systems are conjugated or not. 
Xamely, the first one implies the second one and we believe also vice versa (maybe 
one need to exclude some pathological cases).
3.3 The Hull of an r-D elone Set
Let T  be an r-Delone set and let B  be the Bravais module of' T (the Z module 
generated by {x — y \ x, y G T}). In the following we assume that B has finite rank. 
This is a reasonable assumption for quasicrystals from a physical point of view, 
since T  is an idealization of' a finite set of' the atomic positions of a “quasicrystal” . 
However this is not necessarily true for incommensurate structures.
Under this assumption T  can be written as the image under a projection of a 
subset in a higher dimensional lattice. In this way the cut-and-project method comes 
into play. Its idea is to construct a specific point set as the image of a subset in a 
higher dimensional lattice [Els, DK2, Krai] (more precisely, to construct in this way 
tilings of the space). Let us recall the fundamental ideas of'this scheme [BMS, Schl], 
It consists by definition of spaces and mappings:
Rd <r^—  Rd X  G — G
U (3.2)
L
where Rd is a real Euclidean space and G some locally compact Abelian group, tti 
and 7r2 are the projections onto them, and L C Kd x G is a lattice ( L  is a discrete 
subgroup such that (Md x G)/L  is compact).
Furthermore, n\ \ jj is injective in Rd and tï2(L) is dense in G. One calls Rd (resp. 
G) the physical (resp. internal) space. We assume that m  (resp. 7r2) is the projection 
map on the first (resp. second) coordinate of Md x G. Therefore the setting of a 
cut-and-project scheme is given by the triple (Rd,G,L).
Remark: Cases where B has infinite rank can be treated by choosing a suitable
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locally compact group G [BMS]. For example the vertices of the chair tiling [GrSh] 
form an r-Delone set where B has infinite rank and can be described in this manner 
[BMS],
For a subset A  C G we define a point set A (A) in Rd by
A(A) =  {7Ti(x)|x G L, 7T2 (x) G A}.  (3.3)
A  is called the acceptance domain or window of A (A). In the literature [Moo, Schl, 
BMS] A(^) is called a model set, iff A  =  int(A) ^  0 is compact. A model set has 
many nice properties, especially it is strong repetitive if dA  H ^ ( L )  = 0.
We prefer not to impose such a condition directly on the acceptance domain. 
Therefore, we introduce another set in the internal space G. Let (Rd,R ” ,L) be 
a cut-and-project scheme and T  an r-Delone set with T  C Then we call
P R (T ) = (7T2(ar); x  G L  with tï\(x) G T }  the projection range of' T .  We say T  is 
generated by (Rrf,R ",L ) if P R (T ) is compact. For model sets the projection range 
agree with the acceptance domain. However we remark that even in the hull of 
a model set we find r-Delone set being not model sets, namely the singular one. 
(The projection range is the closure of' the atomic surface [LGJJ] translated to the 
internal space.)
Lemma 3.3.1 Let T  be a r-Delone set generated by a cut-and-project scheme 
(Rd,R ” , L) and Q its hull. Then all S  G Q with S  C tt-i(L) have the same pro­
jection range up to translation.
In the following we construct a covering space for the hull of an r-Delone set 
and characterize in this way their topological structure. Let T  be an r-Delone 
set generated by (Rd, M", L ) . Let Pj be the set of non-empty subsets of L with the 
topology induced by the product topology of {0 , \ }L when identified in the canonical 
way. Then the topology of P i  is given by the basis of clopen sets (A , B)  = { N  G 
Pl \A C N  and B  fl N  =  0} with A  ^  0 and B  are finite subsets of L. Therefore P'i 
is a locally compact and totally disconnected space and in itself dense.
Lemma 3.3.2 Let T  be an r-Delone set generated by a cut-and-project scheme 
(Rd, R ", L). Then P  — {N  G Pj . G Q(T)}  is a locally compact and to­
tally disconnected space and in itself dense.
Proof: 7Ti is a continuous map and Q(T) compact so that P  is a closed and therefore 
locally compact and totally disconnected. Suppose ÎY G P  is an isolated point, 
then there exists an open set (A. B)  C Pl with (A .B )  fl P  =  {X}. Since t t i (N)  
is repetitive we find g G L  such that N  +  g G (A, B)  H P  in contradiction to 
[ A . H r  r  {A }. □
Xcxt, we describe Q as a twisted product space of a Cantor set and a Zd-action. 
The lattice L  induces a canonical action on P  x Rd via S g(N, x) =  (N  — g, x — iri(g)).
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Proposition 3.3.3 We have the following commuting diagram
P  x R d R11 x R d
* U (3-4)
Ü —^  T" x Td 
with continuous maps defined below.
Proof: Let be cJ)(N,x) = 7Ti (N) — x. Then r/> is continuous and surjeetive with 
4>(N, x) =  4>(N', x') if and only if there is an element g E L with S g(N, x) =  ( N ' . x'). 
Therefore we can identify Q with P  x R^/l- We fix M  E P. Due to Lemma 3.3.1 
there exists a the unique translation such that ^(iV ) +  y =  ^ (M ) . We define the 
continuous map h by h (N ,x )  =  (y,x).  Xext we define q as the quotient map in­
duced by taking the quotient by L C Rn x R d. For S  E il choose (N , y ) E P  x Rd 
with cj)(N,y) =  5  and define = q o  h(N ,y ) ,  one easily verifies the is
independent of the choice of (N, y) and ht is continuous. □
The map h identifies elements with the same projection range and there exist at 
least two different elements with the same projection range if the boundary of their 
projection ranges have non empty intersection with ^(L) .  For model sets these 
elements are called singular.
Lemma 3.3.2 shows that P  as a space is topologically the same for all r-Delone 
sets and therefore the specific properties of Q are determined by the action Sg, g E L. 
We use this fact to reduce the continuous dynamical system (f2,Rd) to a discrete 
one.
Theorem 3.3.1 Let V , W  C M" x Rd be such that V  = tt2(V) = R", V  © W  — 
R" x R d and ( V n L )  © ( W n L )  — LvffiLw — L. Then we have a commuting diagram
P  x Rd X  x R d
!!v: ( ■' ) . ■ ) )
n  -  x  x R d/„  
with spaces and continuous maps as defined below.
Proof: Clearly, we have a group action Sg of L on P  x Rd. Consider X  x R d — 
h~l i y ) / h v x Rd = P  x Rd/ l v with h defined in the commuting diagram (3.4). For 
every N  E P  there exists a unique z E R d such that h (N .z )  E V. We define the 
map qv : (M ,x)  —> ([(M, z)]^v, x — z), which is continuous. Let ~  be the equivalence 
relation induced by P  x Rd/ Tj = X  x Rd/ ^  and let qw be the quotient map. Then 
qw is obviously continuous. □
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C oro llary  3.3.2 X  is a Cantor set and ~  induces a Zd action ip on X , i.e.. fl is 
a twisted product space of a Cantor set with a Zd action. Furthermore, the complex 
K  group K n(ft) is naturally isomorphic to the K  group K n+d(A)  of C* algebras, 
where A  = C (X )  x ^ Z d or A  = C(fl) x Rd.
Proof: Since L v is a lattice in V  and P  = /?,_1(V) = S g(A) for some compact
set A  C P, we have that X  is a compact, totally disconnected set with no isolated 
point due to Lemma 3.3.2. We show for fixed (N, z) with h(N ,z )  =  (y,z)  G V  
that K  =  {x e  3g G L : h o  Sg( N , z  + x) G V}  is a lattice. Let x i , x 2 G K .  
Then there exist g\, g2 G L  with h o S gi(N, z +  Xj) =  h ( N  — gi} z + X{ — 7Ti(.(/*)) = 
(y -  n2(gi),z +  Xj -  Tri (.g*)) e  V  (i = 1, 2). Since h o Sgx+g2( N , z  + x-L +  x 2) = 
H N  -  fh -  .92, 2 + xi  + x 2 -  TTi(gi + g2)) = (y -  n2{gi),z  + Xi -  + (y ~
7T2(.92), -2 +  x 2 — 7T1 (.92)) — (y, z) G 1/ ,  we have xi +  x 2 G X. Since X  is relative dense 
and K g =  {x  G M0'; h o S g(N, z  + x) G V"} =  {0} for g G L v, we have that ~  induces 
a h d action.
For the theory and notation of' K  groups we refer the reader to Ref'. [Bla]. By 
Cormes’ Thom isomorphism we have K n(Q) ^  K n+d(C(Q) x Md). C (X )  x^ Zd is 
the groupoid C*-algcbra corresponding to the smooth transversal X  for (f2, Md) and 
therefore C (X )  x ^ Z d is strongly Morita equivalent to C(Q) x  implying the same 
i^-groups. □
We call (X, ip, Z d) the Cantor system of the hull (Q, r, Rd) (depending on V  and 
W). h* of Theorem 3.3.1 induces a continuous surjeetive map h : X  —>■ Tri and one 
easily sees that h is a semi conjugation to (T*, R\,  ...Rd), where R i , ... Rd is a set of' 
rigid rotation on T".
R em ark : Let us consider a Schrödinger operator H  with a potential constructed 
by atomic potentials located on an r-Delone set T .  Then a smooth transversal 
in Q(T)  corresponds to a specific construction of a tight binding Hamiltonian for 
H  [BHZ]. The above construction of' the smooth transversal corresponds to an 
effective Hamiltonian on a subspace of L 2(Rd) which is invariant under a subgroup 
of translations (a lattice).
3.4 Denjoy H om eom orphism s and One D im en­
sional M odel Sets
In the context of the gap labeling theorems for one dimensional discrete Schrödinger 
operators with various types of' potentials (potentials taking finitely many values, 
limit periodic, potentials coming from automatic sequences, Kohmoto model and
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B-S model) the image of the corresponding K  groups under the trace have been 
calculated [Bel7, BBG]. All these potentials correspond to specific types of Delone 
sets (not necessarily r-Delone set). On the other hand in a recent work [GPS] Cantor 
systems (X,ip,Z,) , i.e., X  is a Cantor set and Z acts minimally on X ,  are classified 
by their K  groups (with additional structure). Our analysis is based on this work. 
It turns out that the hulls of strong r-Delone set are characterized by Denjoy systems 
and odometer systems. Denjoy systems correspond to cut-and-project schemes with 
internal space R and odometer systems correspond to cut-and-project schemes with 
internal space a locally compact group G ^  R which will be presented elsewhere
Denjoy system. The homeomorphisms of the circle with no periodic orbits are 
classified by a set of invariants [Poi, Den, Mar, Herrn], We review briefly the setting 
to fix notation, see also Ref. [PSS], Sec. 1-3.
Rotation number. We write the unit circle as T =  R /Z  =  [0, l]/o~i with 
orientation induced by R and ip an orientation preserving homeomorphism of T. 
Then ip can be “lifted” to a strictly increasing continuous function (p : R —>■ R which 
satisfies (p[x +  1) =  ip(x) +  1. The lifting is unique if we impose 0 < 3^(0) < 1. The 
limit
exists, is independent of x  G R and lies in the interval [0,1]. The rotation number 
p(ip) of ip is defined by this limit modulo 1. For example, if ip is the rigid rotation 
Rg : t —> t +  9 (mod 1), then the rotation number is p(Rg)  = 9, i.e., the average 
rotation of a point. The rotation number p(ip) is rational if and only if ip has a 
periodic orbit. In particular p(ip) = 0 if and only if ip has a fixed point. For further 
properties of the rotation number see Ref. [Herrn, CFS].
Theorem 3.4.1 [Poi, PSS] Let ip be a homeomorphism of the circle T with no 
periodic orbits, and let 9 = p(ip) be the irrational rotation number of ip. Let x be 
any point of T. Then the points x n =  ipn(x) are placed on T in the same order as 
the points yn =  nd (mod 1), n G Z.
Furthermore, there exists a continuous surjeetive map h : T —>■ T so that
where Rg( t )  = t, +  9 (mod 1), i.e., (T, ip) is semi conjugated to (T, Rg) .  Moreover h 
in (S.6) is unique up to a rotation. Also, ip is uniquely ergodic, i.e., there exists a 
unique ip invariant probability measure p, on T . In fact p  =  dh and so, in particular, 
p([a, b]) =  h(b) — h(a), where 0 < a < b < 1 .
A Denjoy homeomorphism is a homeomorphism ip of T with no periodic orbits 
such that ip is not conjugated to a rigid rotation, i.e., p(ip) = 9 is irrational and
[Her2].
n—»oo ft
h o ip =  Rg o h (3-0)
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p  is not conjugated to Rg. Let /i bo the unique invariant measure // =  dh of 
Theorem 3.4.1 and E =  support (//). Then E is the only minimal invariant set of 
(T, p) and E is a Cantor set (totally disconnected compact set with no isolated 
point). We can write S as S =  T \  U^Li In-, where I J ^ i  In is a countable disjoint 
union of open intervals, the intervals I\, I 2, 1%,... being the components of T  \  E. 
The map h in (3.6) collapses each interval I n = (an,bn) into a single point. We call 
the countable set {an,bn\ri G N} the accessible points of' E. The accessible points 
pair naturally two-by-two-by being end points of disjoint components in E. Also h 
is one-to-one 011 the inaccessible points E \  {an, bn\ri = 1,2,...}. Set
Q(p)  =  {h(x)\x  accessible point of' E} =  {h(In)\ri G Z} (3.7)
Q(ip) is uniquely determined by ip up to a rigid rotation. The set Q(ip) is countable 
and invariant under Rg. Therefore one can choose x 0 , x i , x 2, ■■■ G Q{^p) with disjoint 
orbits On = { R kg(xn)\k G Z} such that
Q(v) = II > (3-8)
neA
where ]J is the disjoint union and A  at most countable. A Denjoy system (E,<^) 
is given by a Denjoy homeomorphism p  restricted to the support of its invariant 
measure.
Theorem 3.4.2 [Mar. PSS] Two Denjoy homeomorphisms p  1 and p 2 are conjugate 
via an orientation preserving homeomorphism if  and only if p(pi) = p{p2 ) und 
Q(pi) = Rß(Q(p2)) for some ß G [ü, 1).
Theorem 3.4.3 [PSS] Let p  be a Denjoy homeomorphism with p(p) =  9 and let 
E be the unique minimal invariant Cantor set. Let D v be the simple C* -algebra 
C(£) x ^Z  with unique (faithful) normalized trace Tr. Then Ko(Dv) = Z and
K i{ D v) = Z. Moreover, the range of Tr on the projections in D v is (Z +  Z0 +  Z72+ 
... +  Z7„(¥,)) Pl [0,1]. In particular, if  1, 0 , 72, are linearly independent over
the rational numbers, then
Tr* : K q(D^) —>■ Z +  TL9 +  Z72 +  ... +  (3-9)
is an order isomorphism of ordered groups, where Z +  Z# +  Z72 +  ... + 'L^n^  inherits 
the order of  R and Tr* is the induced homomorphism.
The proofs consist in solving Pimsnor-Voiculesco six-terms exact sequences obtained 
from the short exact sequences, we refer to the recent work by Putnam and coworkers 
[PSS] for details.
Let T  =  A(A) be generated by the cut-and-project scheme (R, R, L) with an 
acceptance domain A = Ujj=0[cifc, b,t]. and dA  H n2(L) =  0. T  is a generic model set 
and therefore a strong r-Delone set. We may assume that L  is a square lattice, since 
7Ti(L) is only relevant for il.
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Theorem 3.4.4 Let (X,cp) be the Cantor system of Q(T) in corollary 3.3.2 with 
V  = R ei and W  = R e2 and e i ,e2 a basis of L. Then (X , (p ,Z)  is conjugated to 
a Denjoy system (£,'f/;) with rotation number p('0) = 7Ti(ei)/7Ti(e2) and Q(ip) given 
below.
Proof: Lot h : X  —>■ V  mod Z e\ =  T bo tho continuous map induced by h 
of Theorem 3.3.3. Then h is a semi conjugation of (X,cp) with (T.Rg)  with 9 =  
7ri(ei)/7Ti(e2) and is injective on T\Q(t/>), with Q(;0) = {/i*(<S)|9PR(<S)n7r2(Iv) ^  0} 
sinco /i* identifies exactly those elements which have the same projection range. 
More precisely /i* identifies two elements on h ^ 1(Q(i/j)) corresponding to the right 
and left limit. Hence X  = T \ (J£=1 I sn and ip induces a conjugated Denjoy 
homeomorphism on T  in the obvious way. □
Remark: Since h* identifies precisely the singular model set pairs (the two model 
sets in such a pair differ only on a finite region, since the boundary of the acceptance 
domain is finite) in the transversal X ,  the dimension of the /Co-group is given by the 
number of singular r-Delone set pairs orbits and the order structure of the Ä^-group 
is given by the distance in the internal space.
Xow we consider the general situation for an r-Delone set in one dimension. 
For dynamical systems there exist beside topological conjugacy also other types of 
equivalence relations.
Orbit equivalence. Two dynamical systems (X1; ipi) and ( X 2,ip2) are (topologi­
cally) orbit equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism F  : X i  —>■ X 2 such that 
F(orbitVl(x)) =  orbitV2(F(x))  for all x  e X\ .  We call F  an orbit map. For every 
point x  e X i  there exists an integer n(x) such that F  o ip\(x) =  ipn2 '^ o F(x) .  Like­
wise, there exists an integer m,(x) such that F  o ^ " 1<-X\ x )  = if2 o F(x) .  If (X\.  ip{) 
(and hence (X 2. ip2)) is minimal it is easily seen that rn and n are uniquely defined 
integer-valued functions on X \ .  We call rn and n the orbit co-cycles associated to 
the orbit map F. One easily verifies that orbit equivalence is an equivalence relation.
Strong orbit equivalence. Two dynamical systems (X1; ipi) and ( X 2, cp2) are strongly 
orbit equivalent if there exists an orbit map F  : X \  —>■ X 2 such that the orbit co­
cycles n and rn associated to F  has at most one point of discontinuity. Due to 
Theorem 2.1 in Ref. [GPS] we know that strong orbit equivalence is an equivalence 
relation.
For a Cantor system (X, ip), i.e., X  is a Cantor set and Z acts minimal on X ,  
in Ref. [GPS] these equivalence relations are related to the ordered K-theory of 
C*(X, ip). We use these results to obtain a characterization of strong r-Delone set.
Theorem 3.4.5 Let T  be a strong r-Delone set in R. Then Y  =  {5 e ^ (T ), 0 e 
5} is a smooth transversal of (Q(T),r ,  R). Let <p be the first return map for Y .
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Then (Y. ip) is orbit equivalent to a Denjoy system or an odometer system.
C oro llary  3.4.6 Let T  be a strong r-Delone set in R coming from a cut-and-project 
scheme (R, M.n , L) and (X.ip) the Cantor system of corollary 3.3.2. Then (X . ip ) is 
orbit equivalent to a Denjoy system.
Proof: (Theorem 3.4.5) Let S  G Q(T). Then inf{ d ( S ,S ' ) , S '  G Y }  > inf{||x||, x G 
5} and therefore Y  is closed and hence compact. Since T  is repetitive we have 
that the topology of' Y  is generated by a set of open and closed basis (hence Y  is 
totally disconnected) and (£2, r, R) is minimal by Theorem 3.2.1 and so (Y, à) is also 
minimal. Therefore (Y, à) is a Cantor system.
We show that for every ƒ G C (Y)  the sequence 1 /X ^ ^ Jq 1 ƒ o ip converges 
uniformly on F  to a constant: Let e > 0 and a G Y . We define x Ea(x ) =  1 if d(x, a) < 
£ and X£a{x ) = 0 else- Then x Ea{x ) e C(Y) and all such x Ea form a dense subalgebra 
in C(Y) .  By Theorem 3.2.1 x  G Y is strongly repetitive and therefore there exists a 
function ds G Cq(R) and c > 0 for such that 11/ - / V Xa(x )0if (x) ~ cI ^  d\/E(Nr\) .  
Therefore 1/iV^ ^ 1 Xea(x ) ° <p c uniformly in x. The functions x l  are dense 
in C(Y) .  Therefore every ƒ G C (Y)  converges uniformly to a constant. This 
limit defines a linear functional L  on C(Y)  and therefore a ip invariant measure 
// G M ^iY ) .  Since {x G Y\ lirriyv^oo f ( x ) ° P = j  f d ß }  =  Y  there exists
no other ip invariant measure, i.e., (Y,ip) is uniquely ergodic.
By corollary 2 of Ref. [GPS] every uniquely ergodic Cantor system is either orbit 
equivalent to a Denjoy system or an odometer system. □
Proof: (Corollary 3.4.6) Analogously to Theorem 3.4.5 we obtain that (X, ip) is 
either orbit equivalent to a Denjoy system or an odometer system. Since C*(X,ip) 
contains a subalgebra isomorphic to a rotation algebra A a with irrational a  again 
by corollary 2 of Ref. [GPS] it cannot be an odometer system. □
R em ark : We believe that Theorem 3.4.5 does not depend on the particular form 
of the choosen smooth transversal. Consider for example the smooth transversals 
given by Ys =  {5 G i~l(T), S  U -0,(0) =  T c u p B s(())} for large enough s > 0. Then 
Theorem 3.4.5 holds also.
3.5 Exam ples
The following examples show how Theorem 3.4.5 can be used to establish (strong) 
orbit equivalence between hulls of different r-Delone sets.
Every Delone set in one dimension can be described by a (two sided) infinite word 
with letters indicating the distance between two consecutive points (with possibly 
infinite number of' different letters). On the other hand a (two sided) infinite word
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defines up to translation a Delone set if we assign to each letter a distance (if 
the alphabet is infinite the distances must have a strict positive upper and lower 
bound). Every primitive substitution rule on a finite alphabet defines a (two sided) 
infinite word. The corresponding Delone set is strong repetitive and there is a 
natural choice for the assigned distance to each letter such that the substitution 
induces a self-similarity. For a more detailed description and discussion, refer to 
Ref. [Que, LGJJ, BBG].
One of the most studied substitution sequences is the Fibonacci sequence. It is 
a substitution on two letters A  and D with
cry (A) =  AD  and o>(-ß) =  A. (3.10)
The substitution matrix encodes the number of letters A  and D in the words a^(A)  
and op(B)  respectively
m = ( 1 1 
V 1 (1
However, the order of the letters in which they occur is not encoded. The sequence 
A n = ajP (A) converges towards an infinite sequence w, such that aj?(w) = w,
where denotes the zero point (we take the square of' o>, since otherwise we end 
up with an oscillation between two words). Now we assign to w an infinte sequence 
of points in a two dimensional lattice L  (for a substitution on n letters we would 
consider an ri dimensional lattice). Let {61, 62} be a basis of !.. Then we define 
:r0 =  0 and the k Lh point so that the vector difference
Ik "kfc+1 x k
is chosen according to 4  =  e\ (respectively, 4  =  e2) if the k ih letter of w is A  (resp. 
B).  We have therefore
Xk = m A(k)e\ + m n {k)e 2
where the integers m A(k) and m n (k) are respectivly the numbers of letters A  and B  
among the first k letters of the sequence w. We obtain an infinite staircase-shaped 
broken line if we connect x^ with x/.+ \, drawn on the lattice, which escapes to infinity 
along the mean direciction of the vector
v = lim ^  =  pAe\ +  pBe2 (3-11)
k^oc h
where pA, respectively pB, is the frequency of' A, respectively B,  in w, which can be 
calculated from the substition matrix M.  In this way the cut-and-project formalism 
(R, R, L) comes into play. The physical space is spanned by v in 3.11). Then
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the acceptance domain is given by [^ (e i), ^2(62) [ and the r-Delone set is given by 
A([7T2(ei), 7r2(e2)[) =  n i ( { x k , k G Z}).
The first example considers a substitution sequences with the same substitution 
matrix as the square of the Fibonacci substitution, but the order of the letters is 
changed
a (A) = A A D  and a{D) = DA.  (3.12)
Again the sequence A n = a 2n (A) , a 2n (A) converge towards an infinite sequence w, 
such that a^(w)  = w. The word defines a r-Delone set T  in the same way as above. 
Let us remark that T  has a fractal atomic surface and the Fourier amplitudes have 
a different behavior than in the Fibonacci case ([LGJJ], Fig. 7).
Let us consider the Cantor system (XCT, Lpa) corresponding to the hull of' T  (corol­
lary 3.3.2). Following Ref. [BBG] we calculate T r t.K 0(C*(Xa, ipa)) = Z + tZ + t /2  Z, 
where r  is the golden mean. Therefore ( X a, ipa) is not orbit equivalent to the hull of 
the Fibonacci sequence. However ( A ^ ,^ )  is orbit equivalent to the Denjoy system 
(E, cp) with Q((f) = {(Z +  rZ ) mod 1} U {r/2  +  (Z +  rZ ) mod 1}. In addition, 
we obtain that the dimension of K Q(C*(X(T, (pa)) is three using the self-similarity in­
duced by the substitution [AnPu] and therefore K 0(C*(Xa,(p(T) has no infinitesimal 
element. So the two systems are strong orbit equivalent [GPS] which is equivalent to 
C*(Xa, ipa) = C*(E, cp). The Denjoy system (E, ip) can be interpreted as the Cantor 
system of two coupled Fibonacci sequences. Therefore (ordered) K  theory estab­
lishes relations between physically different systems and the question arises which 
other physical properties agree except the possible values of the IDS on the gaps.
Xow we compare strong orbit equivalent Denjoy systems. Let 0 < 70, . . . , 7n < 1 
be rationally independent, then (G, G+, 1) with G =  Z + Z 70+ ...+ Z 7„ C R and G + =  
G nR^ is a simple dimension group. Let (E*., be the Denjoy system with rotation 
number p(tpk) = 7k and invariant Q(tpk) = U//fc{7< +  (^ +  ^ 7fc) mod 1}. Due to 
Theorem 3.4.3 the K 0 group of C*(Efc, cpk) is (G ,G +,1). Furthermore, the Denjoy 
systems (E*,, cpk) are pairwise non conjugate. By Theorem 2.2 in Ref. [GPS] they are 
all strong orbit equivalent and therefore all C *(£&, ipk) are isomorphic. According to 
Theorem 3.4.4 we can interpret each Denjoy system as the Cantor system of a hull 
(Q (T ),t,R ) where T  is an r-Delone set generated by a cut-and-project scheme with 
7k = 7Ti(ei)/7ri(e2) and acceptance domain A  = IJ^o[tt2(^2), ^2(^1 )[+X[ with Xk =  0 
and xi =  7 / otherwise. Physically, we can interpret T  as n +  1 coupled r-Delone set 
each of them corresponding to one interval. The generators of the Ä^-group have 
two different origins. One generator “ measures the average translation in internal 
space” and the others “measures the distances” between orbits of different pairs of 
singular r-Delone sets.
Let T  =  A(,4) be generated by the cut-and-project scheme (R, R ",L) with an 
acceptance domain A = intA and cL4 H 7r2(L) = 0- Then T  is a strong r-Delone set.
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Let // be the unique ergodic measure on the corresponding Cantor system (X.ip). 
Then every Denjoy system (£, ip) with Q('0) = rn is clopen set in X} is
orbit equivalent to (X.ip) (corollary 3.4.6).
Remarks and Conclusion
For an r-Delone set generated by the cut-and-project method we obtained a topo­
logical description of the hull. It is given by a torus cut along the orbits of singular 
r-Delone set if we are dealing model sets with polygonal acceptance domains. We 
have constructed a smooth transversal X  of the hull (f2,r, Rd) such that the Re­
action reduces to a Zd-action. Since the corresponding K-groups  agree, this is a 
starting point for the calculation of the K-groups for r-Delone set in higher dimen­
sions [FoHul] (during the preparation of this article the work [FHK1] came to our 
attention).
In one dimension r-Delone set are characterized by their ordered K  groups with 
distinguished order element. For strong r-Delone set we obtain new “equivalences” 
between hulls of r-Delone set and relate them to Denjoy system. Here further work 
is required to determine the consequences. For the distinction of different Denjoy 
systems the order structure of the ÄQ-group is crucial, therefore we expect that, 
in general, additional structure of the i^-groups will be relevant. The Äo-groups 
of systems which are orbit equivalent, but not strongly orbit equivalent, differ in 
the infinitesimal subgroup. It would be interesting to find such a situation and to 
understand the role of the infinitesimal elements.
Chapter 4
Hull of Aperiodic Solids and Gap 
Labeling Theorems
Wo roviow tho basic constructions liable to roplaco Bloch theory for aperiodic solids. 
Point sets describing atomic positions lead to the notion of hull. The hull becomes a 
topological dynamical system with action of the translation group. We establish that 
quantities like the hull, the diffraction measure or the electronic density of states are 
uniquely determined by the Gibbs state describing thermal equilibrium of the solid. 
We recall the construction of the corresponding non-commutative Brillouin zone 
for electrons or phonons. We describe its topology through its algebraic K-theory 
and relate it to the geometric properties of point sets. The gap labeling theory is 
reviewed and completed by a general conjecture for hull with totally disconnected 
transversal and by results obtained for two-dimensional media.
Introduction1
In 1981, Moser [Mos] exhibited the first example of a Schrödinger operator with 
nowhere dense spectrum. Soon after his preprint appeared, several other examples 
were found; for reviews see [Sim2, Bell, Bel2, Bel4, BelT]. It was realized at the 
same time that there was a need for a labeling of the gaps which was robust, namely 
stable under suitable perturbations of the Hamiltonian, and natural enough from 
both a mathematical and a physical point of view. In this direction two results were 
announced in 1981 and published in 1982: Johnson and Moser [JoMo] showed that 
for a Schrödinger operator with almost periodic potential, the set of gap labels was 
given by the so-called frequency module, whereas one of us realized the connection 
with the if-theory of C*-algebras [Bell]. In order to show that it is really the 
Tf-group that matters instead of the frequency module, an example was designed 
[BS]. For a long time, all examples of' Hamiltonians with nowhere dense spectra were
1.I. Bellissard, D.J.L. Herrmann and M. Zarrouati
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given by ordinary differential equations (ODE) with almost periodic coefficients or 
discretized versions of them. It was not until 1988 that another class of potentials 
leading to nowhere dense spectra was found, namely potentials generated by au­
tomatic sequences [Bel5]; see also [Sut2]. In 1989, an higher dimensional example 
was produced in connection with spectral properties of quasicrystals [Sir]. However, 
due to the Dethc-Sommerfeld conjecture [DaTr, Skr, HeMo, Kar], Schrödinger op­
erators in higher dimension should have no gaps at high energy. For compounds 
with metallic behavior, no gaps should occur near the Fermi level, so that the gap 
labeling theorem should be of limited use in such cases. However, the K-theory still 
applies in any dimension raising the question of its physical interpretation.
The main idea behind this construction goes as follows [BelT]. Given a Schrödinger 
operator H  on L 2(M.d), or a discretized version of it, one constructs a canonical C*- 
algebra A  attached to it. In particular all bounded functions of FI and of its trans­
lates belong to A.  If 0 =  ( E _ , E +) is a spectral gap, the characteristic function x B 
of the interval (—oc, E_\ is continuous on the spectrum of' H  so that P{ q) = XB{H) 
is a projection in A. A  is separable in all cases of interest so that the number of 
projections in A , modulo “unitary equivalence” , is at most countable [Fed]. Since 
the spectrum is an algebraic invariant, one can associate to each gap 0 the equiv­
alence class n(ß) =  [-P(ß)] of' its gap projection. It turns out that, modulo a slight 
extension of the notion of equivalence, this set of equivalence classes is endowed 
with the structure of an Abelian discrete group where the addition is given by the 
direct sum of projections, namely [P] +  [Q] =  [P © Q], This group is called K 0(A). 
Since the equivalence class of a projection is a homotopy invariant of the spectrum, 
the gap labels are invariant by norm resolvent perturbations of FI as long as the 
corresponding gap does not close. In particular, this implies sum rules and conser­
vation rules as the dynamic is perturbed. Such rules have been observed for a long 
time without being conceptually understood. The X-theory gives the explanation 
for them.
The previous construction is rather abstract so that one can wonder whether 
there is a more concrete aspect of it and can be used by physicists. The link is given 
by the so-called Shubin formula [Shu, Bel2, Bel7]. The truce per unit volume defines 
a trace T  on A.  Since a trace is invariant under unitary transformations, the trace 
of a projection depends only on the equivalence class of that projection. Moreover, a 
trace is additive on a direct sum. Consequently, T  induces a group homomorphism 
% from K 0(A) into K. On the other hand Shubin showed that
N ( E )  = T { X[-oc.E]{H)},
where N ( E )  is the so-called integrated density of states (IDOS), defined as the 
number of eigenstates of FI per unit volume with eigenvalues lower than or equal 
to E.  For a generalization of Shubin’s formula see [BelT]. It turns out that this
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function is non-decreasing and positive, vanishing below the infimum of the spec­
trum. Therefore its derivative dM  defines a Lebesgue Stieltjes measure called the 
density of states (DOS). Xote that physicists have access to the DOS, especially 
near the Fermi level, through various experimental techniques. Xumerical calcula­
tions of band spectra in solids give also a computation of the DOS. In dimension 
one, thanks to the Sturm-Liouville theory for ODE’s, the IDOS is also given by 
the rotation number of the wave function, i.e., the real solution of the equation 
+  V ( x ) r0(x) = E'0(x) vanishing at —oc, obtained by counting the number 
of sign changes of '0 per unit length. As a consequence of all these remarks:
E e $  => Af(E) = %{[P{Ç})]) e % ( K 0(A)) .
This is a remarkable result implying that the IDOS on the gaps must take values 
in some specific countable subgroup of R that depends on H  only through the C*- 
algebra A.  Since this set is independent from the specific properties of the model, 
it can, in principle, be computed without knowing much about the spectrum of H , 
giving an a priori constraint on it.
Since 1981, the set of gap labels has mainly been computed for one-dimensional 
systems; for a review see [BelT]. In some cases, using the Corines Index Theorem 
[Con3], one also has obtained the gap labels in higher dimensions. For a long time, 
the case of quasicrystals was an open problem. It is only since the middle of the 
nineties that we start to have some results. In certain cases a deep theorem by 
Forrest and Hunton [FoHu2] gives a rational isomorphism (the Chern character) 
between the i^-groups and some homology groups. It is valid in any dimension and 
applies to quasicrystals. It has recently been supplemented by explicit calculations 
[FHK1, GäKe] of' the Ko-group for quasicrystals with codimension 1 and 2. The 
computation of its image under the trace is still open to a large extent. Although 
results for 2D quasicrystals are now available [vEl, Kell, BCL, PuAn]. The 3- 
dimensional or 3-codimensional cases are still under scrutiny. In this case, recent 
progress have led to the computation of the cohomology groups [FoKe]. However, 
the gap labels are not computed yet. Mainly, because the structure of the i^-groups 
is qualitatively more involved. The aim of this chapter is to review the general 
construction explained above and to give an account on the calculation of gap labels 
for 2D systems. We will adopt a point of view slightly different from the one given 
in [Bel2, BelT]. We use the classification of' point sets given in the recent work of' 
Lagarias and Pleasants [LaPl] for our work. To each point set, liable to represent 
the set of atomic positions, we associate the point measure supported by this set 
and give weight n to each point on which n atoms are lying. Such measures will 
be called quasi uniformly discrete and we shall denote the space of such measures 
by QD(Md). Thanks to this representation, the weak-* topology on the space of 
measures induces a natural topology on the set Q_D(Rd) of atomic configurations.
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Then the notion of the hull of an atomic configuration, which is the orbit closure of 
one atomic configuration under the translation group , leads in all cases of interest 
to a compact space endowed with an action of . This dynamical system gives rise 
to a C*-algebra in a canonical way which describes the electronic observables of the 
physical system. The spectral gaps of the electronic Hamiltonian are labeled by 
elements of the Äo-group of this C*-algebra.
We also introduce a complementary point of view taking the thermodynam­
ics of the atomic motions into account. By an axiomatic approach, we propose a 
framework in which the Gibbs state describing the thermal equilibrium of atomic 
configurations becomes a probability measure on Q_D(Rrf). Since the translation 
group acts on QD(M.d) by homeomorphisms, it acts on such probabilities as well. 
The Gibbs state is translation invariant and ergodic. Using such properties, we show 
that the Gibbs state uniquely determines:
(1) The hull of the point set: the thermodynamic equilibrium defines entirely the 
relevant family of atomic configurations.
(2) The diffractive measure associated, which correspond to the diffraction pattern 
of the point set.
(3) The electronic DOS of the Hamiltonian: the Gibbs state defines in a unique 
way a trace per unit volume on the C*-algebra of observables. Hence, thermo­
dynamic principles give a natural choice of a trace and this trace is exactly 
what is needed to obtain the set of gap labels.
(4) The density of phonon modes (this aspect will not be developed here): the 
matrix defining phonon modes belongs to a similar C*-algebra.
Examples of solid compounds for which this construction applies will be described 
in more detail. We emphasize three cases due to their importance in modern tech­
nology and as paradigm for aperiodic systems: the case of perfect crystals, like most 
metals, the case of crystals with impurities, like doped semiconductors, and the case 
of quasicrystals.
The construction of the C*-algebra of observables will follow together with a 
description of the construction of the X-groups. The reader is invited to see [Bla] 
for more details. Various standard techniques used to compute the K-groups and the 
set of gap labels are described. These results are applied to quasicrystals especially 
in dimension two. The calculation of the i^-groups and gap labels will be given in 
the known cases. A conjecture for the set of gap labels will be established.
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4.1 A tom ic Sites and their Hull
A typical equation of motion for conduction electrons in a solid is the Schrödinger 
equation Hip = Eip, where H  is the following operator acting on % =  L 2 ( R d )
"  = - | ^  + £ £  M - - » ) -  <«>
j = 1 y e L j
Here d is the physical space dimension, rn is the mass of the charge carrier, h is 
Planck’s constant, j  =  1 ,.. .  ,c  labels the chemical atomic species, Lj  is the point 
set of equilibrium positions of atoms of type j  and v,j is the effective potential from 
an atom of type j  experienced by a valence electron.
4.1.1 Bloch Theory versus Aperiodicity
If the solid is a perfect crystal, the point sets L j  are all invariant under a translation 
group 7Z, i.e. a discrete subgroup of generating Rrf, namely, what mathematicians 
call a lattice. In such a case, TZ is represented in TL by unitary operators U(a), a G TZ, 
fulfilling
U(a) H  U (a) -1 =  H. (4.2)
Therefore one can simultaneously diagonalize H  and the [/(a )’s. Since TZ is Abelian, 
diagonalization of' the U(a)’s is performed through its character group TZ*. Standard 
results in Pontryagin duality theory imply that TZ* is isomorphic to the quotient 
space B =  M^^/TZ1- of the dual group of Rd (isomorphic to R0') by the orthogonal 
TZl  of' TZ in this group. It is a well known fact that TZL is a lattice in Rd, called 
the reciprocal lattice in solid state physics [Jon], so that B =  Rd*/TZL is a compact 
group homeomorphic to a d-torus. Point symmetries of the crystal may provide it 
with extra structure. Throughout this chapter B will be called the Brillouin zone 
(strictly speaking this is slightly different from what crystallographers call Brillouin 
zone).
The concrete calculation of B goes as follows: any character of Rd is represented 
by an element k G Rd*. Since Rd* and Rd can be identified canonically, by using 
the usual Euclidean structure, one can see k as a vector k = (k\, ■ ■ ■ , kj) G Md. The 
corresponding character is given by the map
r]k : x  G R d ^  etWx) G U{ 1).
In particular restricts to a character of TZ, with the condition that ïjy. \-ji
if and only if k — k' G TZ± , where
TZ 1- =  { b  G R d ; { b \ a )  G 2 n Z ,  Va G T Z } .
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Since B is a compact group, the diagonalization of the C/(a)’s requires the use of a 
direct integral decomposition of FL over B, so that
where ///, is an operator acting on the Hilbert space FLk■ FLk is the space of 
wave functions xj) G L°°(Rd) such that xj)(x +  a) =  'tjj(x) for all a G TZ and 
Jv ddx\i/)(x) |2 =  H^ll^ < oo, where Y =  WLd/TZ. H k is then the partial differential 
operator formally given by the same expression as H,  but with domain T>k given by 
the space of elements '0 G FLk such that d ^ / d x i  G Tik, for 1 < i < d, and A x iß G FLk. 
Then H k is unitarily equivalent to an elliptic operator on the torus M.d/TZ = V. In 
solid state physics, V is called the Wigner-Seitz cell, whereas V is called the Voronoi 
cell in tiling theory. As a consequence, it follows that the spectrum of' H k is discrete 
and unbounded for all k G B. Let Ejik)  denote the eigenvalues with a suitable la­
beling, then the maps k G B i—>■ Ej(k)  G R  are continuous, called the band functions. 
The spectrum of H  is recovered by spec(H) = Ui a-gb and consists of' bands.
A discrete spectrum is usually liable to be computable by suitable algorithms, since 
it restricts to diagonalizing large matrices.
This is a short historical summary of Bloch theory. Strutt first realized the 
existence of'band functions [Str]. Soon afterwards Bloch wrote his important paper 
[Bio]. In 1930, Peierls gave a perturbative treatment of'the band calculations [Pei] 
and Brillouin discussed the two and three dimensional cases [Bri]. To understand 
why this theory has been so successful in solid state physics refer [Jon, AsMe]. Let 
us mention that the first explicit calculations of bands in dimension three were 
performed on sodium by Wigner and Seitz [WiSe] in the year 1933 using the cellular 
method which holds their names. The symmetry properties of the wave functions 
were explicitly used in an important paper by Bouekaert, Smoluchowski and Wigner 
[BSW] leading to noticeable simplifications of' the band calculation.
If the solid is no longer a perfect crystal, eq. (4.2) is violated so that there is no 
lattice-translation symmetry anymore, although some point symmetry may survive. 
How can one deal with such situations in general? In some cases, where the breaking 
of translation symmetry can be considered as a small perturbation physicists have 
found ways to handle it. For instance, if there are isolated impurities in the crystal, 
a good approximation was developed by Slater [Sla] in 1949 to compute the change 
produced in the energy spectrum. But many compounds require a treatment taking 
the aperiodieity into account: for the impurity band electrons of a semiconductor at 
low temperature [ShEf], quasicrystals [HiGr], amorphous materials and for metallic 
liquids. To deal with this situation one of us has proposed a long time ago [Bel2, Bel7] 
to replace Bloch theory by the formalism of non-commutative geometry [C0116]. It 
consists in describing all the geometric properties of the Brillioun zone in algebraic 
terms via its continuous functions C(B). C(B) is a commutative C*-algebra and by
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analogy, wc can consider a non-commutative C*-algcbra as “continuous functions” 
over a virtual space which we will call the non-commutative Brillouin zone. This 
algebra is built from the family {U(a)HU(a)~1, a G Rrf}. For a perfect crystal this 
construction leads to C(B) ® /C where KL are the compact operators representing all 
vector bundles over the Brillioun zone.
4.1.2 The Hull of a Point Set
The sup-norm on Rd is defined by |.x |^  =  maxi<j<d|a:j| for all x  G Rd. For x  G Rd 
and r  > 0 we define the “open ball” B ( x , r ) =  {y  G Rd ; |y — < r}; it is 
geometrically an open hypercube with edge length 2r  centered at x. For A, B  C Md 
we define A — D = { x  — y\ x  G A, y G D}.
Each specie of atoms is located on a discrete point set L  in Rd. Following Lagarias 
and Pleasants [LaPl] we define the following hierarchy of properties:
• L  is discrete if the intersection of any compact set of R with L  is finite.
• L  is uniformly discrete if there is an r > 0, such that any ball of radius r 
contains at most one point of L. This means that there is a non-zero minimal 
distance between points of L.
• L  is relatively dense if there is R  > 0 such that any ball of radius R  contains 
at least one point of L.
• L  is a Delone (or Delaunay) set if it is both uniformly discrete and relatively 
dense.
• A Delone set L is finitely generated if the Z-module generated by L — L in Md 
is finitely generated.
• A Delone set L  has finite type if' L — L  is discrete and closed.
•  L  is a Meyer set, if both L and L — L  are Delone sets.
If L is a Delone set, we set r 0 =  sup jr > 0; \B (x ,r )  fl L\ < 1, Vx G Rd} and 
r, =  inf {R  > 0; \B (x ,R )  fl L\ > 1, V.T G Rd}. Then the minimal distance r L 
between two distinct points of L  is rL = 2r0. We will say that L  is (r, Ä)-Delone 
whenever r < tq and Ii > r\.
E xam ple  4.1.1 A point set in Rd. randomly distributed with respect to a Poisson 
process, is discrete but not uniformly discrete with probability one.
E xam ple  4.1.2 In practice, due to quantum mechanics, the equilibrium positions 
of atoms in any solid medium is a uniformly discrete set. Impurities in a semicon­
ductor, distributed randomly, are located on a uniformly discrete set which is not a
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Delone set in general. This is also the case of zeolithes which can have empty holes 
of arbitrary size.
Example 4.1.3 Most solids, amorphous glasses, crystals, quasicrystals, have their 
atoms located on a Delone set. Random tilings built from a quasilattice [Moss], have 
their vertices on finitely generated Delone sets.
Example 4.1.4 Point sets constructed by cut-and-project method [HiGr], namely 
model sets [Moo] and more generally point sets, obtained by substitution 'rules or by 
matching rules or by covering clusters [JeSt, Gum, Kra2]; are Meyer sets.
Now. we denote by A4(Md) the space of Radon-measures on Rd [Bau]. By Riesz’s 
representation theorem one can identify A'^R0') bijeetively with the set of positive 
linear forms from Cc(M.d), the space of continuous functions with compact support 
on Rd, into C. Let Q D (Rd) =  {u G M.(M.d); u is pure point and for all x  G Rd : 
y({x})  G N}. For every v G Q D (Rd), the set =  supp(z/) =  {x;u({x})  > 1} is 
discrete. Given x  G L ^ \  the integer N x = /y({.x-}), called the multiplicity of x, can 
be interpreted as the number of atoms located at x. Conversely, given a discrete set 
I. and for each x  G L  an integer n(x) G N*, one can define the measure
iJ(L-n){dx) = n(y)5(x — y). 
yeL
This gives a one-to-one correspondence between discrete sets with multiplicity and 
measures in QD(Wl ).
One can extend the correspondence between points sets in Rd and measures by 
defining UDr(M.d) = {u G Q D (Rd); v (B (x ,r ) )  < 1V.T G Md} for all r > 0. This 
set of measures corresponds to r-uniformly discrete point sets with no degeneracy. 
We set UD(ßLd) = l j r>0 UDr(ßLd), the space of uniformly discrete point sets. In 
the same way, (r, Tt^-Dclonc sets will be represented by elements u G UDr (Md) such 
that, for any open ball of'radius R., v(D(x,  R)) > 1. This subspace will be denoted 
by Del(rtR)(M.d) . Then the space of all Delone sets is Del( Rd) =  Uo<r<_K 
The main properties of these spaces are the following, see Section 4.2:
Theorem 4.1.5 Let ,M(Rrf) be endowed with the weak-* topology with respect to 
Cc(Rd). then:
(i) The space Q D (Rd) is a closed set. Therefore it is a Polish space, i.e. a complete 
metrizable space [Par],
(ii) The space UDr (Rd) is compact for all r > 0.
(iii) The space Del(r.R)(Rd) is compact for all Ii > r > 0.
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(iv) The spaces U D ( R d) and D el(R d) are dense in Q D ( R d).
Therefore the correspondence between point sets and point measures becomes quite 
powerful, namely, it gives immediately a good topological structure. Claim (iv) 
in Theorem 4.1.5 indicates th a t  it is not possible to get away from point sets with 
multiplicity unless we accept to work on the non-closed iv - s e t s  UD(Md) or Del(M.d).
Let us give an intuitive description of what the weak-* topology means, for a 
precise s tatem ent refer to Section 4.2.6. For a measure u G QD(ßLd) one can associate 
its support L to it. We see each point x  G L ^  as a finite set containing N x points, 
namely its multiplicity. Then a sequence (m„)„£n of elements of QD(M.d) converges to 
v  if and only if the sets L ^ n\  counted with their multiplicities, converge in every open 
ball B ( x , r ) to in the Hausdorff distance [Barn], In other words, convergence of 
L ^ n) towards means convergence of points of in any bounded region.
More generally, given the atomic sites with several species, one associates the 
vector-valued point measure v  =  (v\, - ■ ■ , uc) w ith Uj =  The vector-valued
measure //belongs to A4(Md)(S>Cc which can be seen as the dual space of Cc(Rd) ® CC. 
The duality between them  is given by (z7| ƒ} =  JRd dV(x) f  ( x ) . We endow this space 
with the weak-* topology, namely a sequence //„ of vector-valued measure converges 
to V if and only if l im „^ 00(z/„ | ƒ) =  (z7| ƒ} for every ƒ G Cc(Rd) <8> Cc.
Following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1.5.
T h e o r e m  4 .1 .6  Let V =  (z/1; • • • , vc)  be the vector-valued measure attached to the 
atomic positions L j ,  i.e., Vj =  iAL^ nA  G UD(M.d). Then the orbit { X V  ; a G } of 
v under the action T  of  has a compact weak-* closure in A4(Md) <X> Cc.
Recall, a topological dynamical system  is a pair (X,  G) of' a topological space 
X  and a locally compact group G acting on X  by homeomorphisms [GoHe]. X  is 
compact and metrizable in all cases considered here. (X, G) is called topologically 
transitive if X  adm its one dense G-orbit. It is called minimal  if all G-orbits are 
dense. If X  is compact, the set A4i(X , G) of G-invariant probability measures is a 
non-empty compact convex set if endowed with the weak-* topology. The extremal 
elements of this set are exactly the G-invariant ergodic probability measures on x. 
(X, G) is uniquely ergodic if 'A /(i(X , G) reduces to one point only. The dynamical 
systems (X 1; G i) semi-conjugates  the dynamical systems (X 2,Cb) if there exists a 
surjeetive continuous map (p : X-L X 2 such th a t  <j>oT\ = T 2 o (p. where T) is the 
action of' G,; on Xj, i =  1 , 2 . If <p is one-to-one, (X 1; Gi) and (X 2,G 2) are called 
conjugate. A family (Xj, G )j£y of' topological dynamical systems over the group G is 
structurally stable whenever for ever i ^  j  there is a homeomorphism <j>Lj : Xj i—)► X j  
which conjugates the actions. A transversal of a topological dynamical system (X, G) 
is a closed subset T  of X  which meets every G-orbit and such th a t  {g G G; g _1x  G T} 
is non-empty, discrete for all x  G X  and continuous with respect to x. For simplicity, 
we say jus t dynamical system instead of topological dynamical system.
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D e f in i t io n  4 .1 .7  Let V =  [yi , - - -  , u c) by the vector-valued measure attached to 
the atomic positions Lj  with Uj =  z / L. ; ) G UD{Wl ). Then we call the weak-* orbit 
closure of  V the hull Qp of V. We obtain a dynamical system  (£2, Rd, T) where T  is the 
canonical action of translation. Furthermore, ( f l .M ^ .T )  is topologically transitive.
The notion of the hull was first introduced by one of' us in earlier papers [Bel2, 
Bcl7]. It is the closure Qjj in the strong operator norm of the family {U {a)HU (a)~l , 
a G Rd} of a selfadjoint element H  acting on L2(Rd) whenever it exists. If' H  
is unbounded we first replace H  by one of its resolvents. In general, these two 
definitions are not equivalent. However, we prove in Section 4.2.6 th a t  (Q„,'Rd) 
semi-conjugates (Qu,  Rd) in case of the Schrödinger operator given by eq. (4.35).
E x a m p le  4 .1 .8  The atomic positions of a perfect crystal in Rd is IZ-periodic for  a 
suitable lattice 7Z in Rd. compare Section 4.1.1. Then its hull is homeomorphic to 
the quotient space Rd/7Z, i.e.. is homeomorphic to T d. Other examples are discussed 
in Section 4.3.
In many cases, it is more convenient to work with a tight-binding Hamiltonian. 
This means tha t eq. (4.1) is replaced by a finite difference equation where the wave 
functions live in £2 (L).  Then the dynamical system of the hull is replaced by the 
groupoid of the canonical transversal. For more details refer to Section 4.4.
D e f in i t io n  4 .1 .9  Let be a closed Rd-invariant subset of  Del(Md). Its canonical 
transversal T  is the closed subset
T  =  { uj  G n > ’ ( { 0 } )  >  1 }.
The set of pairs (u), a) G il x Rd such th a t  bo th  uj and r ~ au) belong to T, is a locally 
compact groupoid G y  [Ren] called the groupoid of the transversal, see Section 4.2.4.
R e m a r k  4 .1 .1  A canonical transversal fulfill the properties of a transversal.
4.1.3 G ibbs M easures on the Hull
Up to now we have supposed th a t  the atomic positions in a solid are fixed once and 
for all. However, solids are subject to phase transitions. The shape of the point set 
describing the atomic positions is usually a consequence of thermodynamics. The 
description of the Gibbs sta te  in such a situation is still an open problem to a large 
extent. Nevertheless, let us try  to give a non-rigorous description of what it should 
be so th a t  we can extract which axioms a Gibbs measure is likely to satisfy.
Wo are now ready to  define the hull:
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Due to the large mass difference between electrons and atomic nuclei, one usu­
ally trea ts  atomic motion in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Namely, one 
diagonalizes the electronic Hamiltonian considering the atomic positions as adia­
batic parameters. Then the electronic energy depends upon atomic positions and 
acts as an extra attractive potential between nuclei. For this reason, it is enough to 
consider the Hamiltonian for nuclei alone.
In principle, even the atomic motion is quantized. But there are two kinds of 
simplifications th a t  can be taken into account. F irst of all, since the system is solid, 
atoms only vibrate around their equilibrium position. The atomic vibrations built up 
acoustic waves called phonons.  W ith  a very good accuracy one can trea t phonons as 
harmonic waves, at least at low enough energies, namely at low enough temperatures. 
Nevertheless, one can take into account a small am ount of anharmonicity if one 
wishes to. The second simplification consists in using the Feynman pa th  integral 
[Ginl, Gin2] to represent the Gibbs state  describing atomic equilibrium. This gives 
the atomic partition  function only in terms of the atomic potential energy, the 
contribution of the kinetic energy being represented by random  fluctuations around 
the equilibrium position.
For all these reasons, the Gibbs state  can be described with a ra ther good accu­
racy through the potential energy alone. The construction of such state  can be found 
in [Rue, Lan, Sin]. The main properties of' the potential energy are the following.
U l :  In any finite ball A, the potential energy is a function U \ ( x \ , . . . , x'w) of' the 
positions x \ , . . .  , x ^  of atoms located in A. Hence one can see it as a function 
over the space QD(M?).
U 2: The potential energy is translation-invariant  tha t is to say
L A + a ( x i  ■+ CL, . . . , X  j\! +  a )  =  L  \ ( x  i ,  . . . , 'X j\ i  )
for all a G
U 3: The potential energy is repulsive at short distances, namely, it diverges as two 
atoms become too close to each other. In other words, the potential energy is 
finite if and only if the atomic sites are located on a uniformly discrete point 
set, namely an element of U D ( R d).
U 4: The potential energy is a continuous function of the atomic positions away 
from coincident points. T h a t  means the L'Vs are continuous on U D ( R d).
U 5: The potential energy is asymptotically extensive:
L A1 UA2 + Ö, ( J’ 1 ; ■ ■ ■ ; XM, Vi + a, ■ ■ ■ , Vn  +  o)
— L :"a i ( x \ , . . . , x m ) — U 1\.2 + a (yy i  +  a , . . . , +  a )  —> 0
as a —>■ oo and Xj G Aj. and yj G A2.
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U 6 : The potential energy is attractive at large distances. The exact description of 
this property is technical. Let us simply say tha t one decreases the potential 
energy in a large box by extending it to the space Del(M.d) of' Delone sets.
In the limit for which quantum  effects on the atomic motion become negligible, the 
Gibbs state  P  is described as a limit point, whenever it exists, of the following family 
of probability measures on QD(Md)
I 00 „0ßN r
P J F )  = — ------/  ddx \ - - - d dx N (Tßu^ Xl' - ' XN)F { x \ . - - -  , x N)
^ { ß , N ^  A !  . / a  -■
where ß = 1 / k T , fj. is the chemical potential, Sa(/3, aO is the grand partition function  
(the normalization factor) and F  is a uniformly continuous bounded function 011 
Q D ( R d). Using U 1 -U 6  one expects th a t  P  will be supported by the space D el(R d). 
As usual, pure phases in the sense given to tha t word by physicists, are described 
by extreme points of the set of Gibbs states and are ergodic with respect to the 
translation  group. Moreover, we may expect P  to be translation invariant. Such a 
property  is a consequence of the uniqueness of the Gibbs state. However, this last 
requirement is not always satisfied even in practice, since inhomogcneous boundary 
conditions may lead to mixed phases with phase boundaries.
W hatever the hypothesis made to built the Gibbs measure P, we expect th a t  it 
should satisfy the following axioms:
G l :  P  is uniformly discrete, namely it gives probability one to UD(M.d).
G l ’: P  is Delone,  namely it gives probability one to Del(ßLd).
G 2: P  is translation invariant.
G 3: P  is ergodic with respect to the translation group.
Remarkably enough, the m athem atical framework developed previously gives 
several useful informations about the nature of typical atomic configurations. The 
following results are obtained in Section 4.3.1:
T h e o r e m  4 .1 .1 0  Let  P  be a probability measure on Q D ( R d) such that G l ,  G 2  and 
G 3  holds.
(i) Lhen there exists an r0 >  0 such that for  T-almost all u, its support L ^  is 
r ^ -uniformly discrete and not  r-uniformly discrete for  r >  r0.
(ii) I f  P  satisfies G I ’ additionally, then there exists an R q > 0 such that for  F - 
almost all u, its support L ^  is R q-relatively dense and not  R-relatively dense 
fo r  R <  R 0.
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The next result concerns the hull of a typical atomic configuration. The topolog­
ical support  of a measure P  is the smallest closed set of probability one.
T h e o r e m  4 .1 .11  Let  P  be a probability measure on QD(Md) obeying G I ,  G 2  and 
G 3 . Then, for  Y -almost all u G QD(ßLd), its hull coincides with the topological 
support  fi of  P.
Theorem 4.1.11 shows th a t  the hull is entirely defined by the therm odynam ic prop­
erties of the solid. We may also wonder whether the hull is structurally  stable as 
the Gibbs state  P  varies in a region of uniqueness of the phase diagram. If this is 
correct, it means th a t  the hull cannot bifurcate unless a phase boundary is crossed. 
This conjecture would give an explanation of why the lattice symmetry of a perfect 
crystal is fixed within a region of uniqueness.
If we identify an element v  G Q D ( R d) with a point set in Rd representing the 
positions of atoms in a solid, the diffraction pa tte rn  seen on a screen, in an X -ray  
diffraction experiment or in a transmission electronic microscope (T.E.M.), can be 
computed from the Fourier transform of' v  restricted to the domain A occupied by 
the sample in Rd. Namely, the intensity seen on the screen is proportional to
screen and length given by diffraction beam. In practice, the observed intensity is 
f { k )L \ ( k )  instead, where ƒ is a form  factor  which takes into account th a t  the incident 
beam sees atoms as composite objects ra ther than  as points. The main problem is 
whether such quantity  converges as A t  R0' • Before answering this question, let us 
remark th a t  the Fourier transform of' I , \ (k ) is given by the following expression: if 
ƒ G Cc(Rd), its Fourier transform is denoted by ƒ and
2
(4.3)
where k G Rd represents the wave vector with direction given by the position on the
./fee RdI d k f ( k ) I A(k ) =  ^  /'! {•'') )/': {//) !./ (•'' //: =  p ^ H f )  (4-4)x.y^A
where p ^  will be called the f inite volume diffraction measure. It follows from 
eq. (4.4) tha t p„^ is a positive measure in A4(Rd). Moreover, its Fourier transform 
is also a positive measure.
The second theorem gives conditions under which convergence holds as A \  Rd, 
see Section 4.3.2.
T h e o r e m  4 .1 .12  Let  P  be a uniformly discrete translation-invariant probability 
measure on Q D ( R d) supported by U D r (Rd) fo r  some r > 0. Then:
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(i) The averaged diffraction measure d F { y ) p ^  converges to a 
positive measure pp G A f(R d) as A t  R0', where A is varying within the set of 
hypercubes in M.d .
(ii) The distributional Fourier transform of pp is also a positive measure in Af (Rd).
(iii) If, in addition, P  is ergodic, then for  ¥ - almost all v  G QD(M.d) the family  
of measures in A I(R <i) converges to pp.
In other words, cadi invariant ergodic uniformly discrete probability measure on 
Q D ( Rd) determines in a unique way the diffraction pattern . In particular, if we 
look at the phase diagram, the diffraction pa tte rn  is entirely defined for a region 
where the Gibbs sta te  is unique.
4.1.4 C*-Algebra of Observables
As previously explained the atomic positions gives rise to a dynamical system 
(f2,Rrf). There is a canonical C*-algcbra associated to a dynamical system, namely 
the crossed product C(Q)  x  Rrf [Pcd], In Section 4.2.6 we will show th a t  C(Q)  x M.d, 
suitably modified if a uniform magnetic field is applied to the system, contains 
the smallest C*-algebra A  generated by the bounded continuous functions of the 
Schrödinger operator and its translates. Moreover, if this construction is applied in 
case of' a perfect crystal we obtain A  =  C(B) 0  KL, namely the algebra of' m atr ix ­
valued continuous functions on the Brillouin zone. W hen a solid is no longer a 
perfect crystal, A  is no longer of type I anymore. It becomes non-commutative in a 
noil-trivial way.
Given a uniform magnetic field D = i.e. a real-valued antisymmetric d x d
matrix, we associate to (fi, Rd) the C^-algcbra C*(Q x Rd, B )  defined as follows: first 
we consider the topological vector space Cc(fi x  Rd) of continuous functions with 
compact support in fi x Rd. It is endowed with the following structure of *-algcbra
f q { u , x )  = j dy f {u j ,y ) ( j {T-yu j , x -  y )e i^ e/h)B-xAy , (4.5)
J Rd
f * ( u , x )  = f { T ~ xuj. - x )  , (4.6)
where f , g  Ç. C c(Q x Rd) and B .x  A y =  B ^ x ^ y ^ .  Here e is the electric charge of 
the particle and h = 2nh.  This *-algebra is represented on L 2 (Rd) by the family of 
representations {n^; uj  G fi} given by
IU f ) ^ ( x )  = [  d ,y f (T~xuj, y — x ) e l7T^e^h:> B'xAyï/j(;y), (4.7)
Jitd
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with ril) G L 2 (M.d). In addition, IIw( / )  is a bounded operator and the representations 
{n  u] uj G fi} are related by the covariance condition
U(a) n „ ( / )  U ia ) - 1  = UTaw( f )  , (4.8)
for a G The operators U(a) are the so-called magnetic translation operators 
[Zak] defined by:
U(a)i/j(x) =  exp j ( ie/h)  I  d i f A ^ y )
J  [x — a>x\
where A  =  (.41 ;. . .  , A^)  is a vector potential fulfilling B fW = dßA„ — duA ß and 
[x — a, x] is the line segment joining x — a with a in Rrf. Xow, we define a C*-norm 
by
(4.10)
D efin ition  4.1.13 [Bel2, Bel7] The non-commutative Brillouin zone (XCBZ) is 
the non-commutative topological manifold associated to the C*-algebra A = C*(fi x 
M.d, B)  obtained by completion ofCc(fi x l ^ )  under the norm  ||-|| defined in eq. (4.10).
For Ij 0 we recover the construction of the C*-crossed product C(fi) x 
[Fed, Bla]. In the case of a perfect crystal with lattice translation group TZ, the hull 
fi =  R d/TZ is homeomorphic to T d, see Example 4.1.8.
T h eo rem  4.1.14 [Bel7] The C*-algebra C*(Rd/TZ x W^'.B =  0) associated to a 
perfect crystal with lattice translation group TZ, is isomorphic to C(B) 0  JC, where 
C(B) is the space of continuous functions over the Brillouin zone and KL is the algebra 
of compact operators.
The non-commutative part of C(B) 0 /C comes from K'. It is the smallest C*-algebra 
generated by finite rank matrices and describes the possible vector bundles over B. 
Theorem 4.1.14 gives the reason to see A  as the concept of a Brillouin zone for 
aperiodic solids.
In Section 4.4 a groupoid C*-algcbra is built in context of the tight-binding 
representation, which plays an analog role as C,*(fi x M.d,B ) .
Given any translation-invariant probability measure P  on fi, one can define a 
trace on A = C*(fi x R d, B)  as follows. If ƒ G Cc(fi x R d) we define [Bcl2, Bel7]:
I ƒ  II =  sup | | I L ( / ) |
(4.9)
77.(/) = f  nr(w)f(w,x = o)
JQ
(4.11)
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This is a densely-defined linear form on A  such th a t  7p(/* ƒ) =  7 p ( /  ƒ*) >  0 , i.e., 
it is an unbounded trace on A. Whenever P is Rd-ergodic, this trace satisfies [Bel7]
Tp(f)  =  lim I’r \  (nw(f)) for P-almost all a /s,  (4-12)
A t I A I
ƒ G Cc(fi x Md) and A varying in the family of hypercubes in Rd. It agrees therefore 
with the trace per unit volume. In the case of a perfect crystal, this trace equals to 
the integral over the Brillouin zone. Therefore the Gibbs sta te  determines not only 
the hull, bu t also endows the C^-algcbra of the hull with a physically natu ra l trace.
4.1.5 X -Theory: M ain R esults
In the Introduction we recalled the main ideas leading to the definition and the 
construction of the Äo-group of a C*-algebra. Let us summarize the main results 
here.
Together with KQ(A) there is another X -group, denoted by Ki(A), necessary in 
dealing with exact sequences and spectral sequences in X-theory. Ki(A) classifies 
the homotopy classes of invertible elements of A  0 K (or the algebra (A 0 K) + 
obtained by adding a unit). By the construction of' X-groups, A  and 0 /C have 
always the same K-theory.
00111168’ Thoms Isomorphism [Con2] gives an isomorphism between Ki(C(Q.) x 
Rd) and i ^ +£j(C(fi)), where i +  d is defined modulo 2. The K -theory  of C(fi) is 
isomorphic to the topological i^-theory of fi. The topological Äo-group is a clas­
sification of vector bundles over fi modulo stable isomorphisms. If fi is a smooth 
manifold, the Chern character gives a rational isomorphism between K*(Q) and the 
cohomology of' fi with integer coefficients i /* ( f i ,Z ) .  Unfortunately, in many inter­
esting cases in solid state  physics, the topological space fi is not a manifold. Namely, 
its canonical transversal is totally  disconnected. Therefore, we need to develop other 
techniques to compute the i^-theory. This is one purpose of this work.
As indicated in the Introduction, the trace per unit volume 7p attached to any 
invariant probability measure P on the hull, gives rise to a group homomorphism 
7p* : K 0 (C*(Q x Rd, Dj)  i—)► R. The gap labels are the elements of' the image of this 
map. Our main conjecture is given as follows:
P ro b lem  4.1.15 Prove that, i f  the hull fi of a point set has a totally disconnected 
canonical transversal Y. then the set of gap labels is given by
TP, ( K 0 {C*{Q x R d, B  = 0))) =  [  d Q C (T ,Z ) ,
J  T
where C ( T , Z )  is the space of  continuous functions on T  with values in % and Q is 
the probability measure on T  induced by P.
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P induces the probability measure Q in the following sense. For uj G the point 
set =  { x  G Rrf, t x ( u j ) G T} is uniform discrete. Choose a lower bound r > 0 for 
the minimal distance of points in Yw independent of u j . Choose e >  0 with e < r and 
let A  C  T  be a Borel set. Then we define A,  =  [ uj G f l  zlx G Dc(0) : t x ( cü) G ,4} 
and find P (A a t) =  o:P(A()  for all a  G]0,1[, because P  is translation invariant. The 
induced probability measure Q is given by Q(A) =  P (A () / P ( T ().
Evidences for this conjecture are provided by the following result:
T h eo rem  4.1.16 Let  E be a totally disconnected com/pact space with a Z d-action. 
For any 7hd-invariant ergodic probability measure P  on E one has
Tp*(K 0 (C{E) x  Z d)) = j  dP C(E, Z) for d =  1 ,2 .
This theorem was proved in [BelT] for d =  1 and solves Problem 4.1.15 in this 
case. Indeed, let T  be the canonical transversal 4.1.9 of (f2,Rrf). Then C(Y) x Z 
and C*(f2 x M.d, B  =  0) have isomorphic i^-groups since they are strongly Morita 
equivalent [AnPu]. Furthermore, one shows tha t the images of' K 0 (C (T )  x Z) and 
K q (C (Y)) in R under the induced maps of' the corresponding trace agree.
For rf >  2 an R e a c t io n  on a compact space does not in general reduce to a 
Z rf-action on its transversal. Therefore, Problem 4.1.15 remains open in general. 
However, in many cases, including quasicrystals, the if- th eo ry  can be computed 
through a Z d-action. The proof of' 4.1.15 for d =  2 for some class of' Z 2-actions was 
given by A. van Elst [vEl]. Unfortunately van E ls t’s proof for d =  3 is not cor­
rect. The explicit com putations provided by physicists for 3D  quasicrystals [KaGr] 
give strong indications th a t  Problem 4.1.15 should have a positive answer in any 
dimensions. In Section 4.6 a list of cases is given together with the range of gap 
labels.
4.2 C onstruction and Properties of the Hull
4.2.1 Points Sets w ith  M ultip licity
Let Q D ( Rd) =  {u  G A/f(Rd):V.T G Rd, v  is pure point and v ( {x } )  G N}: see also 
Section 4.1.2. It is straightforward to check th a t  for every u G QD(M.d) the set 
L =  supp(z/) =  {x\ u(x)  > 1} is discrete. Let us call N x = v ( {x} )  the multiplicity 
of x  and define N„ =  (A?x)x£L(^ ).
Lem m a 4.2.1 Q D ( Rd) is closed in A4(Rd).
Proof: Let u be in the closure of QD(Md) and choose a sequence hi
Q_D(Rd) with v  =  \iuin^ 0 0 un. Let x  G Rd and N x G N such th a t  N x < <
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N x +  1 . Continuity properties of v  imply th a t  there exists an r > 0 such th a t  
N x < v ( B ( x , s ) )  < u ( B ( x . s )) <  N x +  1 for 0 <  s < r. We know th a t  a sequence 
(]yn)neN of positive Radon measures in ,A4(Rd) converges weakly to v  if and only if
lim sup un(K )  < v ( K )  and lim inf un,([/) > v{U)  (4-13)
n — c n —>oc
holds for every compact set K  and for every relatively compact open set U. For
0 <  s < s' < r we obtain with the ineq. in (4.13)
N x <  lim sup vn(B(x ,  s))
n —^ oo
< u ( B ( x , s ) )  < u ( B ( x , s rj) < lim inf un(B(x .  s')) < N X + 1.
n —>oo
Since (un)nem converges, the set {vn(B(x ,  s))\ n  e  N} C N is bounded. There­
fore, lim in f u s e  , (B(x,  s')) and lim su p , ,^ ^  , (B(x ,  s)) are also integers. Hence, 
by ineq. 4.14, we have u(B (x ,  s)) = N x for all s with 0 <  s < r. Since this argument 
holds for all x  G W1, we have u ( { x } )  G N, implying also the discreteness of . the 
support of v. □
Xow, we define natura l compact subsets of QD(Md). By “n a tu ra l” we mean 
compact subsets which we expect to be the actual support of some Gibbs measure 
of the system, compare Section 4.3.1. Let us first mention a general result for Radon 
measures which we will use extensively.
T h eo rem  4.2.1 [Bau] Let E  be a locally compact space and M ( E )  be the set of  all 
Radon measures endowed with the weak-* topology. A set T  C M .(E )  has a weakly 
compact closure i f  and only i f
sup 17v( ƒ ) <  oc
holds for  all f  G Cc(E).
The first im portan t family of' subspaces of QD(M.d) is given by
U D r (Rd) =  {/y G Q D ( R d);Vx  G R d, v ( B ( x , r ) )  < 1},
for r > 0. For measures v  G U D r (Rd) the sequence N„ = (Nx)xeL(„) is constant and 
L is an r-discrete point set in Rd. Therefore, the set U D r (Kd) corresponds to the 
r-discrete sets in Rd. The set of all uniformly discrete measures is defined as
U D ( R d) := | J  U D r (Rd).
r >  0
Lem m a 4.2.2 For r > 0 the set U D r (Rd) is compact and invariant under the 
canonical action o f R d .
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Proof: Let ƒ G Cc(Rd). Define 5( f )  =  in f{72 >  0; supp (.ƒ) C B ( 0 , R ) } .  For 
u G U D r (M.d) we have
K f ) l  < 1 ]  I / M l  < ll/ ll | I (,/) n B(o,S(,/))|.
xeh(v)
Since L ^  is r-discrete the number of points of lying in B(Q, 5 ( f ) )  is bounded by 
(5 ( f  ) / r  + l ) d. Therefore we obtain |/v(ƒ) <  | | / | |  ( 5 ( f ) / r  + l ) d. Due to Theorem 4.2.1 
we know th a t  U D r (M.d) is relatively compact. Using a similar argument as in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2.1, shows th a t  U D r (Md) is closed and therefore compact. Since 
r-discrctencss is conserved under translation, U D r (M.d) is translation invariant. □
Lem m a 4.2.3 UD(M.d) = Q D ( R d).
Proof: Since Q D ( R d) is closed and UD(M.d) C Q D ( R d), we only have to prove 
Q D ( R d) C U D ( R d). Let r , s  > 0 and u G Q D ( R d) such th a t  L ^  is r-discrete and 
supx€Rrf v ( {x } )  < s. For n  G N with n > 1 / r  we choose a measure //„ G î7Z)j_(Rrf)
ns
such th a t  v ( B ( x , ^))  = un(B(;x, ^)) for all x  G Namely, we replace every point 
x  G by N x points lying on a line in B (x .  j-J with pairwise distance smaller than  
~  and obtain in this way the support of //„. A s tandard  “s”e argument shows 
th a t  v  =  l im ^ o c  vn .
For /i G Q D ( R d) and n  G N let fin be the measure obtained by restricting /i to 
the ball B(Q,n).  Then we have // =  l i m ^ o o a n d  fjm fulfill for some rn. s n > 0 
the conditions from above: supxeX(; fin ({x})  = sn <  oc and is /'.„-discrete.
Therefore, by applying a 3e-argum cnt the proof is complete. □
Now we come to the second im portan t family of subspaces of Q D ( R d). They 
correspond to Delone sets. For R  > r > 0 we define the spaces
D e l (rtR){Rd) =  { u  G L 'A '(K d); u ( B ( x , R ) )  >  l,V.x G R d}.
Obviously, we have u G D e l^  ^  (Rd) if and only if L ^  is a ( r , R )-Delone set. Fur­
thermore, we define the following two spaces
D elr (Rd) =  l j  D e l (rtH)(Rd) and D el(R d) =  | J  Delr (Rd).
R > 0 r>0
Lem m a 4.2.4 The set Del^ri^(M.d) is compact and invariant under the canonical 
action o fW d.
Proof: Since C U D r (Rd), we only have to show th a t  is
closed. We obtain this result by an analogous argument given for the proof of 
Lemma 4.2.1. □
Lem m a 4.2.5 Delr(W) =  LrL>r (Rd).
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Proof: Let v G LrL>r (Rd) with L ^  ^  0. For n  G N we define L” =  L n Jr 2(r i+r)rL d 
where L n = L ^  fl 5 (0 , 7?,). Choose n 0 >  0 such th a t  L n° /  0. For n > n 0 
we define vn G U D r (Rd) as the measure with support L n. Obviously, we have 
vn G De/(r.2n)(Md). A standard  argument leads to v =  lim,, , x. //„. □
R em ark  4.2.6 Delr (Rd) is not dosed. However, it is an Fa-set, namely a count­
able union of closed sets.
Lem m a 4.2.7 D el(R d) =  Q_D(Rd).
Proof: Obviously, we have D el(R d) C Q D ( R d). On the other hand due to 
Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma 4.2.5
Q D ( R d) =  U D {R d) C l j  D elr (Rd) C ( J  D e l ^ H){Rd) C D el{Rd)
r > 0 R > r > 0
holds. □
Proof of Theorem 4.1.5: The proof is given by the Lemmas 4.2.1— 4.2.7. □
4.2.2 General Properties of the Hull
In Def. 4.1.7 we have defined the hull of a vector-valued measure. In the following 
we consider the hull as an abstract compact mctrizable set fi and we denote the 
vector-valued measures corresponding to uj G fi by Vw.
T heorem  4.2.2 Let  fi be the hull of a vector-valued measures V = (y i , . . .  , vr) in 
U D ( R d) <g> Cr and L \ , . . .  , L r the support, of the components of u.
(i) Then for  every uj G fi the components of  =  ( v f , . . .  ,/ /“ ) have uniformly  
discrete support L “, . . .  , L“ .
(ii) If, in addition, Lj is an (r, R ) -Delone set for  some  I < j <  r, then L°f is also 
an (r, R ) -Delone set for  every uj G fi.
Proof: (i) Since v G U D r (Rd)®Cr for some r >  0 and U D r (Rd)® Cr is translation 
invariant by Lemma 4.2.2, we conclude fi C U D r (Rd) (g>Cr and therefore L ^ . . . .  , Ly 
are r-discrete sets.
(ii) Del(r R) (Md) is also translation invariant. □
R em ark  4.2.8 Let, u G D e l^  ^  (Md) with, hull fi. Let, r 0 > r\ > 0  be defined as in 
Section 4.1.2. For uj G fi the sets L ^  can have ro (L w) > r 0 and r \ ( L u) < r\.  A n  
example of such, a set, is given as follows: let, L 0 be the lattice Z d in R d, then L is 
defined by removing 0 from  L0 and adding xq = (3 / 2 , 1/ 2 , • • • , 1/ 2). Then tq =  1/4 
and, r\ = 2 .  However, there exists obviously an uj G fi with L ^  = L 0, where fi is 
the hull of the measure corresponding to L. Clearly, we have r'o(Lo) =  r i ( L 0) =  1 .
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R em ark  4.2.9 Let L  be a finitely-generated, Delone set, with corresponding hull fi. 
For uj G fi, need not, be finitely generated anymore. This can be seen by the
following example. Let Z  be a finitely-generated dense subgroup of  Rd, let 0 < 
8  <  1/4 and let D  =  13(0,0). Let now u =  («m)mezd be a sequence such that um G 
Z n D ,  Vrn G h d. Our example is given by L R = { m + u rn ; m, G h d}. B y  construction 
Lu is a Delone set and it is finitely generated since the differences m  + u m — mf — um> 
all belong to Z .  Now choose u as follows: let v = (vm),me7/ j  be a sequence chosen 
randomly where the vrn ’s are considered as independent random, variables, uniformly  
distributed on D. Then we choose urn G Z f ) D  so that \um — wm|oo <  Using
the same argument, as the one proved in Section 4.3.3, it is possible to show that, 
the corresponding hull is homeomorphic to the m apping torus of D 7/jd and that, i f  
v G D zd, the corresponding point, set, is Ly. Then it is clear that, v can be chosen 
such that Ly is not, finitely generated.
4.2.3 D ynam ical P roperties of the Hull
One can wonder whether global properties of the dynamical system defined by the 
hull fi of a uniformly discrete measure v  can be read off from the local properties of 
its support L^u\  Among these properties, let us examine the structure of orbits. By 
construction the orbit of L  is dense. Which conditions are necessary and sufficient 
for the hull to define a minimal system? The following result gives a necessary 
condition.
T h eo rem  4.2.3 Let, v  G UD{W l ) \  Del{Wl ), i.e., L ^  is uniformly discrete but not, 
Delone. Then the hull f i;y admits one fi,xed point corresponding to the zero measure.
Proof: If L  = L ^  is not Delone, then there is a sequence (xn)n^  in such th a t  
D ( x n , n ) fl L  =  0. Therefore, for every ƒ G Cc(Rd) one gets lim«.*» T ~ Xnv ( f )  =  0. 
Hence, the measure = lnnn^ 0 0 T ~ x,lv =  0 belongs to the hull and the corre­
sponding point set is empty. It is clearly a fixed point of the translation group.
□
This results shows th a t  if a point set L  is not Delone, the corresponding hull 
cannot be minimal unless L  =  0. The following definition will characterize minimal 
hulls.
D efin ition  4.2.4 Let, u G Del(M.d). Then u is called uniformly distributed i f  and 
only i f  fo r  every ƒ G C c(Md) with ƒ >  0 and every s G the set,
= {x  G L T - Xv{ f )  > s }
is either empty or a Delone set.
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The intuition of this definition is the following. If we investigate the patterns 
of L by a function ƒ G Cc(Rrf) at trash-hold s >  0, then we obtain a positive 
responds at positions given by a Delone set, or no responds at all. This Delone set 
yields an estimate on the average occurrence of' the pattern . Although the frequency 
of the pa tte rn  needs not to exist.
T h eo rem  4.2.5 Let v  G D el(Rd). Then the dynamical system  (f i„ ,R dxb) is m in i ­
mal i f  and only i f  v is uniformly distributed.
Proof: In this proof we use the correspondence between measures in D el(Rd) 
and Delone sets.
(I) Let v  G D el( R d ) be uniformly distributed.
(i) Let uj G fi,y. Then there is a sequence (ai)iem in Rd such tha t =  lim/^oo T a, v. 
Let ƒ G Cc(Rd) with ƒ >  0 and let t  > 0 such th a t  7  ^ 0. Then one finds also a 
.s >  t  such tha t L-f,s ^  0 and so L ^ ,s is also a Delone set. Moreover, by definition, 
L-f’s +  a = (L +  a) f ,s for every a G Md, so L-f’s +  a is also a Delone set.
(ii) We claim tha t L [ f  =  [x  G I.'. X~x'z^.(/) >  t, } is a Delone set for all uj G f l  
Let us consider L t = V ' s +  at, which is a Delone set, and denote by G D el( R d) 
the measure with support Li. Using Corollary 4.1.6 and Theorem 4.2.2, it follows 
th a t  h*i has a limit point u in yM(Rd) corresponding to a Delone set denoted by L v. 
Using the properties of the weak-* limit, if x  G L v, one can find x 1 G Li such th a t  
x  =  lim j^ o c  X4 . Since x/ G Li C L  + a,i it follows th a t  x  G L w so th a t  L v C  L w. By 
definition of the x{'s, T ai~Xlv^L\ f )  >  s for all l G N,leading to:
T^-x’i/L) ( f )  = u{L+ai)( f  o r 1').
Since ƒ is continuous with compact support, it is uniformly continuous so tha t,  since 
Xi converges to x,  there is tl\ > 0 with s u p p ( / o P ' )  C D ( 0, R i )  for all I. In addition, 
for every e  > 0 there is (0 G N with | ƒ o T ~ x — ƒ o T ~ Xl\\ < ( R \ / r 0 +  l ) ~ de /2  for
I > Iq. In particular, using the inequality (4.13)
IiAL+ai\ f  o T - x) -  v (L+ai\ f  o T - Xl) I < e/2.
Moreover, since is the limit of the /y(L+ai)’s there is /1 >  /0 so th a t  if / >  l\,
\IJüü( f o T ~ x) — i>(L+ai\ f  o T ~ x) \ < e/2.  It follows th a t  vw{ f  ° T ~ X) = T ^ xu,^(f) > s > t. 
thus x  G L l f .  As a consequence
L v C L l f  C L w.
Since L,, is relativelv dense so is L-^f. and since L,r is uniforrnlv discrete so is Lf?.V  LV '  •- UJ
Hence L j f  is a Delone set.Lu
(iii) To prove th a t  the hull is minimal, it is enough to show tha t the orbit of
is dense for all uj G fi. Since the orbit of L  is dense by definition of the hull, it is
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sufficiënt to show th a t  there is a sequence (xi)iem in M.d such th a t  L  is the limit of 
L u + Xi. W ithou t loss of generality we can assume 0 G I ,  otherwise we choose x  G L  
and we replace L  by L  — x.
We built a sequence gi of continuous functions with compact support as follows. 
Let r 0 be such th a t  any open ball of radius r 0 contains at most one point of L.  For 
Z >  1 let f i (x )  =  (piJlxl^/ro)  with
f , ƒ 1 - Ç  if 0 < Ç < 1
"  \  0 otherwise
and
9 i (x ) =  Y 1  M y ~ x )-
y^LnB(0,lro)
The properties of gi are the following:
(a) Its support is supp(ry;) =  U 2/eLn^(o i r0) r o/0- For I > 2, these balls are 
disjoint.
(b) 0 <  gi(x) <  1 for all x  G Rd, and g i ( x )  =  1 if and only if x  G L  fl B(0,  lrQ).
(c) Let ni = \L fl B ( 0, Zr0) | and let L'  be a point set in Md. Let us define
gi(L;L')  = ^ 2 g l:(x).
xeL1
Then 0 <  gi(L: L') < rii, and if dist(L, L') >  p, then gi(L: L') < rii — lp / r 0.
Thanks to (c) above, we get u<yL\ g i ) =  ni > S[ = rii — 1/1, namely, since 0 G L,
0 G L 9l,Sl. Since it is not empty, it must be a Delone set, because L  is uniformly 
distributed. From part (ii) it follows tha t L gJ ’Si is a Delone set. Let then x / G L%,Sl. 
This means
n i ~  y < T ~ Xlvw(gi) =  ^ 2  9i{y)  =  m( L;  K  -  Xi),
yeLu-Xi
which, by the property  (c) above, implies th a t  the distance between points of' L  and 
of — Xi contained in B ( 0 , l r o) is smaller than  or equal to r 0/Z2. Hence L w — Xi 
converges (in the sense of' the weak-* topology for measures), to L. Consequently, 
the hull is indeed minimal.
(II) Let L  be a non-empty Delone set with minimal hull.
If L  is not uniformly distributed, using (I.i), there is uj G Vt, ƒ G Cc{Rd), ƒ >  0 
and s >  0 such tha t L-jjs ^  0 and L(js is not a Delone set. Since L(js C L^,  it 
is uniformly discrete. Let r > 0 be such th a t  every ball of radius r meets L w at 
one point at most. One can find a sequence (x[)iem i11 such tha t the open balls
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B(x[, lr) never meet L]js . Extracting  a subsequence if necessary, there is a  G fi such 
th a t  Hindoo T ~ XlvlJ] =  vQ.
Let x  e  L-[;s, then T~xvw(f) > s. Moreover, for a € Rrf, T~a~Xlvw(f)  converges 
to T ~ ava( f ) .  But we remark tha t
■ytLu-xi
If this sum were not vanishing, there would be y G L u — xi such tha t y — a G s u p p ( /) ,  
namely a — y ] ^  < R! for some R! >  0. Since the ball D (0 , l r 0) does not intersect 
Lu — x  i , it would follow tha t | a | œ >  lr o — R.  This condition cannot be satisfied for 
all Vs, so th a t  the sum vanishes eventually, leading to T~av„(f)  =  0 for all a G Rrf. 
Thus
inf \T~xVu{f)  — T ava( f) \  > s > 0,
a£ Rd
showing th a t  the orbit of a  is not dense, a contradiction, since we assumed the hull 
to be minimal. □
4.2.4 The G roupoid of a Transversal
For many dynamical systems the group G  =  R  represents the time evolution. A 
transversal, also called a Poincaré section, is used to replace the “continuous” time 
by a “discrete” time, through the so-called first return map.  For other groups, this 
construction can be generalized by using the notion of a groupoid [Conl, C0116, Ren], 
A groupoid G  is the d a ta  of two sets , the set of objects or the basis of G, 
and G^1), the set of arrows, together with the following structure:
D l: There are two maps r, s : G ^  i—>■ G'*'0-’, called the range and the source, respec­
tively. Let 7  G G ^  be such th a t  x  = s (7 ) ,  y = r (7 ) .  Then we set 7  : x y.
D2: The subset G ®  of G^1^ x G^1^ of pairs (7-], 72) of arrows such th a t  .9(7 ] ) =  r ( 72) 
is the set of composable arrows.
D3: There is a composition (71, 72) G G ®  1—> 71 072  G G ^ ,  which is associative 
and satisfies: r (71 o 72) =  r ( 71), s (7 i o 72) =  5(72).
D4: To each object x  G G ^  there is an arrow ex , the unit at x,  such th a t  r(ex) = 
s(ex) = x  and V7  : x  ^  y, 7  =  eyj  = j e x .
D5: There is a m ap called the inverse 7  G G *-1-1 1—> 7 _1 G G *-1-1 such th a t  r ( 7 _1) =  
.9(7 ), s (7 -1 ) =  r ( 7 ), with 7 0 7 - 1 =  er{l), y ~ Lo j  =  es(7) and also (7 , o 72)^ i =
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Thanks to D 4 , G ^  can be identified with the set of units and becomes a subset 
of G ^ .  Thus the groupoid G can be identified with the set having the above 
properties. The groupoid G is topological if bo th  G *-0-1 and G *-1-1 are topological spaces 
and if all maps defined in D l ,  . . .  , D 5  are continuous. If x  G G*-0-1, we denote by G x 
the fiber of  range x, namely the set of arrows with range x. If X  C G^°K the groupoid 
G x  induced by X  is defined by G ^  =  X  and G ^  =  {7 G G ^  : r { l ) ,  *‘(7 ) G X }.
For a dynamical system (X, G), there is a canonical groupoid G =  X x iG  attached 
to it. It is called the crossed product of X  by the action of G.  Its set of objects is 
X  and an arrow is a pair 7  =  ( x , g) G X  x G  with r (x ,g )  = x,  s ( x ,  g )  = g~l .x and
( x , g ) °  ( g ~ l x ,g ' )  =  (x ,gg ' ) -
Xow, we describe the groupoid attached to a transversal T  of ( f i , r ,  Rd). We are 
manly interested in the canonical transversal, see Def. 4.1.9. Its set of objects is 
T  and an arrow is a set of' pairs 7  =  (to, a)  G S l x G  such th a t  bo th  uj and t ~ üuj 
belong to T, namely G j  =  {(w, a) G T  x Rrf, a G L ^ } .  The range and source 
map is given by r(u>, a) = uj and s(u, a) = T~au  respectively. The composition is 
given by (uj, a)  o ( r ~ au ,  a') =  (co,aa') .  Since is uniform discrete and depends 
continuously on uj, Gy is a closed subspace of fi x Rd.
R e m a r k  4 .2 .1 0  The transversal T  can be endowed with the topology induced by 
QD(Md). The source and range of the groupoid are continuous maps. Therefore Gy  
is a topological groupoid. This groupoid is at the roots of the so-called tight-binding 
representation. I t  is the discrete analogy of the dynamical system of  the hull, see 
Section 4.4.
There are special cases for which the groupoid of the transversal is itself a dy­
namical system. An example is given as follows: let 7Z be a lattice in Rd, namely a 
discrete subgroup generating Rd as a vector space. The point set L  is built as the 
image of a map a G TZ 1—>■ x a G Rrf such th a t  supoe7?_ \xa — <  r 2 for some r 2 >  0. 
If D  = D ( 0, r 2) one has u a =  x a — a G D.  Let then E be the closure in l ) R of the 
family { T au; a G TZ] where T au = (ub-a)b€K- This is a compact space 011 which 
TZ acts through the family of homeomorphisms (T a)aeTC. It is a simple fact tha t 
the canonical transversal of L  is homeomorphic to E and th a t  the corresponding 
groupoid is isomorphic to E x TZ. One can then reconstruct the hull of L  by means 
of the mapping torus, also called suspension. Xamely, on the space E x Rd there are 
two types of actions: Rrf itself acts through c f ) s  : (u, x) 1—> (u ,x  +  ,s); and secondly 
TZ acts through r/0 : (u ,x )  (T au , x  — a). These actions commute with each other. 
The quotient space M E  =  E x M.d/TZ inherits an action of Md through the quotient 
m ap associated to (j). It then follows th a t  the hull of L  is homeomorphic to M E  and 
the corresponding actions of Rrf are conjugate through this homeomorphism.
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4.2.5 H ulls w ith  Totally D isconnected  Transversal
Lot v  G UD(Md) and be its hull. The hull has in many cases a totally
disconnected canonical transversal. Which conditions on v  are sufficient to provide 
such a property?
Let us endow the canonical transversal T  with following metric S h '
5 h{u}i,u)2 ) =  inf {——— Sr ,h{^ i ,  u;2) <  — ,-R G I l f}  , (4-14)
Ja, ~\~ 1 ri,
where SRM(uJi, cu2) =  dH{{LUJi n_B(0, R))  U <913(0, R),  (LU2 nZ?(0, R))  U <913(0, R))  and 
dH is the Hausdorff distance 011 point set spaces ([RaWo, FHK2]). It is elementary 
to show th a t  the topology induced by S j j  is the weak-* topology on UD(M.d). This 
confirms the intuitive view of the weak-* topology outlined in Section 4.1.2 and 
makes precise the link with the hulls introduced in [KePu]. As a direct consequence, 
S h  endows T  with the weak-* topology.
Lem m a 4.2.11 I f  a metric d on a set T  takes values in a discrete set away from  
zero, then T  is totally disconnected for  the topology induced by d.
Proof :  Let B ( u j 0, r )  be an open ball in T. We show tha t B( u j 0, r )  is also closed 
under the conditions of the lemma, i.e., we have a basis of clopen (closed and open) 
sets for the topology of' T. Let uj G B( u j 0, r )  with uj 7  ^ ujq. Then there exists a 
sequence (ion )n with ujn G B(u>o,r)  such th a t  uj =  limu;n. Furthermore, we have 
d(u>o, uj ) =  \ui in d(ujQ,uJn) <  sup{d(c(Jo, ujn ), n  G N}. The discreteness of values taken 
by d  away from zero implies sup{d(c(Jo, ujn ), n  G N} C {d(ujo,ojn ) , n  G N}. Thus 
to G D(uj0, r) ,  too. Therefore we have B( u j 0, r) = B( u j 0, r ) .  □
P ro p o sitio n  4.2.12 Let v  G U D ( R d). I f  ClR(v) =  U x e /»  ^  n S ( 0 , i ? )  has 
no accumulation point for  all R  > 0, then the canonical transversal T  of the hull 
is totally disconnected for  the topology induced by the metric S h -
Proof: Since Qr (u) has 110 accumulation point, the number of points in Qr (u) 
is finite. Denote this number by p(R).  p(R !) is integer-valued, and non-decreasing 
as function of R.  Thus, the set D(y)  =  { R  G |f i^+f (/y)| >  \QR_L(u) \ for all e G
} is discrete. One easily verifies tha t a metric d 011 T  is defined by g?(wi, w2) =  
min{2-1//2} U inf{1/(7? +  1); R  G : d TT(LUl n  B(0,  R),  L W2 n  B(0,  R))  =  0}. The 
range of d is included in the set {2~1//2} U {1 /(R,  +  1); R  G D ( u ) , R  G M+} and 
is therefore discrete away from zero. By Lemma 4.2.11, the topology induced by d 
on T  is totally  disconnected. It is elementary to check th a t  this topology coincides 
with the weak-* topology on T. □
R em ark  4.2.13 Kellendonk proves a similar result in [Kell] (p. 122 of the first 
R e f ) .
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C o r o l l a r y  4 .2 .6  Let v  G UDÇM?) with L ^  a Delone set of finite type. Then the 
transversal T  of  f i;y is totally disconnected.
Proof: For every R  > 0 and every Delone set of finite type L  we have; th a t  
the set (L — L)  fl B ( 0 , R )  is finite. Therefore Qr (u) in Proposition 4.2.12 has no 
accumulation point. □
4.2.6 The H ull of a Schrödinger O perator
Let us consider a Schrödinger operator on L 2 (Rd)
H  = (P  — e Â ) 2 / 2 m  +  V  = H Q +  V  , (4.15)
where V  is the effective potential seen by an electron and A  is the vector potential 
corresponding to a uniform magnetic field. In general H  is not translation invariant. 
However, the physical properties of a homogeneous medium do not depend upon 
the choice of the origin. In particular, H  can be replaced by any of its translates 
H x = U ( x ) H U ( x ) ~ 1  for x  G Md , and the physics will be the same. This choice is 
arbitrary. Therefore the smallest possible algebra of observables should contain all 
bounded functions of the { H x , x  G Rd}’s. The homogeneity of the Hamiltonian H  
is defined by [BelT] :
D e f in i t io n  4 .2 .7  Let TL be a Hilbert, space with, a countable basis. Let, G be a locally 
compact group, for  instance WLd or Z d. Let, U be a unitary projective representation 
of G, namely for  each a G G there is a unitary operator U(a ) acting on TL such that 
the family U =  {U(a ); a G G} satisfies the following properties:
(i) U(a,)U(b) =  U(a + b)e1^ a,b\  where r/>(a, b) is some phase factor.
(ii) For each if) G Ti, the map a G G U(a ) r0  G TL is continuous.
Then a self adjoint operator H  on Ti is homogeneous with respect, to G i f  the family  
S  =  {U (o , ) ( z l  — H ) ~ l U(a)~l \ a G G} admits a compact closure in the strong 
operator topology for  some z  in the resolvent set p(H)  of  H.
For z  G p{H)  let us define f i #  (z )  as the strong closure of' the farnilv { U(a)(z  1 — 
H Y  a, G G}. By definition of homogeneity, it is a metrizablc compact
space. Moreover, f iH(z) is endowed with a G-action by means of the representation 
U of' G. Actually, Qh{z)  does not depend on the choice of' z [BelT]. Identifying 
f i# (z )  and f i h ( z ' )  for z . z ' ^ G  gives rise to an abstract compact space fi#  endowed 
with an action of G. If uj G fi n  and a G G we will denote by T auj the result of the 
action of' a on u>, and by R.(z,uj) the representative of uj in QH(z). Then one gets
U{a)R,{z,uj)U{a) - 1  = R ( z , T acj) ,
R ( z ' , u j )  — R(z ,  u j )  = (z — z )R,(z,'jj)R.(z , u j ) =  (z — z )R,(z , u j ) R . ( z , u j )  .
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In addition, z i—>■ R(z,uu)  is norm-holomorphic in p(H)  for every uj G fi# , and 
uj i—>■ R(z , l o)  is strongly continuous.
D efin ition  4.2.8 Let H  be a homogeneous operator on the Hilbert, space TL with, 
respect, to the representation U of the locally compact group G. Then the hull of 
H  is the (abstract) compact space f i#  given by the strong closure of the family  
U(o,)(z 1 — H ) ~ 1 U(a)~lm. o, G G} for  some z  G p(H).  We obtain a dynamical system 
( f i# , r ,  G) where the G -action T  on f i#  is induced by U .
In the case of a Schrödinger operator (4.15) the situation has been clarified in 
[BelT]. The vector potential A  of the electro magnetic field satisfies
dflA„ -  d„Afl = B fW =  const. (4.16)
and therefore the kinetic part / / 0 is actually translation  invariant provided one uses 
the magnetic translations given by eq. (4.9).
T h eo rem  4.2.9 [BelT, NaBe] Let, H  =  H 0 + V  be given by (4.15) with V  G L ^ ( R  ). 
i.e. a real measurable essentially bounded function overW 1. Then H  is homogeneous  
with respect, to the representation ofMd given by eq. (4.9). Moreover, the hull of  H  is 
homeomorphic to the weak-* closure f i y  of the family {U (a )V U (a )~ 1',a G Md} in the 
space LgP(Rrf) endowed with the weak-* topology with respect to L 1(Rd). Furthermore,  
there exists a Dorelian function v on f i y  such that VLJ(x) = v ( T ~ xu )  for  almost every 
x  G R d and every uj G f i y .  If, in addition, V  is uniformly continuous, then v is 
continuous.
The Schrödinger operator in eq. (4.1) was given by
h  =  - | - a  +  • ~ y )  = - U  +  É vi * v3 > (4 -17)zrri z—' / '  Zrri / ^
j = 1 y EL j  j = 1
where v,j is the effective potential experienced by a valence electron due to an atom 
of species j .  Here u,j * Vj denotes the convolution of the measure Vj =  and
of the potential Vj. For simplicity, wc assume in the following th a t  we have only 
one species of atoms and th a t  the point set of atomic positions is r-discrete. The 
following lemma provides a sufficient condition th a t  the convolution Vj * v,j is well- 
defined. Let
L lK r (Rd) =  {ƒ G L 1(Rd); \ f ( x )  \ < —- [  ddy \ f (y ) \ .  for almost all x)
r d J\x-y\<ï
be the set of integrable K-subharmonic functions on Rd. It is elementary to check 
th a t  L ^  r (R(i) is closed in L 1(Rc() and contained in L°°(M.d).
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L e m m a  4 .2 .1 4  Let v G L lK r (Rd) and v  G U D r (Rd). Then v * v  G L™(Rd) and the
map v i—^ v  * v is continuous.
Proof: For almost all x  G Rd wc have;
v * v { x )| =  | ^  \v ( x ~ y ) \
yeL^'t y E L M
Since z/ G Lr-Dr (Rd), L ^  is r-discrete and therefore we get
□
According to Theorem 4.2.9 and Lemma 4.2.14. the Hamiltonian in eq. (4.17) 
is homogeneous if v  G U D r (ßLd), and its hull is well defined. As outlined in Sec­
tion 4.1.2, the definition of the hull of an operator came earlier than  the definition 
of the hull of a point set. The following theorem gives a link between these two 
notions:
T h e o r e m  4 .2 .1 0  Let v G L lK r (Rd). Let fi C U D r (Rd) be closed and translation 
invariant. For v  G fi let / /„ be given by eq. (4.17) and fi#^ be its hull. Let z  be in 
the resolvent sets of all 111/. Then the map tpv : fi i—>■ B  (L 2 (Rd )). ipv(v) =  R Z(HV) =  
(z 1 — Tf,j) 1 is continuous in the strong operator topology. Moreover, cpv fulfills the 
covariance condition
In particular, (fi„ ,T , Rd) is semi-conjugate to ( Q. H v , t , Rd).
Proof: By Lemma 4.2.14, we have * v G Ljf (Rrf). We will prove th a t  u G 
U D r (Eld) i—>■ v  * v G L|P(Rd) is continuous in the sense of Theorem 4.2.9, implying 
the continuity of ipv.
For ƒ G L 1 (Rd) let f n G C c(Rd) with n  G N such th a t  l i m ^ ^  || f n — / | | ,  =  0. 
Let Vk  G (7c(Rd) H  L]^T(Rd) with k  G M  such th a t  l im ^ o c  | | ' ufe — =  0. Let 
v, V[ G U D r (Rd) for l G N be such th a t  lim^oo =  v. Define L t =  L ^  and 
L  = L H . Then
( ƒ I (vi * V - v * v ) )  I <  I ( ƒ -  fn  I (vi * V - v * v ) )
(pv O T x (v) = U ( x ) R z (Hu)U(x)  1 . (4.18)
+  I ( f n  I ( »I  *  V - V l *  V k ) -  ( v *  V - V *  Vk ) ) \
+  \ ( f n \ v i  *  V k ~ V *  'Ufe) ) |
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I t o  * v  - v *  w ) | L  ƒ I f ( v )  -  , f n { y ) \ d y  <  2 ^ I M I i  || ƒ -  f n \\1 ,
the second term  by
(I (14 -  U) * ( V  ^ ) | | oc ((/„II, <  2 y d II/„||j \ \V ^ | | ,  
where we made use of Lemma 4.2.14, and the th ird  by:
\ ( fn * Vk \v ~ V l )  I ;
where v(x)  =  v ( —x).  Since f n * G Cc(Rd), this th ird  term  tends to zero for I —>■ oo 
by definition of the weak-* topology on the space of measures. The continuity 
follows from a 3e argument. The covariance property in eq. (4.18) is obvious and is 
left to the reader. ipv {i\v) =  Hhu follows from the continuity of (fv: the set (pv(Q„) 
is compact and the orbit of' R Z(H„) is dense in it. Therefore this set coincides with 
the hull of' H„. Hence, (QU,T ,  Rd) is semi-conjugate to {Qhu , t , Rd). □
In general, we believe tha t the two dynamical systems are conjugate. However, 
we did not succeed in proving this relation. Let us mention the difficulty one has 
to handle: suppose we have an 7£-pcriodic measure u where TZ is a lattice in Rd. 
Let v G L lK r{Rd) be such th a t  u * v is even R.rf/2 -pcriod ic . Then (Çtu,T ,  Rd) is 
semi-conjugate with Md) by Theorem 4.2.10. However, <pv is not injective
anymore and therefore not a conjugation of the two dynamical systems.
C oro llary  4.2.11 Let u G LrL>r (Rd) and v G L lK r (Rd) with s u p p  (î;) C  B ( 0 , r v) for  
some rv < r. Then the map ipv of Theorem 4.2.10 is one-to-one.
Proof: According to Theorem 4.2.10 it is enough to prove tha t the map ipv is 
injective. Let v i,z/2 G and let x  be such th a t  * v(x)  =  * v(x)  7  ^ 0. Then, 
there exists ( y \ , y2) G x L ^  such th a t  x  G A =  B ( y \ , rv) n B ( y 2, rv). If y x /  y2, 
then B ( y 2, rv) \  A /  0. Since rv < r, L =  B(y i ,  r) fl [B(y2. rv)  \  A] 7  ^ 0. Let x'  G L, 
then \/y G v{x' — y) =  0, bu t v{x'  — y2) /  0, a contradiction. Thus U\ =  v2.
□
Let us conclude this section by the following result.
T h eo rem  4.2.12 [BelT] Let H  be the Schrödinger operator H  =  A +  V  with V  G 
L°°(Rd) and let ( i l rr, R d, T )  be the dynamical system of  the hull of H .  Then for  
each z  in the resolvent set of H  and for  every x  G Rd there is an element r ( z ; x )  G 
C*{p.jj x R d, B) ,  such that for  each uj G i l n ,  we have nw(r(,z; x)) = (z — I I 1 . i .
C oro llary  4.2.13 Let v  G UD{Wl ) and let (fi;y,R d) be the dynamical system of the 
hull of v. Let H  be the Schrödinger operator in eq. (4.17). Then for  every z  in the 
resolvent set of H  and every x  G Rd there is an element r ( z , x )  G C*(QU x Rd, B)  
such that for  every uj G we have n w('r(z,x)) =  (z — H r - x ^ ) ^ 1 .
The first term  is bounded by
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Proof: By Theorem 4.2.10 the dynamical systems of the two hulls are semi­
conjugate. Hence C*(Q jj x Rd, B )  is ^-isomorphic to a subalgebra of C * ( x R rf. 5 ) .
□
Though Theorem 4.2.12 shows th a t  the C*-algcbra generated by H  and its t rans­
lates lies in C*(ilrr x Md), we do not know under which conditions C*(ilrr x M.d) is 
strictly larger.
4.3 Hulls and Therm odynam ics
In this section, we compute the hull for some examples of solids. We develop here a 
new point of'view in comparison with [Bel2, BelT]. The Gibbs measure describes the 
therm al equilibrium of the solid under consideration. We see it as a natura l choice 
of an invariant ergodic measure for taking space averages of physical quantities. 
We follow an approach already suggested by R adin  [Rad] on the basis of' rigorous 
works in statistical mechanics [Rue, Sin]. In Section 4.3.3 we built the hull for a 
random  distribution of impurities in a crystal. In Section 4.3.4 we consider the 
case of quasicrystals and construct the hull explicitly supplementing various results 
obtained previously [BCL, Kell, PuAn],
4.3.1 The Therm al Equilibrium  of A tom s
The set of quasi uniform measures Q D (R d) is a Polish space, see Theorem 4.1.5. 
Moreover, the two families U D r (Rd)''s and Del(r_Rj(ßLd)''s of compact spaces are dense 
in QD(M.d). This is our motivation for the following definitions, for a discussion see 
Section 4.1.3.
D e f in it io n  4 .3 .1  Let P  be a probability measure on QD(ßLd).
G l :  P  is 'uniformly discrete, i.e., it gives probability one to UD(Wd).
G l ’: P  is Delone, i.e., it gives probability one to Del(M.d).
G 2: P  is translation invariant.
G 3: P  is ergodic with :respect to the translation group.
Proof of Theorem  4.1.10: Let P  satisfy G l ,  G 2  and G 3. Let (r„)„eisi be a decreas­
ing sequence which converges to zero. Recall, we have U D rn(Rd) C XJDTm (Rd) for all 
n  >  m, > 0. Since P  is a measure we have lim„ F (U D r.n (Rd)) =  P(lim„ U D rn(Rd)) =  
F (U D (R d)) =  1. Thus, for all e > 0 there exists r 0 >  0 such th a t  F (U D r (Rd)) > 1 — e 
for all r  <  tq. Since P  is R.rf-invariant and ergodic, and since U D r (Md) is an 
Rd-invariant compact set, we have F (U D r (Rd)) =  0 or 1 for all r > 0. Let
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ro =  s u p j r  >  0; Ÿ (U D r (M.d)) =  1}. By a-additiv ity  and n r<ro U D r (M.d) =  U D n)(M.d) 
wc get Ÿ (U D rn (Rd)) =  1. Moreover, by definition of r 0 we also get P (U D r (Rd)) =  0 
for r > r 0. Hence, P  is supported by U D ro(M.d) \  U r>ro U D r (M.d). If P  satis­
fies the stronger condition G 1 ’, a similar argument shows th a t  P  is supported by 
D e lM ) (Rd) \  U r>r0lÄ<Ä0 D e l{r,R)(Rd) in Q D ( R d). □
The following lemma is a general property  of topological dynamical systems.
L e m m a  4 .3 .1  Let X  be a compact metrizable set, G a group acting on X , and P 
an ergodic and G-invariant probability measure on X . Then  supp(P) =  Orb(x) for  
P -almost every x  G X .
Proof: In the following the support of P  will be denoted by fi and the closure of 
the orbit of x  G X  by fix..
(I) Let ƒ be a continuous function on By Birkhoff’s theorem there is a P- 
measurable set E j  C fi such th a t  P (E /)  =  1 and Vy G Ey:
l im / ï i ï  f  daf ( T ay ) =  I  d F (x ) f ( x )
A—s-R | A |  , / a e A  . / . xen
Since fi is metrizable we find a countable dense subset ( f n)nen in C(fi). Define 
Soo =  n „ e N %  - Then F (S oc) =  1 since P  is ergodic.
(II) Xow, for ƒ G C(fi), A a hypercube in M.d and y G E ^  we set:
V v ) ( / ) =  I  ^ ( y ' ) f ( y ' )  - m  /  daf ( T °y)
J n  |A | J a e A
For every e >  0 choose N  G N such th a t  || ƒ — f n \\ < e/2 for all n > N .  Using |/(a i2/) | <
2 1 ƒ I we obtain \L{A,y)( f ) - L {A:y)( f n)\ = |/(A,:y) (ƒ - , /„ )  | <  e. Since limA | / (A,„)(ƒ„)! =  0, 
one has l im supA |/(A;:y) ( / ) |  =  0 for all y G E ^ .
(III) Since fi is the support of P, fi is the smallest closed subset of X  such tha t 
any open subset O of' X  with O fl fi 7  ^ 0 satisfies P(O) > 0. Let x  G fi be such 
th a t  fix C fi and fix ^  fi. Let then y G fi \  f ix. Since fix is closed, there is an 
open set O 3 y such th a t  O fl fix =  0. Since X  is metrizable, there is an open set 
O'  C O, such th a t  O' C O  and P(O') =  e >  0. By U rysohn’s lemma [ReSi], there is 
a continuous function ƒ, vanishing on O', taking the value one on fix. and such th a t
0 <  ƒ <  1. In particular 0 <  fn d P f  < 1 — e. Then V.x' G fix,
1 =  lim - J -  [  d a f { T ax  ) > [  d P (y ) / (y ) .  (4.19)
A^Rd IAI ,/aeA ’ J n
It follows from (I) and (II) tha t x  E ^ ,  so tha t the set of' x ’s for which fix 7  ^ Q has 
P-measure zero. □
Proof of Theorem 4.1.11: The proof of Theorem 4.1.11 is a direct consequence 
of Lemma 4.3.1. □
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4.3.2 The D iffraction M easure
Proof of  Theorem 4.1.12: The existence of the limit will be proved by using sub­
additivity and the Birkhoff ergodic theorem.
(i) Since P  is translation invariant, one has p ^  =  p ^ +x  ^ for all x  G Rd. Therefore 
one can always choose A of the form A r  =  (0, R ) xd. We also remark th a t  if R' > R  
then
\Ab , \ A r \ ( R ' \ d 1 R ' - R
< a 1 1
|Are| -  \ R J  R
Lot now ƒ be a continuous function with compact support contained in the ball 
B( 0 , r ( f ) ) .  For v  G Q D ( R d), we set f v {x) = ^2yeRd f  (x -  y)u( {y}) .  Since P  is 
supported by U D r (~Rd). for P-almost every v  we get (if L ^  is the support of u)
\\fv\\ =  supI f ( x ~ y ) \  -  W f \ \ ( ^ ^  + 1 ) = c o( f )
î/GLM
-,(A) I
r
where | | / | |  =  supxeRd \ f (x) \ .  Hence p„ ( ƒ ) | <  C o(/)  uniformly with respect to 
R  > 0 and to v  G LrL>r (Rd). This shows in particular tha t the family p„^  is 
compact in A f(R d), so th a t  limit points do exist. We also conclude th a t  if
s ^ i f )  =  Y  (  f ( x ~ y )
x e A n tAv) \j/eA'ntAv) 
then, if bo th  A and A' are hypercubes
l ^ A' ( / ) |  <  C ( f )  mi n:  A.  A' :  (4.20)
with C ( f )  = Co( f )  max ( (2 / r )d, 1). Let R \ , R  be real numbers such th a t  2 r ( f )  < 
Ri  < R.  Let b g N  be the integer such tha t aR.\ < R  < (a +  l )Ri -  Let A, Aa, 8 A,  Ax 
denote respectively A/*. (0, aR\)d. A R \  A,, and (0, R\]d. Then
s ^ ( / )  =  S,■'“•■'"(ƒ) +  S„ '-8A( / )  +  S ^ V )  +  S f ^ ( / )
Using the previous bound (4.20), we get
a
One now decomposes Aa into the (disjoint) union of the smaller hypercubes A (k)
\ +  k,R\ where k G La =  {0, • • • , a — l } d
S i•••'“(ƒ) = V  s ^ H f )
k,k'ela
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Since f ( x  — y) =  0 whenever \x — y] ^  > r ( f ) .  we conclude th a t  J2k'eia \ f )
coincides with (ƒ) if A(/c)' is the set of points in within a distance at
most r ( f )  from A(k) .  Thus if SA(k)  = A (k)'  \  A(k) ,  we do get
SÙa Aa ( f )  =  ^ ( s ^ k\ f )  +  s ^ SA^ ( f ) )
keia
This implies, using again the same estimates,
t ó ' - ’Cf )  - E  Ä  , M  <  2" ' ^ /> C (/>  (4.21)
kera 1
In particular, integrating over v  w ith respect to P  gives
U\
There is no loss of generality in assuming th a t  ƒ >  0. Then, gluing the previous 
estimates together leads to
l im supPpV,i)( / )  <  inf ppAl)( / )
Rfoc
showing th a t  bo th  sides converge to some measure p?( f ) .
(ii) Since the Fourier transform of is a positive measure for any A, one has 
equivalently
rfppV)W / ( C  -  v)  >  o
J Rd ./Xrf
for all A . Therefore this is also true in the limit, showing tha t the Fourier transform 
of pp is a positive measure (Bochner theorem).
(iii) If P  is ergodic, using BirkhofFs ergodic theorem, we obtain tha t the sum 
a~d Yjk€ia conver'ges P-almost surely to It follows from (4.21)
th a t  P-alrnost surely
limp«A»>(/) =  « , (ƒ ) .
üfoc
□
4.3.3 Im purities in a Crystal
Our first example of point sets is given by impurities in a crystal. It is a typical 
example in solid state  physics and describes doped semiconductor. Let TZ be a 
lattice of Rd. We denote by (£ a discrete ^ -inva r ian t  subset of Rd. Any crystal is 
represented by such point set. To each type of atomic species th a t  can be found in 
the crystal, one associates a letter a, b , . . .. The set 21 of such letters will be called 
an alphabet and will be assumed to be finite. An atomic configuration is a sequence
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uj =  (wx)xec with ujx  G 21, V.T G <£. We will set =  2lc for the space of atomic 
configurations. It is compact if endowed with the product topology. If a G TZ we set 
T auj =  (cjiX_a)iXec. The maps T a (a G TZ) define an action oï TZ  by homeomorphisms. 
To each uo G we associate the following subsets of (C
a G 21 => L UJ(a) =  {x G <£; =  a}
By construction, L lü(a) is uniformly discrete and L^(a) +  a = L Tau,(a). Conversely, 
any partition  of (1' by subsets L a, a G 21 defines a unique atomic configuration by 
setting ioL =  (u>x ) x € c  with ujx =  a if and only if x  G L(a).  Therefore the h u l l  of the 
family {L(a)  ; a G 21} under translations by TZ can be identified with the closure of 
the family of translates of uoL. Then we set \/uo G fioo; fia; — { T auj\ a G TZ}. is 
called the TZ-hull of co.
Lot now P bo a 7£-invariant orgodic probability moasuro on Wo say th a t  P 
is doping whenever for any finite subset A of (C and any configuration <t,\ £ 2lA,
P({w G Qqo ; uj \ A =  a A}) >  0 .
Good examples of such probability measures are provided by Gibbs states. They 
describe pure phases  at non-zero tem peratu re  for the therm al distribution of im pu­
rities [Rue]. More precisely, Gibbs measures have always exponential factors which 
forbid finite volume configurations of zero probability (doping property).
T h e o r e m  4 .3 .2  Let  P  be a TZ-invariant ergodic and doping probability measure on 
fioo- Then, for  F-almost every uj G c the TZ-hull coincides with =  21e .
Proof: Doping property implies th a t  each cylinder of 21e is contained in supp(P). 
Since the set of cylinders is a basis of open sets for the topology of 2IC, supp(P) =  
Lemma 4.3.1 then gives the result. □
4.3.4 The H ull of a Q uasicrystal
In 1984, Shechtmaii; Blech, G ratias and Calm [SBGC] identified in a quenched melt 
of AIMn alloys an apparently new object in condensed m atter. It differs from crystals 
or amorphous materials in terms of order and symmetry. Its neutron diffraction 
pa tte rn  was point like but five-fold symmetric.
The direct evidence by X ray diffraction [Boi] of the existence of Bragg peaks 
is the signature of a long-range order of the atomic structure. However, this corre­
sponds to a non-crystalline order, for which the Bragg peaks are non-poriodically 
distributed in reciprocal space. The diffraction pa tte rn  exhibits ro tation axes with 
order forbidden by la ttice-translational symmetry (only ro tation  axes of order 2,3,4 
or 6 are consistent with 3-dimensional lattice-periodicity). In the case of AIMn,
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Shechtman and coworkers have shown th a t  the alloy adm its an icosahodral point 
group of symmetry, with six 5-fold axes, ten 3-fold axes, fifteen 2-fold axes and 
the inversion operation. They called this phase icosahedral AlMn-phase (i-AIMn). 
O ther types of quasicrystalline symmetries where soon reported: octagonal, decago­
nal and dodecagonal phases, with 8-fold, 10-fold and 12-fold order respectively, with 
periodicity parallel to the corresponding axis. In the early days single quasicrystal 
grains have been very small. They reach nowadays size in the order of one centimeter 
and have a very good quality for i-AlPdM n systems, for a review see [Tsa], allowing 
precise measurements of physical properties.
The first example of non-periodic tiling of the plane was provided by Penrose 
[Pen] in 1979. There is a description with two types of' tiles and an inflation rule for 
the Penrose tiling [GrSh], i.e., it belongs to the class of'self-similar tilings. Moreover, 
it exhibits a five-fold symmetry. De Bruijn [dBr] studied the Penrose tiling exten­
sively. Later, physicists recognized th a t  it is quasiperiodic. Further examples of 
quasiperiodic tilings were built [dBr, KraNe]. Another class of'tilings for describing 
the quasiperiodic order in quasicrystals, is based upon the so-called cut-and-project 
method. This m ethod was independently proposed by Duneau & Katz [DK1, DK2], 
Kalugin, Kitaev & Levitov [KKL], Elser [Els], Kram er [Krai] and Levine & Stein­
hard t [LeSt]. It took until 1995 [Moo] to recognize th a t  this m ethod is equivalent 
to the notion of' model sets  provided by Meyer in his thesis [Mey].
The cut-and-project m ethod is defined with spaces and maps as follows
R d < r^ —  R d X K n — K n
U (4.22)
A(M ) tz M
where TZ C Rd x R” is a lattice and n\ and 7t2 are the projections onto Rd and Rn , 
respectively. Furthermore, m  restricted on TZ is injective and ^ (TZ )  is dense in R". 
We call Rd the physical space and R” the internal space. We assume th a t  tï\ and 7t2 
are the restriction maps on the corresponding coordinate of Rd x R” . Therefore the 
setting of a cut-and-project scheme is given by the triple (Md , R” , TZ). For a subset 
M  in the internal space R” we define the corresponding point set in the physical 
space Rd as
A (M ) =  {ff1( a ) | a e K , f f 2( a ) e M } .  (4.23)
M  is called the acceptance domain  of' the cut-and-project set A(M ). For a lattice 
vector a £ TZ we have
A (M  +  7t2(o)) =  A(M ) +  7Ti(o). (4.24)
D e f in it io n  4 .3 .3  A point set L  in Rd is called a model set i f  there exists a bounded 
set M  with M  =  in tM  such that L  =  A(M ).
